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SPLODGE TOUR

NEW

Rte°RO

Migh

SPLODGENESSABOUNDS who are
due to release their first album shortly begin their first major British tour
this month
Dales are. London
Greyhound October 16, Guildford Sur-

BLONDIE
ALBUM

4A'

rey University 17, Manchester
Polytechnic 30, Sheffield Polytechnic
31, West Runton Pavilion November 1,
Brunel University 5, Port Talbot
Troubadour 6. Birmingham Cedar
Club 7, Crystal Palace Hotel 8, Dudley
Town Hall 10, Rippon St John College

\d\/1,

TELEPHONE
Daytime: 01-8361522
Evening: 01-8361429

14,

ALF MARTIN

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
new single 'Hungry Heart' shortly
Taken from his double album 'The
River', the single will be available in a
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BLONDIE RELEASE their new album next month.
'Auto American' will be available on November 14 preceded by a single,
'The Tide Is High', on October 24. Both the single and album were produced by Mike Chapman. No information on a British Blondie tour is, as yet,
available.

WIL.D FIVE
WILD HORSES will be' touring Ireland
shortly with dales at Ulster New
University October 16, Galway Sea point Ballroom 17, Dublin Crofton Air-

FREE POLICE GIG

port Hotel 18, Belfast Queens University 19, Sligo Blue Lagoon 20. No
details of any English dates are as yet
available.

CANCELLED

THE POLICE have had to call off their projected concert at the Oval Cricket
Ground in December, due to objections by groundstaff
Said a spokesman for the band. "The whole thing is being organised by
Mlles Copeland, but being an American he doesn't understand why Geoff
Boycott or Ian Bolham wouldn't -relish the thought of over 10,000 Police fans

trampling over the beloved turf!
'INow he's looking at other venues, including several London football
grounds. But Miles being an American doesn't realise that it'll be in the
middle of the lootball season, so can't see anyone wanting to let 10,000
Police fans go rampaging over the pitch either'
"Seriously, all sorts of venues are being looked into, theatres included,
so presumably they'll be playing a London date around December 18 or 19,"
I

bag with a previously
unreleased track, 'Held Up Without A
Gun' on the B side.

picture

CHANGE DIRE
DIRE STRAITS have changed the
venue for the opening night of their
British tour.
Instead of playing Trentham
Gardens, Stoke on Trent on
December 1, the band will be playing

Victoria Hall, Hanley. They've changed the venue because of the uncertainly about the future of Trentham

ti$
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DIRECTOR
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MANN'S LP

MANFRED MANN'S Earth Band
release 'Chance', their first album in
nearly two years, on October 27.

LONDON HM

SAMSON HEADLINE a heavy metal
night at the London Music Machine
on November
1

Other acts, in a show presented by
Radio One's Tommy Vance. will be
Praying Mantis More and one other
unconfirmed act. Tickets are £2.50
and the doors open al 8 pm.

EXTRA SAD

GIRLSCHOOL have made several
alterations to their tour announced
last week.
Their gig in Doncaster on
November 19 has been changed from
Doncaster Romeo and Juliets to Don-

caster Gaumonl. They've cancelled
their gig at Lancaster University on
November 29 and they'll be playing
Redcar Coatham Bowl on that night
instead,

TWO KOOL

PROMOTIONS EXECUTIVE
Angela Fieldhouse

KOOL AND The Gang have cancelled
their date at London's Apollo on
November 9 and instead they'll be
playing two shows al the London
Rainbow on November 5 and 6. Their
new album 'Celebrate' has just been

TELEX
299485

Music G

released

Dan ibuied by Spoii,ghi Magazine Distribution
Lid, eenwell Road, London N7 7a% -01.607
1

MARLEY ILL
admitted to

6,11

60H.

Gardens which Is currently up for
sale.
Ticket prices for the Victoria Hall
gig remain the same at £3 75 and all
tickets bought for the Trentham
Gardens gig will be valid for the Victoria Hall concert.
Dire Straits' new album 'Making
Movies' is released on October 24.

'HEAD DELAY

PUBLICITY/PROMOTIONS

SE 16

Birmingham

MOTORHEAD have delayed the
release of their album, 'Ace Of
Spades', by a week Due to pressing
problems the album will now be
available from October 27

TELEPHONE SALES MANAGER
Eddie Fitzgerald

London

13.

Polytechnic 14.
The Mo-Dettes will also be
releasing their first album 'The
Story' So Far' in November. The
album includes their current single
as well as their past hit 'Paint It
Black'. The album cover has been
designed by the Mo-Dettes
themselves and the first 20,000
albums will include a Tree giant size
colour sticker. It is expected that
more dates will be added to their
tour later.

Pan

ADVERTISEMENT PRODUCTION
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this week, begin a major tour this
month. Dales are: Scarborough
Taboo Club October 24, Durham
University 25, Edinburgh Valentino's 26. Paisley Bungalow 21, Manchester Polytechnic 28, Liverpool
Galsby's 29. Preston Polytechnic
31. Exeter SI Georges Hall
November 3, Plymouth Fiesta Suite
4, Basingstoke Technical College 7.
Cambridge Middle Eight B. Bristol
.Berkeley 12. Port Talbot

their previously announced forthcoming tour. The extra dates the band will
be playing are: Manchester Apollo
November 24, Cardiff Sophia Gardens
27, Bradford St Georges Hall 28,
Glasgow Apollo 29, Aberdeen Capitol
Theatre 30.

NEW YORK
Ira Mayer

01960

MOVE
THE MO-DETTES. who release their
new single 'Dark Park Creeping.

SAD CAFE have added five dates to

IN AMERICA

M6

MO-DETTES

NEW 12 -SINGLE
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a
BOB MARLEY has been
cancer hospital in New York, but his
doctor says there Is n0 cause for
alarm.
Marleywas admitted to the Sloan
Kettering hospital but a spokesman
said that he was suffering from nervous exhaustion and heeded a break
No further details are as yet available.

11~0
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ROCKPILE
BENEFIT

DATES

in

STRAY PLAY
MUCH TALKED about band the Stray
Cats will be playing a series of gigs
Later this month. They'll be supporting the Pretenders at the Hammersmith Odeon on October 20,
endowed by Woolwich Tramshed October 23, Brunel University 29 War-

wick University 30. Bnmm9ham Aston
University 31, More dales will be announced shortly
Their first single on Arista Records
will be released in late October and is
produced by Dave Edmunds.

HUGH'S BOOK
HUGH CORNWELL'S 'Inside Information' book will be available in two

weeks' time
Hugh wrote the book alter serving
lime in Pentonville for drugs offences
and the only outlet for the book is by
mail order, price lip including post
and packing from Stranglers Information Service. New Hibernia House.
Winchester Walk, London SEt.
The Stranglers are re-releasing
their first ever single 'Tomorrow Was
The Hereafter'. The B side is a
Cocktail verSion' of 'Bring On The
Nubiles' recorded in Paris. The
single, price £1 50 including post and
packing, Is available from Stranglers
Information Service. New Hibernia
House, Winchester Walk, London
SE1

JON ANDERSON has confirmed
the dates for his lorihcoming tour.
The former Yes vocalist will be

playing Ipswich Gaumonf
November 21, Wolvermamplan
Civic Hall 22, Bristol Colston Hall
ti. Southampton Gaumoot 15.
Brighton Dome 76, Bournemouth
Winter Gardens 18, Oxford New
Theatre 19, London Royal Albert
Hall December 1, Sheffield City
Hell 3, Birmingham Odeon 4,
Liverpool Empire 5, Coventry
Theatre 6, Edinburgh Playhouse
If, Newcastle City Hall 12,
Glasgow Apollo 13. Leicester De
Montfort Hall 15, Manchester
Apodo 16.
Tickets are priced at L7, £I and
£5 except in Londón where they
wil be £I, L2, (3, £5.50, £6.50 and

j

LONDON UFO

UFO ARE rumoured to be playing live

major London dates after Christmas.
It Is understood that the band will
be playing the Hammersmith Odeon
in February on consecutive nights.
The dates will make up for having
missed London on their current lour
and will coincide with the release of
the new album 'Profession of
Violence'.

Anderson releases his new
single, 'Some Are Born' and new
album 'Song of Seven', this week.
¡After the British tour Anderson
will be touring the Far East,
followed by American dates.

YES

'SINGLE
THE FIRST Yes single of 1980 is
'Into The Lens', released this

week.

The single is taken from their
recently released 'Drama' album
featuring new members Geoff

MORE
CRUSADERS
FOLLOWING THEIR currect sell out
tour. The Crusaders and Randy
Crawford will be playing three extra
dates in Britain following their European concerts.
The new dates are Southport
Theatre October 24, Coventry Theatre
26. London Victoria Apollo 27.

MICK BOX: "things Couldn't have worked out

-Downes and Trevor Horn - and
was specially edited by Atlantic
j

President Ahmel Ertegun and the
band themselves. The B side is
'Does it Really Happen".
Yes are currently touring
America and their British'lour
opens of Bristol Hippodrome on
November 16.

better."

EW HEEP
N

£7.50.

SLATE DATE
BLACK SLATE. high in the charts with
'Amigo', play a one off gig al London's Jackson's Lane Community
Centre on October 18 The gig is a
benefit for the soon to be launched
Community newspaper, 'East End
News'. Doors ope al 7.30pm and
tickets are £2 to members of the centre's rock club and £2.50 to others.

3

ANDERSON

RI X(P/LE WILL be playing a benefit
gig in London later this month, followed by anottyer special pig in Wales
The lord,,
al the Lyceum on October 78 wdI be in aid of
Capital
Raoio's Help A London Child appeal and tickets
priced C3 are available now
from the Lytham box office
Rock bete wall also play a benefit for Welsh
boxer
Owen at the
Swansea Top Rank on November 4 Rockpile's Nick Johnny
Lowe has Invited Elvis
Coetelio and the Attractions and Paul McCartney and
to open the
show and faithfully guarantees that at feast one of theseWings
bands will appear.
Ti hats priced C4 are available now from the
Top Rank box office.
Johnny Owen is still fighting for his life alter being critically
Injured In a
birrx.sig match Alt money raised from the gig will go to the
fund set up to
h p him and his family.

North London rockabnly band The Polecats will be
supporting Rockplle
art their tour which begins this week

18. 1980

TOUR

HEEP have added a new
member and they'll be starting a 23
date tour in November.
URIAH

Canadian Gregg Dechert joined
the band last month and replaces
keyboards player Ken Hensley who
left to pursue a solo career. Before
joining Heep, 28 year old Dechert,
who comes from Lislowel, Ontario,
played with Canadian bands Nasty
Habits, H.D.B., Sweet Blindness and
Pulsar
where he knew Heep
vocalist John Sloman.

-

Commented

Heep

founder

member Mick Box; "Things really
couldn't have worked out better.
When Ken left, John Sloman recom-.
mended Gregg and alter two weeks
trying to track him down he flew over
for an audition. Right from the start
things worked out pert eclly on both
musical and personal levels. He has
added a new 'freshness and dimension to the band which we all needed.
Aside from being a fantastic
keyboard player and songwriter he
also fits in with the vocal front, which
means we won't lose the Heep multi vocal trademark."
-

Tne band's tour dates ate West
Runt on Million November 5, Ipswich
Gaumont 6. Scarborough Odeon
Rooms/Spa Complex 7, Redcar
Coatham-Bowl 8, Edinburgh University 10, Ayr Pavilion 11 Sunderland
Mayfair 12, Blackburn King Georges
Hall 13, Doncaster Gaumonf 14. Manchester Free Trade Hall 15, Carlisle
Market Hall 17, Hanley Victoria Hall
18. Bradford St Georges Hall 19, Derby Kings Hall 20. Wolverhampton
Civic Halt 21, Poole Wessex Halt 22,
Taunton Odeon 24, Cardiff Sophia
Gardens 25, Oxford New Theatre 26.
Southend Cliffs Pavilion 27, Grimsby
Central Hall 28, Hull City Hall 30,
Blackpool Tiflanys December 1. London Lyceum 3.
Tickets are available from box of,
flees and usual agents and go on sate
from October 18. Following the lour
Heep will, be recording a new studio
album scheduled for release next
February before a European tour.
Heep's new single, Think It Over',
will be released in early November
and was digitally recorded at London's Roundhouse Studios.
-

SINGLE OUT NOW
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BA ROBERTSON releases his new
single 'Flight 19' this week. Written

la

with Terry Brillen, the single was inspired by the story of US naval aircraft that mysteriously disappeared
while flying over the Bermuda
Triangle,

r

1

THE DEAD Kennedys release their

third single 'Kilt The Poor' this week
'Kill The Poor' is a remixed version of
the track to be found on their new
album 'Fresh Fruit For Rolling
Vegetables' The first 20,000 copies
will be accompanied by a free badge
and lyric sheet.
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1
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CHAS JANKEL, Ian Dury's keyboard
player, releases his first solo single
'Ai No Corrida' This week. He'll be
following II up with an album 'Chas
Janke)' on October 24 The single was
inspired bye the Japanese cult movie
of the same name.

\

A

PAULINE MURRAY releases her new
single 'Mr X' on October 24. It's taken
from her debut album 'Pauline Murray
And The Invisible Girls' and the B
side is 'Two Shots' which does not
feature on the album.

NGEL WITCH; single and album

ANGEL WITCH
DO A DEAL

BRONZE RECORDS have signed heavy metal three piece Angel Witch. The
band's debut Bronze single will be 'Angel Witch' released on October 27 in
a lull colour picture bag.
They'll be releasing jheir first album of the same name on November 17.
It contains 10 tracks, produced by Martin Smith and recorded at London's

Townhouse Studios.
'
Angel Witch have now been confirmed as special guests on Girlschool's
forthcoming tour which starts at Bristol Tilt anys on November 13 and ends
with a gig at the London Lyceum on December 7. Prior to the tour, Angel
Witch play the London Marquee on October 22 and Richmond Brollys
November 9.
Angel Witch
Kevin Heybourne (guitar, vocals) Kevin Riddles (bass) and
Dave Hogg (drums) have built up a strong live following since they formed
two years ago. The band appeared on the EMI compilation album 'Metal
For Muthas' earlier this year and released a single, 'Sweet Danger', which
reached the lower end of the British charts.

-

SECOND LIVE ASH

WISHBONE ASH release their second live album 'Live Dates II' on October

24

This will be the follow up to their first live album, released in 1975, and
contains material recorded from the 1976 'New England' tour right up to the
'Blowin' Free' dates this year. As a special bonus the first 25,000 copies of
the album will Contain an additional free album featuring seven live tracks
making it a double album for the price of one
Wishbone are currently rehearsing and preparing new material for a
studio album which will be recorded next month In Miami with producer
Nigel Gray. His credits include work with The Police. ,

-

DAMMERS
ARRESTED

BATTERSEA
ROCK VENUE

BATTERSEA PARK could soon be a
major London rock venue
Wandsworth Council leaders and
GLC chiefs will soon be meeting to
Cambridge
The band were playing a gig in a discuss whether to allow concerts to
marquee On Midsummer Common, be held in the huge tent fn the park..
The big top is concrete floored and
when there was some trouble In the
crowd and the bouncers over centrally heated and seats up to 5,000
reacted Dammers objected got into people The results of their meeting
a fight and
was carted off by the should be known shortly., It js
police After spending all night in fail understood that The Police are lookhe was later released on bail and will ing at the venue and could well be the
appear in Court on November 5, site for their big London concert now
charged with causing a breach of the that they've had to cancel a proposed.
peace.
concert at the Oval cricket ground
and keyboard
Jerry Dammers, was arrested
Player,
ast week following the band's gig in
SPECIALS LEADER

TODD RUNDGREN
and Utopia
release their new album 'Deface The
Music' at the end of this month.
Tracks Include 'I Just Want To Touch
You' and all the 13 songs were written, conceived and produced irk two
weeks, Island is also re-releasing two
Rundgren solo albums 'A Wizard. A
True- Star' and 'Hermit Of Mink
Hollow'. These albums have been
unavailable In Britain for the past 18
months.

OTTAWAN'S
'D.I.S.C.O.'

FOLLOW up

will be

'You're

to
OK'

released on October31

COINCIDING with the release of
Stanley Kubrick's film, 'The Shining',
Shinko releases her song 01 the
same name this week. The song was
written by ex -Yellow Dog member
Kenny Young.
I

THE VIPS release their new single
'Need Somebody To Love' in the first
week of November

HAMMATAN, who are currently lining
up a British tour, release their debut
album 'Chameleon' on October 31.
Tracks include 'Nice of Bliss' and
'Listen To The Buddha'.
ROCKY ERICKSON And The Aliens
release their new single 'Mine Mine
Mind' this week. The B side is
'Bloody Hammer', the story of a

UB40

ADAM AND THE ANTS

-

UB40: who release their new single

'The Earth Dies Screaming' this week
have added a date to their tour at Birmingham Odeon on November 8.

URGE
URGE: will be headlining an
unemployment benefit gig at the
Coventry General Wolfe on October
15.

UK SUBS
who release their new
single 'Party In Paris' this Friday have
added a number of dates to their tour
and changed others. The schedule
now reads, London Music Machine
UK SUBS:

October 19, Grimsby Central Halls 10,
Hemel Hempstead Pavilion 12,
Crawley Technical College 14, Derby
Alanta 15, York Forge Inn 16, London
Marquee 17, 18, 19 and 20

and,other independent outlets

ESSENTIAL LOGIC release their new
single 'Eugene' on October 20. The
band will be spending November and
December touring Europe before

returning to record another single.
TENPOLE TUDOR and Dirty Looks,
who are currently featured on the Son
Of Stiff tour, both release singles this
week. The Dirty Looks single is
'Tailin' You', while Tudor's single is
'Three Bells In A Row'. Meanwhile
another dale has been added to the
tour at Slough College of Education
November 2.

A

MARSHALL FURY
MARSHALL FURY: who release their
debut single early next month, play
the London Brecknock on October 18.

LEGEND

ASWAD:

Edinburgh

MARSHALL FURY

CRASS

TOYS
TOYS: play the following

Nottingham Lakeside Pavilion 16,
Manchester Mayflower 17, Edinburgh
Nile Club 18. Cleator Moor Civic Hall
15,

London

dales; Dingwalls October 27,101 Club
29,

Rock Garden

30

19,

MISTY IN ROOTS

AFTER THE FIRE

MISTY IN ROOTS: Leicester
Polytechnic October 10, London
School of African and Oriental
Studies 17 The band will also shortly
be releasing a single-

3Q,

Bristol

Berkeley

8.

CAPTAIN BEEFHEART

MANITOU

CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: added dates;

MANITOU: Sleatord Carres Grammar
School October 17, Loughborough
Adam and Eve 20, Nottingham Hearty
Goodfellow 26, Leicester Scamps 29.
Leicester Fosse Way Hotel
November 6, Nottingham Trent
Bridge Inn 9, Birmingham Bogans
(lunchtime) 15, Moseley Fighting
Cocks 21, Leicester Scamps 29.
Coventry General Wolfe

Loughborough University November
15, Wakefield Unity Hall 16, York
University 17.

HUMAN LEAGUE
HUMAN LEAGUE: Doncaster Rollers

November

TENPOLE
TUDOR:
new single this week

Ctub'20.

CRASS: Liverpool Gatsbys October

November

THE SHELTER housing association will be

SUDDEN SWAY; who recently
released their single 'Jane's Third
Party' play the Following dates' Warrington Flamingo Hotel October 14.
Birmingham Miro Gallery 17. London
Dog And Whistle 19, Croydon Kipper

University

November 14, St Andrews University
15. Aberdeen University 16, London
Venue 21, Chelsea College 22,
Reading University Bridges Hall 27,
Derby Manta Club 28, Huddersfield
Cleopatras 29, Norwich Cromwells
December 4, Scarborough Tab000 5,
Bradford Palm Grove 6. North London
Polytechnic 8, Exeter University
December 10.

Cromwells

MATCHBOX break off an extensive European
lour to support Bill Haley and the Comets at
the Hammersmith Odeon on November 20.

Rock Garden 6, John Bull 7,
Kingston Three Tuns 8. Golden Lion
1.

A SUDDEN SWAY

AFTER THE FIRE: added dates; London Din watts October 21, Norwich

Teardrop Explodes on their forthcoming tour.
Coinciding with the tour the Twins will be
releasing their second single, `She's In Love
With Mystery'

THE BROUGHTONS: following mainly london dates; Half Moon November

31

ASWAD

Animals' shortly on Construct
Records. The single Is being
distributed by Virgin, Rough Trade

THE BROUGHTONS

VAPORS: London Marquee October

THE DIAGRAM Brothers, an up and

coming Manchester band, release
their debut single 'We Are All

ADAM AND THE ANTS: Liverpool

Bradys November 8, Edinburgh' Tilfanys 10, Glasgow Tlflanys f1,
Durham Urnversity 12, Lincoln Drill
Hall 13, Hull Oueen's Gardens 14,
West Runton Pavilion 15, Preston
Polytechnic 17, Manchester
Polytechnic 18, Grimsby Central Hall
Derby2
19, Leeds
Kin gs Hall 21, AAylesbury 2Friars
Sheffield Top Rank 23. London
Lyceum 24, Exeter St Georges Hall
26. Penzance Demelza's 27. Birmingham Cedar Ballroom 28, Lewisham
Odeon 29 Cardin Top Rank 30,
Brighton flop Rank December 1,
Coventry Romeo and Jul lets 2

9.

VAPORS

young man's experiences alter being
locked away in an attic.

THE THOMPSON Twins will be supporting

EAGLE RECORDS, a newly launched
independent, label. have igned'Gary Glilier
to a three year contract Gary's first single for
the label will be released before Christmas.
Eagle have also signed live piece rock band.
Ginger.

U840: new single and extra date

LEGEND: who have built up a large
following in London and Kent, play
Maidstone, Oakwood Technical College October 15, November 5 and
November 12

tI:?nI£
launching a series of benefit gigs at the
London Greyhound from November 3 to 9.
The concerts will include a double bill with
the Fabulous Poodles and Famous Names do
November 4 and the Ronnie Lane Band 5. The
money raised from the concerts will go to
Home Base, Shelter's after care programme
for young people leaving institutions.

w

12,

Liverpool Rollers

13. -

TANGERINE DREAM
TANGERINE DREAM: added dates;
Cork Connolly Hall October 31, London Apollo November 9.

BUDGIE
BUDGIE: who release their new
album 'Power Supply' on October 24,
play the following dates; Bristol
Granary November 6, Nottingham
Boat Club 8, Scarborough Penthouse

Manchester Thameside Theatre
Helensborough Trident Club 17.
Rosyth Lion's Club 18, Northampton
Cricket Club 29.
14,
16,

THE CHORDS
Technical
College October 15, Aberdeen Fusion
17.
16. Dundee Technical College
Edinburgh Herriot Watt University 18,
East Kilbride Olympia Civic Centre 19
Manchester Polytechnic 21. Liverpool
Gatsbys 22, Leamington Spa Royal
Spa Centre 23, Dunstable Oueensway
Hall 24, Leicester University 25.
THE CHORDS: Glasgow

Bristol Berkeley
Roundabout Club 29, Kent University
30, Hull College of Higher Education
31
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WINTER draws near
and threatens to
freeze the knickers
S

oft the vicar's wife,
we, by the radiator, must
turn bleary pupils and
bloodshot peepers to the
heavy duty ligging took place
last week. In order of
appearance we had The
Tygers Of Pang Tang, who
celebrated their Marquee gig
with a bash at the St Moritz
just across the road and well
within staggering distance.
Various Samson's, including
ligger of the year Bruce
Bruce as well as Def
Leppard Girl, and Gary
Moore, (forceably removed
from the stage after hogging
the limelight as usual) were
seen between the gig and
the party.
NEXT WE had two spectacular
Venue bashes. The first, the
appearance of the Famous Names

Circus, featured two awesome
Amazonian females named Mitzi
Muller (Hooray) and Klondyke Kate
(B0000l) who proceeded to Boston
Crab, Half -Nelson and be generally
unsociable to one another whilst
wrestling A great dance troupe
Called Shock, who specialised In
robotics and the hot mouthed
Wizard Of Heildom, who threw
flames around the likes of Rat
Scabies, Rick Partin of Ouo,
Polystyrene, Van Morrison,
Orchestral Whatsits In The Dark, and
Steve Allen of The Original Mirrors.
with gay abandon What Ms
Abandon did I have yet to find out'?
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THE WIZARD OF HELLDOAr

-

xit
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MITZI and KLONDYKE KATE
'

,

The bands Stllleto and Famous
Names filled in the boring bits
between acts. However, star of the
night was without doubt the
incredible Nash The Slash, whose
ten minutes of fame start now, more
of him will be learned later
THE SECOND night drew such
names as Michael Schenker, Dollar,
the eye opening Charlie Dore, the
odd Dart, Lol Creme and Kevin
Godley, Graham Parker, who does
have ocular equipment beneath the
shades. Bruce Foxton of the Jam.
Joe Walsh, Rick Wakeman, John
Hayward. Denny Labile, Barclay
James Harvest, Professional Steve
Jones and Mike 'Her Mum reckons I
look just like a Greek God' Nicholls,
was seen slumbering for nearly four
hours. no doubt basking In the many
mental re -runs of his almost
legendary appearance on the
tediously laboured 'XTC At The

Manor' shown during the Beeb's

rock week. The event was the show
case of The Brothers Glib, Norris,
Dobbin and Garry, the Hee Bee Gee
Bees, who livened up a patchy night
and shared honours with the Rosy
Rollers and Nash The Slash, more
on him later"
JENNY DAREN'S Venue bash was
attended by the usual dull lot who
lapped up the free food and drink
with considerably more enthusiasm
than they listened to her set which
was so ordinary that her many fans
couldn't muster the energy to ask
her to massacre Led Zeppelin's pop
time 'Stairway To Heaven
THEN IT was on to the Randy
Crawford/Crusaders party at

Stringfellows where journalists and
members of WEA and MCA had to
share pride of place with Roddy
Llewellyn's birthday celebrations but
SHE wasn't to be seen amongst the
chic sheep of the chinless in -crowd.
Your Private Highs spy commented
that the much lauded club had a

ORGANISATION
Orchestral Manoeuvres
On its way

IS ./

'

¡

CC

i

great dancelloor but a DJ who
treated the populus like Butlin's
Skegness, no class you seet
AFTER ALL the problems Belfast
has laced over the years It really
didn't need a member of the Stiff,
Little Fingers entourage to set lire
to the Europa Hotel. Apparently
some walking ashtray fell asleep
with a lighted cancer stick and
necessitated the total evacuation of
the building.
EAGLE JOE WALSH and ex -Joe
Walsh sidesman Joe Vitale were in
the country for a few weeks with
John Entwhistle, rehearsing for a
solo album by the bassist. The
waggish Yankees decided to
celebrate The Ox's birthday with a
special present which our hero was
told to collect from another room.
The Who person was thus
confronted with a Red Kneed
Tarantula by the name of Doris and
apparently a distant relative of Boris
the Spider, previously documented
by Mr Entwhistle's up and coming
combo, The Who,
THE HUMAN LEAGUE are
apparently holed up in their native
Sheffield creating yet another
musical delight for our aural
receptors. They will only be playing
two more dates before the end of
the year, one at Doncaster and the
other at Liverpool. We here in the
south are somewhat disappointed,
and hearing that David Bowie is on
the shortlist to produce this. their
third album, does little to
compensate our grief.
MONTY PYTHON attracted the likes
of Steve Martin (lead person in The
Jerk). Robin (Mork and latterly
Popeye) Williams, George Harrison,
John Lennon and spouse,
ex -Manfred Mann lead singer
Michael D'Abo and Andrew Gold, to
their 'Drury Lane Show Live At The
Hollywood Bowl' The audience also
attracted such perverts as
Hollywood Gumby's In Gucci
Handkerchiefs, a lady dressed as
the Queen, and a duck! The IBA are
banning the TV advertising, and
various radio stations are leaving 'I
like Chinese' off their playlists on
the grounds of 'causing offence to
the Chinese community', Boots are
to stick notices warning of obscene
contents on the record.
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CHARLES DORE is caught short heroine. Our athletic thrush is
seen revealing her talents but
at The Venue where the aptly
there is no truth in the rumour
named Chris Lurca snatched
that her patron saint is St
this candid but fuzzy shot of our Knickerless.

VARDIS HAVE the misfortune to
have a manager called Jane Rovell
who has lost various enquiries about
the band sent in by fans, she claims
they might have been stolen or,
more likely, she was Incompetent
Thus it those who have enquired
recently would like to phone 07535
54642 she claims she will

accommodate all.
BLACK SABBATH have taken a
leading part in one of the largest
riots of rock'n'roll history when
Geezer Butler was struck in the
mush by a bottle and left the stage
for treatment and the management
were a bit slow in informing the
gathered 7,000 Milwaukee crowd the
news and their ire erupted when
Tony lomml's guitar roadie Freddie
Ferguson got hit in the face and
required 10 stitches. The aggro spilt
onto the rest of the audience and
ended with 160 fans arrested and
many other injured
TODD RUNDGREN has gone on the
road with Ian Hunter, Michael
Shrleve (ex -Santana), Steven Dees
of Hall and Oates and Tom Mandel
of Ian Hunter's band in order to
spread the word about independent
Presidential candidate John
Anderson.
ANYBODY WATCH the arthritic Grey
Whistle Mess show how out of touch
it was on Saturday night by playing
only one representative of the post
1976 brigade While Cheech and
Chong's 'Basketball Jones' clip,
Bruce Springsteen and Hendrix
made it worthwhile, did we really
have to listen to Stillwater play the
same three note solo for an eternity
and more Mind you, it was lun
seeing Bryan Ferry attempt to get a
lob with Yellow Magic Orchestra and
Siouxsie Sioux reach new levels of
tedium higher even than President
'There stave been many important
rock musicians, like Bob Dylan
Simon and Garfunkel and the Allman
Brotherslf1' Carter.

f
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LOTS OF nasty going on

between Original Records, who
were sponsoring the second of
the Venue's parties last week,
and wonderful Nash The Slash.
The main man, who plays
staggering versions of Jan and
Dean's 'Deadman's Curve', The
Who's 'Baba O'Reilly' and Deep
Purple headbanging anthem
'Smoke On The Water' with
nothing more than
synthesiser's, sequencers,
pedals galore, mandolins,
violins and a lot of inspiration
from the Electronic Mafia,
Tomita and Kraftwerk, was
given a hard time to say the
least. He was contracted to go
on stage at 10.15 pm, but the

Original Records people forced
him to play early to a half emply
Venue at 9.15. Bouncers were
sent over to the mixer to screw
up the sound and then turn it
down. When it was pointed out
to the bouncers that the owner
of the Venue, Richard Branson,
was about to capture Mr Slash
for his label, Virgin Records, he
was left speechless. Threats to
pull the plugs were also
defeated by calling the name of
Ayatollah Virgin. Nervous
Original Records people
remonstrated with Barbara
Jefferies, managing director of
the Venue, who poured oil on
trouble waters but the whole
Incident left a bad taste in the
mouth.
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personal five is one of Paul sat in
Iront of s hasten up old Buick (or
Chewy or whatever) that wryly
captures the band's obsessbn with
he fifties,
Slap 'Jimmy
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SUITCAS
EWoRLD of pop trembled this

week with the news that the very
famous and definitely - more - rich
than . they - should - be Hee Bee
Gee Bees were to sue their
manager Robert Stigwig for a sum

-

approximating 75 million dollars, or
P31 million while they're based In
Britain.
On Thursday, a spokesman for the
Brothers Glib issued the following
statement: "I'd rather not commit
myself just now I have to see
lawyers this afternoon and catch the
next 'Crossroads' straight after. I'll
call you back tomorrow with a
statement."
Later in the afternoon, a second
spokesman called to say: "Take no
notice of the first spokesman's
statement it wasn't a very good
one. This is more like a proper
statement, if you ask me."
The first spokesman retaliated by
issuing the following statement:
"The second spokesman is an
Imposter! He's not a real
spokesman at all, and he made the
second statement up. I hope this
statement helps clarify the issue."
The second spokesman,
unmasked, walked gloomily off info
the sunset. while a third spokesman
hesitated just round the next corner

'

-

-

'

'

Meanwhile, Record Mirror
understands that the Glib Brothers'
proposed suit (a white. single -

'

bredsrBÓallarr t7iat ,00ks rea7Ty near
when worn with a black shirt and red,
tie) has emerged because of
royalties due: the Glib Brothers
'Meaningless Songs' has allegedly
MICK JONES
sold over 500 thousand billion copies
since its release, and there are
claims to the effect that Hee Bee
Gee Bees have thus far received a
mere i? quid.
In addition to this, a fresh
statement from another spokesman
revealed, the band are claiming a
.
further 87p for a Big Mac and chips
which they claim was purchased for
Mr Stigwig from their local
McDonalds, around the corner from
their house on Beverly Hills High
Street. In addition to this, the band
have added an extra 18p plus
service which they claim is owed by
their label, Original Records.
Thus, two law suits are proposed
one for royalties, one for extras
(give or take the odd drummer,
'THE CLASH
Before And
and a third one will be broached
cartoonist and roadie).
After': Photographs By
just as soon as the Glib Brothers
But times change and so have the
Pennie Smith (Eel Pie
can think of it. This, stated the
group and not for the worse. Always
spokesman, should make the first
game for a pose, their frequent
Publishing £4.50)
three - piece - suit in history
image switching has found as much
ON THAT fateful Ladbroke Grove
favour with devotees as their vinyl
Speaking from his London gutter
,afternoon when Messrs Jones and
hideaway, Robert Stigwig screamed:
variations, and with Pennie in there
snapping from the start, there's a
"These ridiculous allegations have ' Simonon ran Into Joseph Mellor and
told him his band (the 101-ers) was
fairly comprehensive collection of
been made by a bunch of loonies
shit
he's
but
so
why
not
great
join
classic stances.
and are false, faceless and without
The Clash, I don't imagine that even
Many of the photos were taken on
foundation."
they foresaw themselves as the
last year's break -through American
Mr Stigwig's obsession with make
subject of a lavish 160 page pictorial
tour and as such visually
- up is renowned throughout the
devoted solely to their own mugs
complement their last album. My
music biz.
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Jsu' on the deck and,
hen flip to the pic of him outside
the liquor store or leaning against a
pat pump: Ire Dean Moriarty
sitng for Jack to get him back on
he roadf Onstage, of course, he's
Link Wray or early Elvis and
needless to say the 'London
Calling' cover Is included, complete
with an explanation of Its
Spontaneity.
11 the bassist seems to he getting
too much attention here, It's
because the book brings him out as
the most photogenic, not that the
others are unable to throw the odd
shape or two. Fortunately many of
these are off-stage which means we
get the boys in a variety of moods
and enough Insight into Individual
personalities to appreciate that
rivalry In The Clash camp is easily
outweighed by affection and a
commonsense of purpose, however
spurious that may be.
Like any good art book, the

pictures don't take up the whole of
the page size being dictated by
effect. This leaves plenty of room
for captions, the lion's share taken
care of by Joe. The fact that he put
a lot of effort Into them yet only
occasionally are they funny
gives the Impression that he's not
over -burdened with brains, though
Mick doesn't even try, opting for
the long-winded descriptive
approach. As with The Police's
attempt to write Record Mirror, the
conclusion to be drawn Is that in
their hands the pen Is not mightier

than the chord.
So what else? The book Is vaguetl
divided Into sections like 'In Search
Of The Perfect Costume', 'Hanging
Around', 'Breakfasts' and 'Transport
And General', all of which give the
uninitiated some idea of a travelling
band's sense of priorities.
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Necessarily and suitably
monochrome, the book strikes a
neat balance between coffee table
kitsch and the funky but chic image
The Clash strive to maintain. DieI
hard fans will rightly forego their
next album for it. Those uncertain
are advised to do likewise.
MIKE NICHOLLSt

.

PASSING
STRANGERS
BW
KINGS LEAD HATAND
FACE TO' FACE
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Mod Revival Revival?

A

2 Bleak industrial surf music?
7

5

6

IN THIS sad rime of

trendlessness-

errh punk. mod, ska and pathetique
out the window-we at OLN would
like to invite you dear readers, to
spot the next -big thing," below are
10 trend possibilities all you have to
do is gues., which one adl get
nearest to overthrowing capitalist
society as we know it. the first correct
answer will be rewarded with a
week's luncheon vouchers and an all.
expenses -paid tube trip Irom Holborn
to terCoster Square!

7

Political psychedelia with acid heads reading 'Das Kaerial'?
Country & Western punk?
Nudist rock and roll worth political
overtones la la -Das Kapital'Y)
Psychedelic Small furry animal
movement. with hamsters, ferrets
etc, dropping acid and reading
'Das Kapital'?
Pigmies on surfboards playing ska

-O'. Or!" occasionally?

and
8

9

10

furry pigmies In mod Suits
Smallgoing
playing rockabllly and reading
'Das Kapital'?
A movement of outer space bands
playing in orbit and reading 'Alter
native 3'?
A Gilbert O'Sullivan revival with
Marxist overtones)?
orr

'Gang of 4 face death
!

1

l'I:I:I?IU Tuesrtav'
Till.: l;\Nl; of Four will he
rnlenr,d to death in China's
.mosl sensational trial siu'i'
Ihe Communist revolution of
I949, an official editorial in-
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two (count 'em) 24 track
mobile recording studios.
Do we have any anitque lovers
here? Like the older woman, eh?
No. just my little joke sir! Come
over here, come on. move in.
Now, feel the schmutter. Lovely
eh? That there is the Studer J37
4 track used by The Beatles on
'591 Pepper', and that is the
Fairchild limiter used by
producer Joe Meek on the
abut

,

6
__

WANNA RETAIN your credibility
pop kids? Wanna own the means
of production Marxist rockers?
Then have got a bargain for
you. I'm not selling I'm giving
I

this gear away. I'm. sir, come
over here and clock the quality
of this, quick now, before I'm
moved on. What I've got is half a
million pounds worth of mixing
consoles. multitrack recorders,
"mastering and dubbing
machines. monitors.
microphones, cutting lathes and
numerous tapes and video
cassettes. Also, I dunno, I
should be a registered charity or
something. not one not three,

141

ANG OF FOUR read about their sentence and laugh, safe in the knowledge
at EMI will spring them before its too late
,

.

.

Tornadoes' 'Telstar, there's a
mellotron tape organ as touched
by Lennon and McCartney. an
echo plate used by Mike
Oidlleld, pretty neat, make a
lovely Christmas present for an
aspiring guitar virtuoso that, and
that? You may well ask sir, this
here is a 1967 Neve Console
used by the Dave Clark Five,
Elton John. The Moody Blues
and gel this girls. Tom Jones.
the pelvis from the valleys.
Where did I get this? More
than my job's worth squire. Fell
oil the back of a lorry, or al least
it would have it l hadn't have, er,
rescued it. Interested? Then my
next sale will be at EMI's Abbey
Road Studios on October 15 and
16 from fpm and 2pm
respectively. Must dash, you
know boys In blue and sluff, but
I'll be (here and I do accept all
major credit cards, luncheon
vouchers and all overtly Illegal
substances. See you there , .
HONEST ERIC TRICITY
.
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OOK AT all

"L
-

those people!"
Woody
Woodgate
whimpered, hiding his head
in his wife Jane's collar. "I,
want to go home

..."

r
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It must have come as quite a
shock for Madness. First tour of
Italy, where your first album has
sold 16,000 copies without anyone
knowing much about you, and you
peek outside on your opening night
to find over 8,000 punters eagerly
awaiting your appearance. How
would YOU feel?
All of them Italians, too.
Passionate and hot blooded.
According to the promoter you
never know hów Italian audiences
are going to react. Wherever there's
a concert you also find a plethora of
riot police with truncheons and tear
gas at the ready.
There's a feeling of madness
about Italy. might be half Italian
and have spent a considerable
amount of time in the country, but
there are still tines when feel alien
to the way of life. Everything about
the place is even more exaggerated
than the old jokes about crazy
drivers and gesticulating madmen,
everyone does wave their arms
about and, yes, everyone does
consume vast amounts of pasta. But
when you're thrust into music biz
Italian style, that's when you feel
you've just stepped out of Doctor
Who's Tardis and the insanity
begins
To celebrate their appearance In
Milan, the Italian record company
had organised a press conference
for about 30 regional )ournalists'
none of which knew what to make of
the seven peculiarly dressed
individuals staring down at them
from the small rostrum Why did
they all wear their hair so short?
And why weren't they behaving
sensibly instead of making tunes by
blowing in bottles, throwing peanuts
into the audience and giving
ludicrous replies? These mad
English pop stars, plft!
So they lust sat and stared at
Madness instead, most of the so
called journalists
clad In Virgin
T-shirts, clutching their free EPs,
scoffing the usual free lig food,
sipping the free booze
content to
'sit there in silence with their eyes
popping out like organ stops.
(Cultural note: it is not rude to stare
in Italy and It is done with such a
force that you feel as though you
possess three heads or something
I

I

...

"Look at all those people." Wedded bliss in Turin?

TURIN THE
PERSPIRATION
GENERATION
MADNESS in Italy. DAN IELA SOAVE
(pron. "Swaveh") follows the nutty
boys in their continued quest for
absolute world supremacy (this week
anyway). JILL FURMANOVSKY takes
the pictures

-

-

equally absurd).
"Do you think we were nutty
enough?" Chas Smash
alias Carl
Smith
said to Suggs later, once
we were back on the bus, hurtling
along narrow backstreets at
breakneck speed (donta forgetta we
hadda mad driver). "I'm really
getting in the mood now."
It was abundantly apparent. If I
hadn't known Carl and Suggs were
seated behind me I would have
thought there were several mad
Texans, New Yorkers,
Yorkshiremen, Jamaicans etc
crammed in there instead. When the
Coco brothers switch it on it's up to
tull blast. What a pair. A running
dialogue of wisecracks and quick
wit.

-

-

et there's far, far more to
Carl than meets the eye,

althougt I barely touched
Upon it. But I could feel it
strongly. When he wasn't
tooling around he was lost either in
the cassette player which
accompanies him everywhere or
deep in thought, so deep you could
almost hear him
but not quite.
Sometimes he'd catch you looking
at him and he'd fix you with this
not a hostile
penetrating stare
one but unnerving all the same.
Sometimes it was like he was on
automatic pilot while his mind was
elsewhere, as if he was outside his
body observing his reactions to the
spectacle around him. Yet when I
remarked about the.shambles which
went under the name of the press
conference he said, oh, he didn't
know. It was a good laugh anyway.
Which admittedly it was, but the
effect was not lost upon him.

...

-

Backstage at the sports stadium
Madness were waiting for support
act the Lambrettas to finish their
set. If they were worried about the
prospect of 8,000 punters, think
about the frightening task the
Lambrettas had before them as
openers, Italian audiences are pretty
good at hurling abuse
and lull
cans
if they re not pleased.
Being a sports stadium there
wasn't much in the way of
backstage facilities. Carl was sitting
in a corner listening to a tape of the
soundtrack of 'A Clockwork Orange'
while practising his trumpet playing
(only one of the several instruments
he Is teaching himself to play). Mike
Barson was seated in another
corner with his Dutch girlfriend,
Woody was sitting opposite me
with his wife Jane. savouring the
precious time they had together.
They only got married six weeks
ago, and then Jane had to go off on
a strenuous five week tour of
America with her group, the Modettes Suggs was complaining
about the state in which the
drycleaners had returned his suit
indeed, It was a crumpled mess with
white blotches marring its navy
sheen.
Bedders, Lee and Chrissy Boy
wandered in and out, giving reports
on the Lambrettas'progress. They
didn't appear to be going down too
badly, it seemed One by one,
Madness got changed as 10.30
neared, and it wasn't simply
sartorial..Bil by bit they became the
Nutty Boys as they donned their
'
sharp suits, as the characters
became more exaggerated. The
change from Carl Smith to Chas
Smash in particular was noticeable
Out from its cellophane wrapper
came a crisp new white shirt
"Shit," he muttered, as he tugged
at the too light collar,"they didn t
have my size so I had to get a
smaller one." He fastened his bow tie to it, then tutted as he tore It off
and undid a button. "It's too light.
I'll have to do without." On went the
mirror shades, as he smoothed back
his hair, as he regarded his
reflection in the mirror, as he threw
a few shapes. The combination of
that jerky waddle, fluid arm
movements, the way he stretches
and dips, stops and starts, Is
fascinating, captivating. You can't
believe It's the same person I don't
think it is.
Outside, -the crowd were
clamouring for Madness.

-

-

-

They have a custom in Italy.
Because so many riots erupt
the minute the lights are
turned out, they are kept on
during the first half of the
show. it the audience behaves like
good little boys and girls, then they
are switched off for the main group.
What stops the riots then, can't
quite fathom. But It gave me a
chance to observe the audience
before Madness came out.
They seemed to be everywhere
Lining the aisles, crammed in the
seats, squeezed into the standing
area and
literally
hanging from
the rafters. I could just see it .
"Madness fans bring the roof
down". Which they did, II only
metaphorically speaking. From the
minute Madness launched info'Uno
Passo Avanti' ('One Step In Front'
there's no word for 'beyond' In
Italian) they were bobbing up and
down, creating a few nutty dances
of their own. One intriguing little
number was an adaptation of the old
Ring a Ring of Roses game ..
three girls, hands clasped, hop.
skipping and jumping around in a
I

-

-

-

circle
'Absolutely' has just
released in Italy. so the been
audience
wasn't familiar with the new songs.
but they danced along all the sane
When they did recognise a tune
though, they went completely gaga,

-
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New double album featuring
20 tracks at a specially reduced
price .
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RIVER

Bruce Springsteen 'The River' CBS 88510
(includes the forthcoming single 'Hungry Heart')
also available on cassette 40/88510
Produced by Bruce Springsteen,
Jon

Lando, Steve

Van Zandt.
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CONT FROM 10
leaving no barriers closed. When
Chas jumped down into the pits they
surged forward.
But no. he emerged on stage,
minus his shades, dancing away just
as vigorously as before.
"If anyone lilts another pair of my
shades there'll be trouble," he said
later- "That's the second pair in a
few days I got another pair lilted al
a warm up gig we did last weekend.
I'd only just got them, too Cost me
60 or 70 quid they did, specially from
America I'm hoping to gel them
back, someone's asking around up
there for me."
On the four hour drive to Turin the
next day I found myself next to Jane
and Woody again, as the others
dozed or were absorbed in their
headphones. He asked me what I
thought of the previous night's gig,
and I said although it wasn't without
a few fluffs
like not being able to
hear Suggs at times
it was real
fun. pure unadulterated enjoyment
"That's how felt," he replied. "It
was the best gig we've done in a
Tong while. I really enjoyed it
"That's because there was so
much adrenalin flowing alter the
shock you all got from seeing so
many people out there," Jane
reasoned. "I could see it give you
all a lift
"Mmmmm, don't know about

-

A.
D.

"Watch out for them vipers!" "Too late! I think one's bit rime."

-

4

.

I

4
a'
The unacceptable, not to say

undistinguishable, face el Spivness.

I

that." he contradicted "II we'd

played to that amount of people
three weeks ago when we were all
feeling low. that big crowd wouldn't
have made one bit of difference.
don't think that had anything to do
with it "
"Rubbish!" his lady wile retorted.
"I could feel it surging through all of
you. It gave you a right shock, that
I

did.

"Well, anyway, it was really good

fun. You've got to go out there and
enjoy yourself, there's no point in
be ng scared once you're actually
up there so you may as well let rip
and not care." Woody said
"I had such good tun playing all
these characters while I was
drumming Did you see that bit
when I pretended I was a crab and
looked across al you?" he said to
Jane. "r nearly forgot what I was
meant to be playing was laughing
I

so much."

And there lies the

philosophy of Madness as
it you didn't know already.

What's so wrong with
having fun? Just because
you don't write music and lyrics
which you could enter for a PHD
doesn't mean you think any less
Carl for one Is getting sick of being
labelled a blockhead lust because
he has short hair and they play nutty
music.
"I think it's very important that
people realise we're just ordinary
people doing a very enjoyable job,"
Woody said. "We're having a good
lime and that's what they should
know, not our opinions on anything
else They shouldn't be interested
In reading exact quotes either, more
In absorbing the atmosphere. That's
what's important. People with tape
recorders seem to be more
concerned In getting as many
quotes out of us as possible and
simply reproducing them in print,
rather than describing what we're all
about.
"It's dance music we play, not
anything Intellectual. It's about
having fun, enjoying yourself, which
is what we do. Like this tour .. "
he said, gazing dreamily out of the
window. "It feels more like a holiday
than work."

It was beautiful that day. Gone
was the torrential downpour and
cold wind we had had to suffer the

1

Y'

MIKE BARSON samples the local brew.
day before. Instead. brilliant blue
skies, the sun, beautiful scenery
with the snow-capped Alps on the

horizon.

"Don't you think our second
album's better than our first?"
Suggs asked me.
,"Our second's better than our
first but our third will have to be
better than our second." quipped
Carl, in true Tweedledum and
Tweedledee fashion
Another stop, another 'Interruption
to the fragmented conversations we
were having This time the driver
whom the band referred to as
had managed to find a
Giuseppe
motorway station which was open.
Yup. Italy was having yet another of
its infamous general strikes and
everything had ground to a
standstill. There were even doubts
as to whether this evening's concert
would go ahead if there were no
boys in blue to police it (Actually
here's another cultural note
the
police in Italy are clad in beige).
But the only thing that was on
anyone's mind at that moment was
food. so we all queued up for more
you guessed it
pasta.
plates of
It was funny, really. Being the
perfect mimics they are, Madness
had the Italian accent off to a "t",
which had its drawbacks as the
locals thought they could
understand the lingo and gibbered
away to a sea of blank laces.
Outside in the sun, we basked In a
children's playground. Suggs
reading a copy of 'The Prisoner'.
never actually saw the programme
so I asked him about it, only to find
that he hadn't seen much of it
either, which was why he was
reading the book As that point our
conversation was Interrupted by an
old Italian man, who started
bellowing al us, waving a paper
hankie in his hand. Someone had
dropped it, and, seeing as we were
all young and Clad
in his eyes
strangely, it must have been us.
You've got to be old In Italy before
you can be thought respectable. It
couldn't have been the couple who
had walked along the path lust
before us who committed the crimes
Once back on the bus, hurtling
uppa the motorway, I was asked to
tell old Guiseppe to pull up atthe
next convenient beauty spot So we

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

could lake some snaps Being the
only one who could speak the lingo
I'd been elected as tour translator, a
job not without problems. Guiseppe
had other ideas about stopping. In
no uncertain terms he told me he
couldn't stop on the motorway, he
wouldn't drive off the road for a
minute and we could take the
pictures in Rome in a few days'
time
It didn't seem to matter that Jill
and would be back in England by
then So told him he'd better pull
up at the next layby
to which he
actually turned round. took his
hands off the wheel and started
waving his arms at me, letting the
bus do a nutty dance across the
motorway lanes. Aaargh!
I

I

\
Having managed to scare us
out of our wits, Guiseppe
sulkily pulled up at the

next layby, which
fortunately was by a river
bed. We scrambled out and took
pictures of Madness playing with the
toy instruments they'd bought at the
motorway station ("Give these boys
some toys and they'll play quietly
for hours"
Kellogg, their
manager).
Carl decided he was going to have
a paddle so we wandered through
the undergrowth towards the river, It
wasn't till we were making our way
back to the coach that Guiseppe
appeared: "Tell everyone they
shouldn't be walking in the
undergrowth or paddling in the
water because there are plenty
poisonous vipers around." He'd
obviously been hoping one of us
would suffer divine retribution for
forcing him to stop his beloved bus.
Nothing all -that thrilling happened
al the soundcheck atlhe stadium in
Turin (half as big again as last
night's gig) so we girls went
shopping (not that exciting either as
we were In the wrong district for
Shops) and then we went back to '
the hotel, where a few radio
reporters wete hanging around. This
lime Lee and Chrissy were left to do
the honours, and it went better than
the previous fiasco. The radio

-

II

CHAS keeps

aneye on Giuseppe's driving.

reporters had one woman to ask the
questions, this time In English. and
at least they followed a successful
pattern
Again I was amazed by
Guiseppe's rudeness. "Look at that
one over there," he said loudly,
pointing to a very, very overweight
man "Isn't he fat!" The reporter
must have heard. I ignored him and
returned to my conversation with
Suggs, who was telling me about
the house he's just bought in
Camden.
It's really nice," he said. "On
the ground floor there're two rooms,
one of which has been a potter's
studio complete with kiln. I'm
tempted to keep it, but on the other
hand I'd like to bash down the wall
and make a recording studio,
make it Into a big room where or
I
could have all my mates round and
not have to worry about the mess.
Upstairs there's a separate flat with
Iwo bedrooms, a kitchen. living
room and bathroom. It's a bit tatty
but I like that, because I can
decorate It how I want. It would be
horrible if it were so beautifully
decorated that there'd be no point in
re -doing it. I'd feel like was living
in someone else's house."
If we thought last night's gig was
packed to capacity, then tonight
held another shock. This time there
were well Over 11;000 people out
front, even more enthusiastic than
I

before. And the gig was even more
enjoyable as well: the quality of
sound was lar superior, they played
even better and
if it's possible
were even nuttier. The only damper
was at the very end, when riot
Police Cleared everyone out motto
subito, so there weren't as many
people clamouring for autographs.
Boys, these police are frightening
Like a menacing Deco. If you know
what I mean, with foam packed arms
to act as shields.
And finally, on to Studio Due,
where we danced the rest of the
night away. One of the few things in
Italy which are bang up to date are
the discos, and this one had lasers
the jot. If the people in the disco
wondered who these funny people
doing funny dances were they didn
let on, not even when they played a
Madness record. It was fun,
Continuing the holiday - I'm -a -tourist
not-a.lourer atmosphere. I wonder
it'll still exist by the end of the lour,
with only a couple of days off in a
month.
I got a couple of hours' sleep
before my alarm call at seven am.
when I had to catch a tram back to

-

-

1

/Allan. In the

antiquated hotel.

-

the

telephone bells didn't ring
they
honked Just like the beginning to
'Night Boat To Cairo'
What a way to wake
up, What
way to go out.

a
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Record Mirror makes your dreams come true we
know you can see yourselves wearing the exclusive
Record Mirror T -Shirt, as modelled so exquisitively and
professionally by Police's Stewart Copeland so we're
giving away these special Record Mirror T -Shirts
(unfortunately without Stewart Copeland in them) to
Record Mirror readers, on a first come, first served basis.
Take advantage of this magnanimous offer while you
can because these T -Shirts are a limited edition that
means were only going to produce a set amount and
once we've produced them we throw away the pattern
and destroy the sewing machines!

-

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO to look as chic as
Stewart Copeland and get your hands on one of
these T -Shirts is collect FOUR different coupons
which will appear In Record Mirror starling this
week. We'll give you all the details of how to send
for your T -Shirt in due course butright now start
collecting with coupon no. which is on this
page CUT IT OUT NOW AND KEEP SAFE.

-

1

LOOK OUT -FOR COUPON NO.2
IN RECORD MIRROR
NEXT WEEK
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Reviewed by MIKE GARDNER

RED CARPET

OUT FOR
WILTON

NICE AGE TIM

RAMONES
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Luxembourg with the bed covers
over my head and then waking up
next morning with the radio still on.
fall asleep with the radio on while
Vincent Crane. John Cann and Carl
Palmer's two collective moments of
glory don't stand the passing of Itme
well and sound somewhat arthritic.
I

.

SHAKIN' STEVENS: 'Shooting
Gallery' (Epic). The man who would
be king ends up delving into the
Butlln's styled lack that Alvin
Stardust and Les Gray made_a few
coppers from but this still can't rise
to the necessary level of mediocrity.

-

'SP

SYLVESTER: 'Sell My Soul'
(Fantasy). The sweetie pie testifies
with the energy of a squashed ant
and makes you wish he'd keep this
pedestrian twaddle out of earshot.

I

~

-

-

WILTON FELDER: as refreshing as

'Nice Age' (AMA). Japan's best
musical export thankfully produce
their sonic goods as well as their
other wares Classic pop
configurations mix Roxy Music.
before the flab set in. and Tubes
wry sense of humour without their
pretensions It's pleasing to the
lugholes and deservedly a further
drain on our beleagured economy
Try the 'Multiples' album
LEVI DEXTER AND THE
~CHORDS: 'In The Beginning EP'
(Mistral Records). This is more like

Forget the quiff top Stray Cats,
whose image is so strong as to
mean nothing when you close your
eyes This is energy and snap
ludicrously applied and the real rock
'n' roll goods signed, sealed and
delivered
it

JACKSON BROWNE: 'Apocalypse'
(Asylum). A gem from Mr Browne
who dissects the emotionally sterile
world of the disco experience with

lager in the Sahara

ice'

G
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E
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EQUATORS: 'Baby Come Back'
(Stiff). The Equals' acceptable face
of bubblegum is given the all too

H'Y

obvious modernisation, a frantic
undanceable ska beat. How the
creator of the song and now
producer, Eddy Grant, expects to
add more cash to his royalties
account with this sad release is
beyond me

l/IJJIS PEOPLE

;001'

.
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ROKY ERICKSON AND THE
ALIENS: 'Mine Mine Mind' (CBS)
The perverse horror movie dreams
of ex -13th Floor Elevator, my
favourite acid casualty, is given vent
once more on another excellent cut
from the equally recommended

i

'Symbols' album.

YIPES!! 'Darlin" (RCA). You can't
keep a good Beach Boy song down
and this bunch of pretenders show
considerably more respect and
affection for the source material
than most others Such dedication
deserves to be more than lust
forgotten but they could have
secured a bit more memorability if
they Could have added a few more
original but sympathetic ideas

THE GOODIES
THE JACKSONS: 'Lovely One'

YELLOW MAGIC ORCHESTRA:

a

--

the deftness of a master surgeon
and the aid of some superb work by
ex -Little Feat keyboard man Bill
.Payne. Taken from the
recommended 'Hold Out' set.

SINGLE OF THE WEEK
WILTON FELDER: 'Inherit the Wind'
(MCA). Why is it the Crusaders can
produce excellent albums and have
equally commendable solo protects
and not have commercial success,
yet the charming Ms Randy
Crawlord can lust stroll in and reap
the benefit of their reputation? But
ponder no more because Mr Felder
has produced the key to collect their
deserved rewards with an elegance
and quality that doesn't sacrifice any
of the Crusaders virtues. It's as
refreshing as a lager in the Sahara
and twice as welcome. Allow me to
recommend the even better 12 -inch
version

(Epic). The development of the
Jackson brood from the Motown
machine to their present status has
been one of the more delightful
aspects of the last decade Michael
Jackson is still one of the finest
singers in the world and the sheer
danceability, intelligence and
exuberance of this merely confirms
that they will continue to be one of
the most important branches of
black music for more than the
foreseeable future.

----
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'Official Secrets' (MCA). I can
remember when Robin Scott
managed Roogalator who were the
best band in the world for two
weeks. I can remember when he
surprised us all by creating the
perfect 'Pop Musik'. I can remember
when he had more ideas than
spreading his International let set
persona ridiculously thin.
M:

her just rewards for possessing a
voice as silky and slinky as
possible This record merely
compounds the notion that she
should be remembered for more
than lust 'Loving You'

FISCHER Z;'Limbo' (UA). Why are
this band doing bad impersonations
of 999 that sprawl arid -thrash wildly
without any substance to chew into?
Irritating in the extreme and a good
excuse for OPEC to withold oil
supplies

THE REST
JON ANDERSON: 'Some Are Born'

(Atlantic(. This is pitiful Anderson
attempts to be profound on the slate
of the human condition and his
usual tweeness makes this effort
have the aura of Lene Martell's 'One
Day At A Time' But it's a barrel of
laughs Cop these goodies: "Some
are born to run. Some are born to
fly, it's the essence of the love
within every man I Some are born

for fun, some are born for Iles, do
not regret a moment living out your
life " I preferred it when he rabbited
on about "Awaken Gentle Mass
Touching" which was equally
meaningless but at least it sounded

cute

YES: 'Into The Lens' (Atlantic).
Have Buggies, Horne and Downes
lost all sense of what makes a good
single now that they are esconced

in the brown rice, cosmic
Consciousness and Steve Howe's

RAMONES: 'Melt Down With The
Ramones EP' (Sire). A strange
choice of lour cuts from three
albums that attempt lo show the
Bowery Nolan Sisters as something
more subtle than the "1234" bash
with lucid wit that we know and love
with a calmer approach that doesn't
quite sound the same away from the
chainsaw rasp of the original

context

MINNIE RIPERTON: 'Island In The
Sun' (Capitol). Ms Riperton is a sad
example of a talent who never got
,

'Girls Are Always
Right' (Stiff). Instead o1 ploughing
the Elvis Costello lurrow they
mangle a bit of Joe Jackson, a
shade of Everly Brothers without the
harmonies and a dash of Van
Morrison and still can't find the
jackpot.

ANY TROUBLE:

THE BLUES BAND: 'Find Yourself

Another Fool' (Arista). The band
competently assault a mash mash of
twelve bar blues crossed with the
Coasters 'Yakety Yak' that takes It
easy when It should be rocking But
isn't Paul Jones's voice Is still in
fine fettle ?

wH E eEGMN
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inability to keep quiet to: moment?
Fight, you buggers, fight and
challenge the lumbering cliches that
are the lumbering monolith Yes
ATOMIC ROOSTER: 'Devil's
Answer' (B&C). I can remember
waiting avidly for this and it's flip
'Tomorrow Night' to appear through
the pop and crackles of Radio

SHADOWS: 'Mozart Forte'
(Polydor). Why do Hank and Co
bother to produce such utter
rubbish? Leave the massacring of
the classics to professional
hatchetmen like Sky. A record to
feel nauseous.
THE KRAZE: 'Say Hello To My Girl'

(Double D). This merely insults the

Intellect, musical sensibilities and
the female population Not bad
going lads. hope you can get your
I

old jobs back.
SNIPS: 'Telepathy' (EMI). The old
stager had finally caught up with
David Bowie but he must have had
something disastrously wrong with
his record player
NO DICE: 'How About You'

(Dynamic Cat). They still want to be
the Rolling Stones. But without the
fire, intelligence or charm it's a bit
of an uphill struggle, to say the
least.

VILLAGE PEOPLE: 'Magic Night'
(Mercury). Young men, there's a
.
. A spent, but
need to feel down
still irritating. force go through the
motions without any such high
notions as using outmoded
concepts as new Ideas and energy
BLUE OYSTER CULT: 'Deadline'
(CBS). Still the Cult attempt for more
FM glory to match '(Don't Fear) The
Reaper' when they should be

digging their tongues firmly Into
their cheeks Bul the class of the
outfit keep the affair acceptable
THE CARS: 'Touch And Go'

(Eleklra). Where the Cars used to be
sharp this shows them constipated
for Ideas and displaying a disturbing
streak of blandness I think their
time rs up
BOZ SCAGGS:'Look What You've

Done To Me' (CBS). I think Boz has
been listening to too many
Commodores and Johnny Mathis
albums for his own good and takes
too much lime to say nothing and
glue even less warmth,
ZOE NICHOLAS: Rubber Ball'
(Secret). This is very good clone of

Olivia Newton -John that's probably
too cramped to let its dubious Charm

shine through Still the Good
Causes Dept tell me that all the
proceeds go to the Harefield
Hospital Heart Transplant Trust so
it's not a worthless exercise and it
does seem to grow.

GAY WILD: 'Action Action'
(Charisma). Ms Wild seems to have

the idea that crossing Hazel
O'Connor with Kate Bush is a
worthwhile occupation and it's not
too hard to say that it's not.

TYGERS OF PANG TANG:
'Euthanasia' (MCA). Why does this
seem a bit restrained? The title and
the chords demand a bit of thrash
but this stays in check and gets
tedious I never thought I'd see the
day when I ask an HM band lo go
over the top.
WEAPONS OF PEACE: 'Children Of
Today' (Phonogram(. Bob Lamb. the
man whose horno of the hits has
spawned the deservedly successful
UB40, has lent his talent to a
too
commendable eltorl that's not on
far off their Brummie relatives
label
the Graduate
CHEAP TRICK: 'Stop This Game'
proves that
(Egot
45Rc).

PM

Zandere

can still do an excellent McCartney
but the George Martin production
expected
a bit mushy and takes the
bite out of the proceedings

s
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GAY WILD:

a

cross between Hazel O'Connor and Kate Bush.

HIGH INERGY: 'Make Me Yours'
(Motown). This sounds like an
attempt to recreate the era of early
Temptations and Miracles and it
succeeds totally as a period piece
which goes lo show that Motown are
nothing it not adept at recycling
their heritage. How about releasing
'You Can't Turn Me Otf'?

COMMODORES: 'Heroes' (Motown).
The worst thing that ever happened
to the Commodores was the
ridiculous success of *Three Times
A lady'. (apparently the biggest
seller of all time for Motown), and
their failure to recognise that they
don't have to repeat the formula for
the talented outfit to have success.
They'll learn.

HIGH SOCIETY: 'I Never Go Out In
The Rain' (Eagle). Thirties novelty
tat is given a lair execution and will
end up being played to distraction
on the airwaves.

I

PURPLE HEARTS: My Life's A
Jigsaw'(Salari). Last year's thing
have made the progression from
hard hitting mods to Hermans
Hermits without the toothy grin to
make it acceptable and the affair is
about as memorable as the score of
the 1937 confrontation between
Hartlepool and Rochdale.

Áljj.
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DOOBIE BROTHERS: 'One Step

Closer' (Warner,Brothers). This is
certainly not the release to take
advantage of the resuscitation that
Mike MacDonald breathed into the
Brothers Doobte as it calmly

'

saunters nowhere.

GAMMA: `Something In The Air'
(Elektra). Thunderclap Newman's
exhilarating rally call of the
Woodstock Generation is mauled
with the sensitivity of a novocaine
suppository.
THE PLANETS: -'Don't Look Down'

(Rialto). Ex -Deal School bassist
Steve Lindsey is currently ploughing
a nice furrow for himself with his
reggae tinged pop and this does
nothing to dissaude the Impression
that he's exploiting some useful
seeds.

DOLLAR: 'Takin' A Chance On You'
(WEA). Britain's answer to David
Cassidy and Olivia Newton -John
emote in all the right places on a
dull piece of commercial cynclsm
that trys to be nothing more than a
money magnet without the

3

attraction.

GINGER: 'Blind Date' (Eagle). The
sort of sound the programmers love
to slot into their schedules. Slappy
percussion, spiky chords and slabs
of keyboards add up lo a nice line in
conveyer belt pop.
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Sundays. 4pm to 5pm

Where's rock now? How does a
rock fan live In London? Little
Nicky Horne'presents news,
views and sounds from today's
London scene. It's all there every
Sunday afternoon. Don't miss it.

You asked for it now you've got
it for an hour every Sunday.
Charlie Gilled plays the sounds
from the independent record
companies. New bands, new
music, new labels.
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QUARTZ AND White
Spirit are two sets of

TWO'S
COMPANY

first class honours
graduates from the
amplified academy of aural
acrobatics. Superficially.
what has brought them
together is the Gillan tour for
which Leicester's De
Montfort Hall acted as the
fourth date stop -off and for
which both bands are acting
as support buffers.

Apart from spending 29 dates
together on the road. they have
new. excellent albums on the racks
('Stand Up And Fight' from the
Brummie lads and 'White Spirit'
from guess who?). plus singles in
the form of 'Stoking Up The Fires Of
Hell and 'Midnight Chaser'
respectively and (pause for breath)
one cut apiece owthe impressive
'Brute Force' All this has come for
both o1 'em after a few years of
painstaking toil and anguish.
Take Quartz, for instance. Just a
few examples of their chronicle of
chagrin will soon make clear what I
mean. Back in 1977. they released a
self-tilled album on Jet Records
Although the Quartz monicker
appeared on the album, the band
had only just changed their name
from Bandy Legs and there was
nothing to connect up the two
names. Secondly, Subs' maestro
Tommy lommi did (in my opinion)
rather a cloth -eared ¡ob on the
produCtion side. So 'Quartz'
(although racking up sales of about
5,000) never made any major impact.
Two years later, the quartet (by then
associated with Reddinglon's Rare
Records), a Brummie indie put out a
000d effort recorded live in
becember '79 at the Digbeth Civic
Hall entitled 'Count Dracula And
Other Love Songs'.
This album quickly achieved a
healthy sales quotient but by the
time Logo picked it up for major
distribution much of the potential
financial pickings had already been
harvested and so the LP (from
Logo's viewpoint) flopped. Just to
rub salt in the wounds earlier this
year the hard-hitting mob got the
support slot on the prestigious Rush
tour, yet because the Canadian
monarchs of metal didn't allow them
to play the Odeon Hammersmith
series of gigs, the band were
ignored by the press.
When I met up with vocalist Tally
Taylor. bassist Derek Arnold.
guitarist Mick Hopkins and drummer
Malcolm Cope. I was Interested 1n
finding out why an outfit who've
stopped more crap lace -forward
than almost anyone else, were still
rockin' out like good 'uns
"Simply because to us walking
out on stage and seeing 1.500 to
2.000 people going nuts Is what rock
'n' roll is all about and when that
happens it makes the band feel
everything is worthwhile." explained
Taylor
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WHITE SPIRIT

future."

WHITE SPIRIT? Their's Is the sound
of Imagery rather than Images, a

keyboards -orientated approach
experience.
that's almost a
poetic desolate
Spirit weave delicate,
patterns of loneliness and majesty,
emptiness and hope. so often
seeming to parallel the thoughts and
moods of Ray Bradbury, the US
master of fantasy. 'Red Skies'. for
Instance Is a song that deals with a
meeting between mankind and an
alien race known as the Zels (a
name taken from the Mike Moorcock
novel 'The Chessmen Of Mars ),
with the Red Planet as the arena for
this brief encounter of the close
kind, 'Fool For The Gods'. on the
other hand, is a magnum opus that
depicts the crushing mental
devastation felt by a mortal who had
been betrayed by ancient idols of
stone.
In both cases, Spirit's lyrics and
general musical arrangements
unlock the essence of dreamworld
existence within the subconscious,
much like the true exponents of
fantasy literature.
"Well, that's only partially true,"
said drummer Graeme Crallen
"Sure, I'd accept that 'Red Skies' is
very much a sd -fl number but even
here we're trying to assert, corny as
it may seem, that people should
learn to live in peace and the
Martian story-line is merely used as
a way of expressing this conviction
Apart from this number, though.
don't think we perform any
I

particularly sci-fi material.'

What about 'Fool For The Gods'?
"That's a song dealing with the

'

question 'why?'." chipped In
guitarist Janick Gers. "Everyone

always asks why did such -and -such
happen to them or their families and
this song basically says that to ask
'why' is 'futile 'cos you're never
going to get a satisfactory answer."
OK. let's move on to the straight
rock material 'Midnight Chaser', for
instance, seems to take the "boymeets-girl, boy -has -girl" situation
Crallen: "We could have done it
all in a really vulgar way but that's
lust a cheap method of getting the
fans on your side and we don I
believe in such pathetic gimmicks
Hpwever If you do read between the
lines then this is certainly still a very

dirty song."
Sexist, perhaps'?
"Look, think It's about time the
myth of HM being sexist was
exploded for good," piped up Gers
angrily. "All rock _n' roll is lust
about having fun and certainly
doesn't set out to cheapen women
and all talk about sexism in the
lyrics ol, for example, Rainbow's 'All
Night Long' is utter bilge My sisters
never felt in the slightest degraded
of threatened by its sentiments "
Let's decimate another myth.
Certain people have taken delight in
seeing Spirit as Purple clones ...
"Thal sort of talk is nonsense,"
Interjected Crallen "Of course
we're proud to be linked with a band
as great as Purple and they do
influence us, but we move on from
there following our own Instincts.
which means trying to produce
music that's technically good yet
still has instant appeal for the kids
I

JANICK GERS of White Spirit

But how do you feel when
someone like Saxon, who bashed
away lust as long, suddenly jump
out of the pack and leave you

.a,.
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behind
"In Saxon's case we feel no envy
at all." answered Taylor. "Look,
they made it on the back of

considerable touring over a long
period of time. No. to us it's others
who started out as punks, changed
to HM because h was in fashion and

on the

T AFFY

QUARTZ

worked for."
Whilst on the subject of Saxon,
perhaps now would be a good time
to clear up one or two points.
Rumour has it that when Quartz
supported them on their 'Wheel$ Of
Steel' tour, you didn't hit it oft with

TAYLOR of Quartz

They always say that two's better than one.
MALCOLM DOME proves the point by talking
to White Spirit and Quartz

them, is that true?
"To put the record straight, we
did have some bother with 'em. but
that's all in the past," attested
Cope "Basically what happened
was that prior to the album getting

Chipped In Taylor "tan Gillan has
been absolutely marvellous,
allowing us ready access to the
lights and PA. Not only that, but
he's gone out of his way to be as
helpful as possible, even to the
point of sending down some beer
and wine to our dressing room
before each gig But you see he's
'

Well, but I gather getting it together
wasn't all plain sailing

"Too damn right." exclaimed
Taylor. "When our producer, Derek
Lawrence booked the studio time

a

pro.,.
A change of tack now Your latest
album, 'Stand Up And Fight', for
MCA seems to have worked out very

street."

Talking of Purple (well, almost).
Spirit are presently touring with
Gillan, the first time you've actually

T,Nami

then Immediately got signed up
whom we despise These people
have prevented loads of talented
and genuine exponents of heavy
rock from getting the breaks they've

into the charts, the tour promoter
Kevin Draper phoned us up and
asked if we'd support Saxon on
three specific dates and we readily
agreed The first of these gigs was
in Newcastle and That went OK but
following this we did a great one in
Stoke and because of that Saxon
tried to pull us out of the final date
in Birmingham which had sold out
mainly on the basis of our name
"There's a world of difference
between the sort of treatment we
got with Saxon and what's been
happening on the present lour."

and I'd also like to give the fella a
suitable name. Rest assured you'll
be hearing from him again In the

we found ourselves short of
available material to put on the
album. So for the two weeks before
the sessions. we shut ourselves

away and wrote all the numbers
which appear on it. except 'Wild
Fire' and 'Can't Say NO To You' On
top of that we only had 10 working

days In the studio. so things proved
very hectic."

Interesting cover concept. using
an ancient fighting man, caught in a
savage pose, sort of sub-Frank
Frazetta
"Yeah, I think he could be a key
figure in the future of Quartz. You
see, I've got this idea for an HM
Concept album based around him
and at the moment I'm trying to find
out more about the period in history
when he Is most likely to have lived

been outto
taking

otnit?

the road

- how

are you

Gers: "It's certainly shown usiusI
how much experience we lack in
specific areas. But everybody's
been so understanding and helpful
that we're managing to learn new
things all the time, which from our
point of view Is vital."
How did you find working
alongside John McCoy (Milan's
bass player) on your debut album?
"John was ma rvellous. Apparently
he turned down the chance to
produce the new Motorhead LP to
help us out." replied Crallen.
"Actually I must say that I'm very
proud of the way the album turned

out."

At this point, the aforementioned
Mr McCoy, eyes ablaze and beard
frothing at the roots, arrived, andwas
the on -going interview situation
cast asunder never to return
Final thought. I get the feeling
MCA don't quite realise that with
Quartz and. In particular, White
Spirit they've acquired two time
special bands, but

decidedly
should prove the point firmly
enough.
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By'Simon Ludgate

p

missed.
The greatest thing the Mullins had
going for them, Martha Ladley, left
the Mullins soon after this album
was completed due to the usual differences of opinion When I interviewed them towards the end of
their UK tour supporting Roxy, the
cracks were very much in evidence.
Martha Ladley surprised me by her
total underestimation of her own
talents. Perhaps this break will help
her realise her own potential It's a
shame she didn't lake Mark and Tim
Gane, along with'sax player Andy
Haas, with her. Those four would be
great out on their own.
Now for the album. What it bolls
down to is a more positive approach
to the musical styles and ideas
developed on 'Echo Beach'. Their
greatest weakness has always been
the, bland vocals, which effectively
dehumanise a large percentage of
Ideas that start off as very good.
What comes out of the other end
is some excellently kitsch
keyboards, brilliant sax from Andy
Haas but such boring vocals. They
go in one ear and out the other
Live, That Impression is all the
stronger. Martha Johnson, who is
responsible for most of the vocals,
Is dour and grudging onstage
Side one is highlighted by the
rhythmic urges of 'Suburban Dream'
with some neatly phrased sax
breaks, and the Neanderthal feel of
'Primal -Weekend'. Mark Gane takes
main songwriting credit for both
songs.
Mullins music Is very evocative
and will emote on all sorts of different levels for different people, for
me they conjure up pictures of the
primitive nature lying buried beneath
the glossy veneer of shiny suburban

,
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PHIL LYNOTT: knows when he is on to

there's one offence here It's the
inclusion of the Soul Brothers Six
'Some Kinda Wonderful', but suppose they weren't to know it was

RACKS

I

about to become the stock -in -trade
of every clockwork cabaret combo

that's suddenly decided to make
records.
Overall a worthwhile slice of R88
documentary whose lack of originality is made up for by the amount of
i

passion in the playing.

+ + + +

KID CREOLE & THE
COCONUTS: 'Off The Coast
Of Me' (ZE/ILPS 7012)
By Glynn Lenney
DO YOU want to dance? Then this is

for you. Fused with a subtle blend, a
'pot-pourri' of herbs and spices;
those Latin-American (samba). Puerto Rican (salsa) rhythms. 'Off The
Coasts Of Me' attempts to get you
to the Mardi Gras on time, and succeeds. This might not be 'sock -it -tome' soul, but it does make you
smile. That swaying, driving beat.
the tequllla . .
'Oft The Coasts Of Me' is essentially a dance album and as such
should be enjoyed constructively
(on the dance floor). It is not just
another artefact for a hipsters
.

coffee-table (like some Ze releases)
It is healthy, vibranh and colourful,
Whether sung in English, German
(aah LIIII Marlene), or Spanish (in
the true ethnic spirit!). If only more
band could learn to enjoy
themselves In the studio.
Here's looking to the new soul vision; here's looking to the modern
dance (Irom across the water), Now
have you got your khaki outfit?

good thing

CHINESE

My
'
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LIZZY:

'Chinatown'

(Vertigo 6359030),
By Simon Ludgate

THE DUST has finally settled for
this band and the result is a

consistently hard rocking string of

songs with a looser, more "live"
feel than before.
Lizzy have undergone a series of
changes in the lead guitarist's hot
seat starting with the departure bf
Eric Bell (who was responsible for
the classic guitar on 'Whisky In The
Jar'), then Robertson went on to
form Wild Horses with another exLizzy member, Jimmy Bain, and
then last, but by no means least,
Gary Moore. Moore departed under

temperamental cloud brought
about by his continual need to
prove himself.
Snowy White was snapped up in a
masterstroke from his casual
contract with Pink Floyd and here
we are. Brian Downey Is still as
slick on drums, Scott Gorham Is
playing better than ever and Phil
Lynolt knows when he's on to a
good thing.
II It were possible to come to this
album completely cold, then the
reaction would be ecstatic. The
formula is familiar, but if you like
that formula then you won't care a
damn that no new earthshattering
changes have been made to their
style. With Gary Moore's departure
the occasional feeling I used to get
a

that he was constantly battling for
the spotlight with Lynotl is a thing
of the past. Snowy White has
slotted in, like the real professional'
he is, after 'fairly extensive
experience with the band on the
road earlier this year.
Technically, this is the best thing
they .have ever done. Almost every
song is 4 real rocker with the odd
solo from White and Gorham
blending in nicely, 'We Will Be
Strong and 'Chinatown' being the
notable examples.
Slapped wrists all round for the
peculiar overkill on 'Killer On The
Loose' where Lynott exploits his
cuddly Image as a bit of a ladykiller
to the extent of threats about
murder and rape. Personally I
couldn't care less if Lynolt chooses
to write songs about such things,
but it might cause the odd ripple of
concern down the front amongst
the headbangers from time to time..
The album is based around the
concept of a Chinese dragon which
represents the evil Triad, the Yellow
Peril's equivalent of the Mafia. The
idea runs along the lines that there
is a Chinatown In every big city the
world over. A bit like McDonalds, I
suppose.
Lizzy can justifiably feel very
proud of themselves alter this
effort-they have at last found the
perfect balance and the
personalities Involved go together
like lour pieces In a Chinese puzzle.
(Topical stuff that, eh kids?)+ + + +
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By Philip Hall
.

Martha Ladley
Your fair face
will be sorely

By Mike Nicholls
WITH YER 0 -Tips and Dance Bands
giving the
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THE TREMBLERS: 'Twice
Nightly' (Epic EPC 84448)

SO FAREWELL then

THE INMATES: 'Shot In The
Dark' (Radar Rad 28)

,
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MARTHA AND THE MUFFINS: 'Trance And Dance
(Din Disc 5)

alla.

impression that R8B
nothing more than regurgitating is
sweet soul music, thank God for The
Inmates' authentic interpretation of
the sound.
Dark horses that they are, they've
come up with a killer o1 a disc worthy of the early Stones. In fact
they've even unearthed a tune the
Glimmer Twins forgot to record
themselves but which was a hit for
the Mighty Aveñger in the mid sixties.
Titled 'So Much In Love', its
quintessential stuff here, Bill
Hurley's deep resonant shout
stmultanelously ghosting Jagger's
Devil-may-care flippancy. 'Waiting
Game', 'Crime Don't Pay' and 'I
Can't Make Up My Mind' also sound
uncannily Stones but are actually
amongst guitarist Peter Gunn's half
dozen compositions.
He's a guy that obviously enjoys
his homework because most of
them sound like standards, employing all the right devices: quick
changes of pace, clattering back beats, succint solos and even some
of those nifty instrumental breaks
which always arrive precisely half
way through the song.
Nope, the band don't miss a trick.
but they're more than mere Stones
soundalikes. 'Heartbeat' has a Searing country feel and springs side
two into life in much the same way
as punk classic (American sixties
strain) Talk Talk' does the first.
In contrast, Gunn's 'Sweet Rain' is
a slower, bluesier composition incorporating some deliberately
primitive Speclorish effects. Another
change of style comes with the Isley
Brothers' superb 'Why When The
Love Has Gone'. where the others
help out on vocals including Jim
Russell, who, apart from showing
he's worth his salt as a drummer.
has found time to write 'Show You

bl

1

Side two holds the key to any
chance the Mullins have of survival'.
If they wanted, they could spend the
rest of their lives churning out
songs like 'Echo Beach' and 'Suburban Dream' and 'About Insomnia',
the last two being Included in this
collection. They could carry on and
will never get anywhere in this country.
But if Mark Gane Is allowed to
lake over thé vocals, they could be
on to a winner. His dry vocal intro to
'Halfway Through The Week' actually sticks in your memory banks,
before Martha Johnson's droning
voice cuts in again.
You `still haven't got it right. Muffins. Even the Spedding penned
'Motorbikln" is reduced to a
monotone. Go away and have a long
look at yourselves. + + +

MATCHBOX: 'Midnight
Dynamos' (Magnet MAGL
5036)

By Philip Hall
I'VE ALWAYS had a soft spot for

Matchbox after their'Rockabilly
Rebel' single. It may not have been
real roots rockabllly but It had a
greasy singalong tune and some
great hiccupy vocals. 'Midnight
Dynamos' proves that Matchbox are
having difficulty establishing
themselves as consistently credible
hilmakers.
To start with they seem to be goinn- In for an embarrassingly corny
image, as they all pose In white
sults and shades on the cheap looking album cover. The songs are
split almost equally between Matchbox originals and fifties covers.
Surprisingly enough the new
originals are definitely more enjoyable as they help to give Matchbox some sort of musical identity,
however,fllmsy it might be,
On old rock 'n' roll numbers like
'Marie Marie', 'C'mon Let's Go' and
'Southern Boys' the band sound
lifeless and unbelievably bland. At
least their own numbers do contain
some hint of sparkle, II commercially
,predictable + + Vz

IT'S HARD to believe that Peter

'Herman Hermit' Noone Is still only
33 After years away from the rock
'n' roll limelight. Noone has reemerged with a new low-key, highpowered pop band
The '
Tremblers
Surprisingly enough, this unforgettably pretty face from the sixties proves that he is just about in
touch with the eighties. Noone
wrote nearly all the songs on 'Twice
Nightly, the significant exception be
ing a rather over-produced version
of Costello's 'Green Shirt'
The Tremblers forte is sharp,
post -punk pop music with a strong
American feel. An instant comparison would be with some of Tom
Petty's early work. especially as
Noone's whining vocals bear a
Strong resemblance to the buck
toothed one's distinctive phrasing
Most of the songs here contain
frantic melodies and Instant
choruses, which though verging on
the obvious al times, are not easily
forgotten My main worry about this
album is that it could be lost in the
pile of new American albums by
bands concentrating on this kind of
clean-cut. short -hatred music.
On songs like 'I Screamed Anne'
and 'She Was Something Else'
Noone, and The Tremblers, prove
they have a stylish, though rather
limited, sense of melody which
should help them to get valuable
airplay. Something tells me The
Tremblers are into something, good

-

++t'h

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 'New

Electric Warriors' (Logo
MOG04011)
By Malcolm Dome

seem strange for the only
journalist who found the 'Metal For
Muthas' series a decidedly worthy
IT MAY

project to dismiss 'New Electric
Warriors' as a disgusting cash -in al lair, but before you all scream
'hypocrite' at this frail hack, let me
try to explain.
Despite a seeming resemblance
between 'M for M' and 'NEW', there
are two Important differences in
their raison d'etre, For a kick -oil,
the former was conceived by Neal
Kay and Ashley Goodall last summer

BEFORE the metal gravy -train had
started to thunder down 'commercial
alley' The latter album has been
thrown together in a hurry as a
means of making a last buck from a

presently lucrative market
Secondly. and perhaps more
significant, the EMI series, although
done on the cheap, was primarily intended as a documentary of an important musical movement in its formative stages, all 'NEW' does is
.promote Its compiler, Sounds scribe
Des Moines, as the sett -styled
demigod of the demo tape brigade
Well-known outfits such as Bastille,
Sdverwing and Vardis (all of whom
contribute strong tracks here) will
be done no good whatsoever by be-

ing associated with this 'project'
While the lesser -known bands who
can be broadly classified as either
fairly promising (Turbo, Tarot and
Streetlighter) or else terminally
hopeless biudgeoners (the rest),
are merely being used as a collective platform to further thfiate the
ego of a proven compilation op-

portunist.
Ultimately, the back cover of
'NEW' says it all. for in the course
of his hysterically cliched -ridden
sleeve -notes, Moines lashes Out at
'key' journalists whose opinions
"reflect personal vested Interests.
vendettas, and the
frolessional
avours they own record companies.
publicists and the musicians they
hang out with " All very brave and
bold when you consider that this
wonderfully 'altruistic' character has
not only got a substantial deal for
the LP from Logo but also gained
the sponsorship patronage of three
companies directly associated with
the motorbike industry, whose
names are proudly emblazoned on
the cover. I wonder cynically, how
much of it will find its way to the
bands here? + +

i
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CASE FOR
BORDER LINE
RY COODER: 'Borderline'
(Warners KS6864)

By Ronnie Gurr

FUNNY OLD world ennit? 11 one
took things any more seriously
there would be only one way out.
While we have dreary old fruit - bats
IKe Sheena Easton held dear In the
hearts of our nation's record buying
public we have Ry Cooder who is,

apparently, as welcome as a fart in
a spacesuit (Courtesy 8 Connolly,
19114),

Perhaps it the man didn't love.
and love with a burning passion,
what he did, then Ry Cooder
wouldn't be a contender. Thing is.
this record, like every darn Cooder

work. positively shines with lender,
loving care and on first hearing the
freshness positively screams out to
be purchased. Go forth Cockney
Relect tans and listen to what you
been missing.
Just to confound things. Cooder
opens with a Star Steve Cropper /
Eddie Floyd tune '634 5789' which,
as always is performed with revered
authenticity and could be a chart
single It the British public have a
sudden attack of taste.
After the true trod Cowboy songs
from 'The Long ,Riders' it
immediately assures one that'
Cooder is still the musical
chameleon he always was. To
pinpoint the sources that this
musical anthropologist draws from
would be truly a task: Cooder, his

VARIOUS: 'Metal Explosion'
(BBC Records REH 397)
By Malcolm Dome
YOU KNOW. after suffering the

brainless, monotonous dirge that is
'New Electric Warriors' I'd lust about
had it with HM compilations
until, that is. 'Metal Explosion'
shuttled on to the scene Eight cuts
culled from sessions originally
recorded for Radio One's 'Friday
Rock Show', this is a sprightly.
timely reminder of the oft -ignored
depth of talent hidden behind the
rapidly rusting NWOBHM handle.
Forget about Gillan's eight minute,
ill-conceived bore 'II You Believe
Me' (Ian. leave the blues to
WAitesnake, PLEEEZE) and let the
likes of 'Paper Chaser' (from the
excellent cigareels 'n' whisky
boogie salesmen. Taurus). 'Johnny
Cool' is manilestatlon of the better
side of Praying Mantis' duelling guitar melodic hard-rockapproach),
'Take It Like A Man' (a deft slice of
Samson stashing) and 'Soldier'
(from metal muevas Morel bring your
blood to the boil
Then prepare yourselves for three
hot spikes through the veins via
'Visionary', from Suffolk's own
masters of the rock brigade.
Trespass, 'Leo The Jester', a
complex, haunting yet gut wrenching tome delivered by Money
with the sort of sensitivity and why
Control that makes me wonder
on Earth they've been left tasting
haust fumes in the scramble for
ding contracts and, ultimately.
re
the phenomenal power that is the
Angel Witch grinder 'Extermination
of the album? Heaven
this is the track of the year and
hell,Dal
no mistake!
From the commercial angle, 'ME'
has come too tate in the day, but,
from the aesthetic (HM aesthetic....
Ed) viewpoint, it is a useful loll at
was beginning to have
a time when
doubts about the durability of many
newer UKHM acts, Come alive,
you're In the perspiration
generation! + + + +
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THE JACKSONS:
(Epic EPC 86112)
By Paul Sexton

`Triumph'

SUCH WAS the impact of brotherLP

Michael's solo album (platinum

and five hit singles, and that lust in
Britain) that this isn't Just the new
Jacksons record. it's the one after,
'Ott The Wall'.
The story so far, before Micnael
diverted our attention, was that the
Jacksons did an album called

true love snowing through again,
only having penned one track
here.
Retiringly, It's the title track which
is a Texicena inslrumentel.
Again,
raw and refreshing to find no
of songwriter / pop star ego sign
problems,
Side one
ds towards
blues
with 'Speedo nand 'Johnny the
Porter'
while 'Why Don't You Try Me'
gospel flavoured and !Gown In liThe
Boondocks' is The Drifters
period
soul performed with exemplary
panache.
Side Two features a more
humorous edge with 'Crazy 'Bout
An Automobile' a Catun blues
that
could be Hawalln or trad American.
Perhaps the album should have
been entitled 'Bloodlines', 'The
Girls From Texas' is a country and
Western romp with a hilarious talk,
over eliding. Opening the side is
John Hiatt's'The Way We Make A
Broken Heart', a ballad from a talent
that plays guitar here and which
makes one want to investigate his
MCA albums.
A joy of an album then which
shows Ry romping through
traditional roots with nary a nod to
convention. We need people like
Cooder now more than ever and I
look forward to his heavy metal
'album with relish. Last words here
though must go to the leading light.
As he croons on 'Never Make Your
Move Too Soon': "I've been from
Texas down to Tokyo / Okinawa
back to Ohio / I've never tried to
make the news / I'm just a man that
loves to play the blues." + + + + +

'Des;Iny', which made them big
disco people, mainly courtesy of
'Shake Your Body (Down To The
Ground)'. Now 'Triumph" sees them
picking up the threads, going for a
repeat performance, doing
everything competently, confidently
and energetically, but, sad to say.
standing still.
really do mean repeat
performance. too: the new single
'Lovely One is quite simply, the
verse of 'Shake Your Body married
to the chorus of 'Don't Stop 'Tit You
Get Enough'. They'll probably get
away with it, because ti's been so
long, but for all the enthusiasm in
the beat of this and several other
tracks, there's not loo -much
freshness.
Either you have to find new ways
of saying it. or you have to write
about something else. That they do
on a new song called 'Heartbreak
Hotel', with a fine violin Introduction
and a bizarre lyric about an
unfortunate hotel rendezvous.
Elsewhere, It's plenty of material
about, and for dancing, and that's
why the album will succeed: There
I

is more of

a

band sound than on

Michael's own album, but never the
same sense of adventure. + +

+'h

THE BORDERLINE between
madness and genius, they say, is

-a

like walking a tightrope
gentle
nudge can send you off-balance,
tumbling either way. Which brings
us to Passage, a Manchester -based
band; dabbling between the two
States.
Their lave raves are twisting
insanity: frightening, surreal
experience; the pain of clashing
relationships
their subjects are
as sophisticated as their songs'
structural make-up, which belies the
overall impression of idealistic
youthfulness. Take 'Fear'
trinstance; a quasi -tribal rhythm
backs up occult -like vocals, and
raises the shackles in its portrayal
of insanity. While retaining their
individuality, the depth -of -field
production and sparse, echoed
fullness is undoubtedly close lo the
techniques used by Wire (circa 'One
54') and, occasionally, Joy Division_
Lyrically, they mix sensitivity with
hard-core fact (and fantasy)
especially on the enigmatic '16
Hours' and 'Carnal'
which is why
the following two tracks slick out
like throbbing thumbs *Troops
Out'
(their own Don't Join the
Protesslonals ad) gives their
argument on the state in Northern
Ireland la one-sided argument),
and
.

-

-

Indulgence, such as on 1R S.V P '
where a surfeit of French phrases
commonly used In English (Cordon
Bleu. Raison d'etre etc) are sung
over a base and drum rill.
Of course the doomsaying single
'Apocatypso' appears here
(remember when bands used to
release singles and albums?) but
the best track is 'The Man With The
Black Moustache', II sounds like the
Shadows at their best some 20 years
ago and provides a complete
contrast to the general feeling of
~rived depression that pervades
the rest of the album, especially the
title track and the tastelessly titled
In Love Cancer' Both sound
recorded at 28 rpm, an effect that
irritates rather than innovates
Not a bad album but nothing to
match 'Lester Leaps In' either
+ + + and the Ros Russell muddy
boot up the bum award for the
sexist sleeve
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THE RELUCTANT
STEREOTYPES: 'The Label'
(WEA K58201).
By Paul Sexton
THE ONLY label you can pin on the

RY COODER:
a

the evils of

but

I

damaging your health? Pretentious

Bruts.

.

Reluctant Stereotypes is the little
orangey one that says WEA in the
middle of the record Up to now
those records have been seven
Inches in diameter; now for the first
time here's one that measures 12
across and It's not a

passion

-perfume,
strange song about
one line goes,
"It looks like water,
think it's
called clone.- (Cologne - geddit').
Wild ramblings about after-shave
their '2711'

++++h

BALLARD: 'Barnet.
Dogs' (Epic NJE 36186)
By Philip Hall
RUSS

RUSS BALLARD'S name gets
around. Kiss. Rainbow, Hot
Chocolate, and Roger.Daltrey have
all had Ballard songwriting credits
on their past singles. Unfortunately
It's easier and more interesting to
talk about Ballard's past efforts than
to concentrate on the task in hand.
You see 'Barnet Dogs' Is a rather
dreary hard rock album which lacks
the sort of scope and ImaginationI'd
have expected on one of Ballard's

rare solo protects. This album Is full
of proud peacock music which struts
along showing off its shiny and
superficial masculinity.
Ballard seems to be heavily into
the traditional macho man image.
His lyrics are consistently corny as
he strains his constipated vocals
hoping that they'll be heard over the
band's insensitive pounding
backbeal.
At times, a spark of genuine
power is heard as Ballard combines
an Imaginative melody, 'It's Too
Late', with a beefed up American
overkill production. 'On The
Rebound'. with its 'versatile vocals
and mildly memorable chorus, and
the stirring 'Riding With The Angels'
are the competent highspots on this
workmanlike, bare chested album.
Back to counting the royalties,
Russ.

THE PASSAGE: ,`Pindrop'
(OBJ 011)
By Bev Perry

19
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Blackmore and trying to establish
Gamma as his own private properly?
It certainly seems that way, but
whereas Rainbow could always
deliver the goods whatever the lineup Gamma clearly cannot
Gamma sould like a B -movie Styx,
churning out an almost
uninterrupted sequence of
shapeless numbers saddled with
some dreary solo dabbling from
both synth player Jim Alciver and
Montrose. Perhaps on stage the
tracks will come to lile, but I'm still
looking forward to a close invasion
of the Gamma kind. + +'h

THE MONOCHROME SET:

'Love Zombies' (Dindisc
did8).
By Frank Plowright

CURIOUSLY ENOUGH more than
anyoneelse the Monochrome Set
have adopted the mantle discarded
by the premature demise of Be Bop
Deluxe two albums before they
split. Bid's vocals carry the same
curious Inflections that
characterised Bill Nelson's singing
and the music switches from one
style to another in mid - tune while
remaining in synch with the original
concept lust like Be Bop 'Adeste
Fideles' and 'The Weird, Wild ,And
Wonderful World Of Tony Potts'
could both be Nelson tracks circa 75
were it not for the fact that there is
no mention of Jean Cocteau
Also reminiscent of Be Bop is the
occasional trend to over self -

SAYS much for WEA's

-

-

-

The name of the band. the name
of the record, even some of the
lyrics might suggest that they're
striving for an Image Perhaps the
point of the name is that other
people make the image for them.
The label' doesn't matter, the music
does and there are things on otter
here which could appeal to a lot of
people. I'm surprised you haven't
caught on, + + + +

CALLING
THE SHOTS

GAMMA: '2' (Elektra 6E-288
Import)
By Malcolm Dome
IT

disappointment.
There's a curious auslerlty'about
no photos, no
the sleeve
messages, lots of white spaces
the
that belies
gregariousness and
liveliness of the band's gigs.
They've built a sound of their own,
based on Steve Edgeson's superior
clarinet and Winston Smith's
distinctive vocals, that interestingly
merges ska and jazz, and often hits
on poignant vocal themes. The LP is
an accurate summary of the band's
live work, with the last single
'Confused Action'. which didn't get
action of any sort. and the new one
'Plans For Today'
Elsewhere, there are live
favourites such as 'Factor Wit'.
'Visual Romance' ("For stopping
him from loving her is quarter Inch
thick lass") and 'Back To The
Greek', with a fine clarinet portrait
as an Intro 'Lofaska' is an
instrumental revealing some of
those jazz influences, and 'Side
With Him' is quite unusual in being
a love song, something they don't
do too often Which doesn't make
them any colder
there's an easy
flow about their music, five and
recorded

"speed"

THE HITMEN: 'Aim For The
Feet' (Urgent ZIP 84888)
By Ronnie Gurr

oil the mark. No sooner does

Gamma's fine debut get a long overdue UK release than up pops
their follow-up on import. Not that
the band Themselves will worry
ON WHICH all the old values return.
because based on the favourable
Here we have a standard five people
impression made by 'I' and the
band gifting us with an album of
of
Ronnie
consistent bankabilily
solidly - defivered, well - played
Montrose, doubtless '2' Is sello
songs; and, while much of the
keep the tills going
current new experimentations In
wish that Gamma's music
I only
music are rewarding, exciting and '
the
but
attentions?
if
warranted such
innovative, it should never be forgot
truth be known this effort is merely
that the song is a wonderful
a shadow of Its predecessor, lacking
Institution.
both the Incisive sharpness and
This one instinctively realises as
refreshing experimental combination ions flips 'Aim For The Feet' over
of bubbling synthesisers and hard Still Remember It',
and discovers
rock vehemence which
the opening side two - re and the
characterised '1'
most recent single. The
bands
Mind you, the writing was on the
track is delicious and should (what a
sleeve even before spinning the
horrible word) have been a chart
vinyl as Gamma have undergone Iwo boggle. Nothing is wasted, It's a
significant personnel changes since
straight to the point radio cert that
recording their '79 debut. Gone are
one knows is whit. Someone at'CBS
drummer Skip Gillette and long-term
(Urgent's parent company) should
Montrose stalwart Alan Fitzgerald
(that word again) lose their lob by
(bass), being replaced respectively
virtue of the fact that such a song
by the experienced Denny Carmussl
didn't even sniff the bottom of the
and Glen Letch who form a rhythm
charts,
section lacking the expressive
Elsewhere the bounce continues
solidarity of the former duo. Shades,
with 'Private Eye', 'Bad Timing',
then, of Montrose doing a
I

'Guess Who?' and 'Hold On To
Her'. all of which ate, again
instinctively 'right' for the lime and
the market. Pop craftsmanship at its

best. Not as Immediate but a fine
mood maker Is 'Eyes Open' which
draws things out a little to highlight
the exquisite guitar soloing of Pete
Otenister. Neat.
Less enthralling are the more
simplistic 'OK', which starts the
album wtlh a whimper, 'She's All
Mine' which rolls along urgently but
'ports a repetition rather than a real
hook, and 'Slay Me With Your 45'
which again leans, on a more
obvious guitar / vocal roll.
Still, these songs are the early
material that bands flush out of
their system and the rewards here
greatly outnumber the penalty
clauses. Talking o) which. if CBS
have anything to do with it, one
would hope that the band have a
few of those to fall back on In their
contract. The Hitmen are deliMtely
a better hope for the future than
The Photos could ever be and when
the boardroom boys realise this
then we might see action. Ttl than,
pop kids. fret not and clock the
tunes here A sterling debut.

++++
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following natural rock 'n' roll instincts and it the end result sounds
as though the band has spent the
past 10 years recording multi platinum albums under the direction
of Jack Douglas, then that's a
measure of Chevy's class
What surprises most of all about
'The Taker' Is the balance of the
Chevy cannon, quick -draw tub thumpers such as 'Rock On' slot in
smoothly alongside the street romanticism of the title track plus
'Cold And Lone' and the brassy
boogie of 'Too Much Loving', each
one of these being executed with a
remarkable sense of style and arrogant presence
But, before you go to pieces with
anticipation, I must point out that
this does have its share of faults
'Skyblyd' for instance, is a softer, intricate LIzzyesque cut that has too
much gloss for my tastes, while
'Chevy' is lacking In venom and spit

However, even when the band is
running short on steam, the whole
fabric is held together by Martin
Cure, who, for my money Is the best
UK male vocalist to have emerged
over the past couple of years And If
it's true that a hard -rock army mar cries 'on the foundations laid by the
vocalist, then Chevy have a broad
base from which to launch into the
stratosphere. + + + +

TRAVEL

5/w 'MEW WARM SKIM' (PREVIOUSLY UMRELEASED)

THE PLANETS:

'Spot' (Rialto

ALTO 102).
By Simon Ludgate
THERE IS absolutely no doubt in my
mind that the Planets are destined
-for plenty of commercial success.

THEIR LATEST SIV1GLE IVICLUDES LTD. EDVI:
FREE PICTURE FLEXI-DISC OF KALEIDESCOPE/
FILM THEME DUB (UMAVAILABLE ELSEWHERE)

RITCHIE BLACKMORE: inept.

SCARY
MONSTERS
(and super creeps)
RAINBOW / SCORPIONS
APRIL WINE / SAXON /
RIOT / TOUCH: 'Monsters
Of Rock' (Poiydor 2488 810
Special Low Price)
By Mike Nicholls

/

WON'T pretend the Castle
Donington HM gross out will go
down as my year's major event but
having made the best of it I
expected something slightly less
disposable than this.
For starters the best of the day,
Judas Priest, aren't even here.
Apparently it was their own decision
and if it was based on not wanting
to be immortalised alongside these
blundering bedfellows. it's not in
the least surprising.
Annoyance about their absence,
however, instantly evaporates on
encountering the excruciation that
has found its way here. Not only
have most of the tracks been
appallingly recorded, they'ré_not
even the best ones the bands
played on the day.
Take Rainbow's 'Stargazer'.
Agreed It's not as bloody-mindedly
sell -indulgent as other parts of the
it's just plain boring.
set
Bonnet's vocals aren't done the
slightest bit of justice and his
attempt at being funny falls as flat
as Cozy Powell's dead-weight
drumming. I'd say It were lucky for
Rainbow that it was his last gig with
the band if it wasn't for the fact
that the rest of them sound so
I

ViEW ALBUM
EMPIRES AMR,
DAViCE
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UK TOUR
OCTOBER

17th -Town Hall, Kidderminster
18th -West Runton Pavilion
19th -J enkinsons,Srighton
22nd-Polytechnic, Sheffield

23rd-WatermeedCiwcCentre,

:IsN

Rickmansworth
24th -Cedar Ballroom, Birmingham ;+.f,`
26th -Lyceum, London
27 th-Rosters, Liverpool
28th-Rotters, Manchester
29th -University, Keele
31 st-Odeon, Edinburgh
NOVEMBER
1st -Bradford University
5th-City Nall, Glasgow
43157 372
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clumsily inept.
As for 'All Night Long't it sounded
fine on the night but maybe,that's
because it was their first encore
and I was excited at the prospect of
going home.
Following Rainbow on the first
side are The Scorpions, whose
Loving You Sunday Morning'
spreads its hook far too thin amidst
a clump of grinding solos and
uninspired lyrics. Nevertheless next
to their hyper -banal 'Angther Piece
Of Meat' it's almost poetic and like

the hugely unoriginal April Wine's 'I
Love To Rock', it adds a whole new
dimension to the expression, insult
to the intelligence. It's difficult to
work out which of the two bands is
the more desperate, though The
Scorpions aren't quite dumb enough
to think they can get away with
nicking the riff of The Beatles' 'Day
Tripper'.
Playing their first ever UK gig,
Touch had the unenviable task of
opening the thing and they come
off pretty well even it their bag is
nothing more than dated pomp. Riot
are also comparatively listenable,
though there's few amongst us who
couldn't live without their standard
festival fare of brainless boogie
interspersed with anonymous guitar
breaks.
But the real disappointment On
horrendous context, of course) Is
Saxon who have done themselves
no favours at all In selecting the
disgusting 'Backs To The Wall'
instead of virtually anything else
they played in their otherwise OK
set. Maybe the tape containing
'Machine Gun', 'Wheels Of Steel',
'747' et al got washed away in the
glorious mud through which this
entire album sounds as it Its been
recorded.
Without wishing to put too fine a
point on it, a tragic memento.
Monsters Of Rock? Ne'er a truer
word
+

...

CHEVY: 'The Taker (Avatar
AALP 5001).
By Malcolm Dome
EVER TRIED blindfolding a friend,
putting on á record and asking them
where the band comes from? I

guarantee If you try this with Chevy
a malortty will swear they hail from
America, 'cos there's a lot of the
Foreigner I REO Speedwagon about
them. No, this Leamington quintet
aren't attempting to Copy an
American approach, they're just

There are hundreds of bands like
them around, but only a lucky few
have got what it takes.
Admittedly the Police have already
done a lot of the groundwork in
establishing this brand of rocklreggae fusion, but to call a band
derivative Is not necessarily
derogatory . - or something like
that.
The Planets are essentially a vehicle for the writing, producing and
playing skills of Steve Lindsey. Ex Deaf School, Lindsey pulled three
other home helps together and
came up with the Planets.
Aided by Chris Skorna on
keyboards, Barry Lines on lead
guitar and Larry Tolfree on drums,
Lindsey has produced a very acceptable formula the first time around
with catchy hooks, clever tunes All
it takes to break a band as obviously
talented as this is clever promotion
These two little words will
separate young hopefuls from their
royalties until the end of lime, but If
you are lucky and can get someone
to take notice, then the battle is
won.
'I Can't Stop', 'Intensive Care', 'I
Want To Touch You' could have
been the choice for a single, but
'Don't Look Down' won by a whisker.
Lindsey Is a very clever songwriter,
even if he Isn't necessarily the voice
of angry youth or anything. I can
guarantee that this album will
pleasure your little ears and will 01 fend none. + + +

CAROLYNE MAS: 'Hold On'
(Mercury 6337 105).
By Gill Pringle
SO THE lady

tries very hard, all the
songs on this album, apart from one
by Steve Forbert, are written by
herself, but so what? As fat as an
English reaction is concerned, It
wasn't worth the effort. It has the
typical transatlantic sound, destined
for the tinted glass coffee table, that
leaves me, like so many others,

-

Cold,

can picture it all
lots of 'nice'
well-groomed people sampling a bit
I

of modern lock and going along in
their sports car to one of her concerts It would be a very pleasant
evening, comfortable seats, polite
clapping after each number, and
then perhaps a meal or a cocktail
afterwards. To actually make an
album of something so uninspira-

lional seems pointless.
Carolyne Mas's voice, filled with
false emotion, Is like a mixture of
every other female vocalist you've
ever heard. 'Thomas Dunson's
Revenge' is the only songthat
bause it sound like it's the
only track on this album that has any
real feeling
to
debt
The other tracks particularly
'Amsterdam' and 'Running From
The High Life' with their emphasis
on piano and sax, sound like a halfhearted attempt at a female Springs

+++
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ALL THIS AND TIMES SQUARETOO
VARIOUS ARTISTS: 'Times

Square' Original Motion
Picture Soundtrack (RSO

.61

RS2 42031.

By Ronnie Gurr

r)

HOW CAN you resist? Lou Reed,
Talking Heads, SIC, The Cure.
Garland Jet treys, The Pretenders,
Rosy Music, The Ruts. Patti Smith
Group. How?
Every one of the above listed Is a
very doyen of taste in his, her or
their fields and they have been
brought together to take part in
this the soundtrack of a film due
for release here in December.

Immediately recognisable should

be The Pretenders' Talk Of The

Town'\ Rosy Music's 'Same Old
Scene

Human's 'Down in The
Park', The Ruts"Babylon's
Burning' Lou's 'Walk On The Wild
Side', Talking Heads' 'Life During
Wartime', The Ramones' Wanna
Be Sedated', The Cure's 'Grinding
Halt' and Patti Smith and Group's

UTOPIA: 'Deface The Music'
(Bearsville ILPS 9642)
By M1ke Gardner
SUCH an apt title. Todd Rundgren
again pursues his sell -Indulgent

streak with his Utopia cronies,
Roger Powell, Kasim Sultan and
John Wilcox. This time stowing the
cosmic consciousness bombast and
digging out his cuban heels, Pierre
Cardin collarless suits and plastic
Beatle wigs.
'Deface The Music' is a well
constructed jigsaw puzzle whose
pieces are the Beatle albums from
'Please, Please Me' to 'Magical
Mystery Tour'. All the tricks and
devices pioneered by the mop tops
from the "000h's" on 'She Loves
You' to the distinctive horn sound
on 'Penny Lane' are slotted into
close relatives 'I Just Want To
Touch You' and 'Hoi Poloi'
respectively.
Of course, Todd Rundgren's
fascination with the lab four dates
back to his first proper outfit The
Nazz who held aloft the 'Swinging
London' flag in the late sixties in the
lace of the stronger breeze of
incense and patchouli coming from
the San Francisco community.
Also, his solo album 'Faithful'
contained some lovingly recreated
versions of some sixties classics
like The Beatles 'Rain' and

'Strawberry Fields Forever'.
However, this does not explain the
need for this characteristically well
crafted but redundant attempt to
make the lost Pleasers album.
As a joke album it's smirkable, as
a pastiche album it's adequate and
was obviously a wizard wheeze for
all concerned. It has the same effect
as listening to ELO, trying to
remember where phrases, sounds
and sentiments have been placed
before.
As an album belonging to the
lineage of one of the most
innovative artistes of the seventies
it's realty for devotees only, as
others will only get hints of
Rundgren's talent which are better
displayed on his solo outings or the
last Utopia set. + + +

W

STRAIGHT EIGHT: 'Shuffle
'N' Cut' (Loge FLUSH 1)
By Malcolm Dome

IT'S GOING to be a busy couple of
months for Straight Eight as they're
set to support both Slade and the
Rossington-Collins Band on UK
tours. Oh yes, and this, their

second album will doubtless be
raising several hundreds of
thousands of eyebrows nationwide
during the coming weeks, not to
mention getting many pairs of feet
onto the dance floor Why? Simply
'cos this quartet have put the smile
back into pop; lust a collection of 12
nattily -dressed melodies lavished
with a generous helping of bite 'n'
bellow and a confidence that's a
pleasure to hear. 'Shuttle 'N' Cut' is
the best pure pop album I've
clapped ears on since 'Shake Some
Action' hit the '76 turntables
courtesy dt the Flamin' Groovies,
From the opening chords of their
current single 'I'm Sorry' through
the atmospheric loneliness of
'Tombstone' the brassy
(metaphorically speaking) 'Christine'
and the almost Springsteenesque

ROXY
'Pissing In The River',
Elsewhere are the lesser known
talents of D L Byron the latest US
pretender to the SprÍngsteen crown
who clocks in with a passable
version of The Supremas"You
Can't Hurry Love', Garland Jeffreys'
'Innocent Not Guilty' and Desmond
Child And Rouge's The Night Was
Not'. The latter two are amongst
the finest moments here. incredible
too to think that a talent like
Jeffreys was, last heard, without
a record company. Funny old
'world.
I

'Only You', Straight Eight take their
music in the direction that powerpop
in general and the Motors
particularly should have headed It
two years,ago, If you don't get my
drift then you're gonna have to cop
hold of a copy of 'S 'N' C', right?

I

LOU REED
PATTI SMITH
XTC
The sublime talent of David
being rabid and some such stuff.
Johansen sashays in to deliver
Pretty horrendous stuff actually. On
'Flowers In The City' with the
'Your Daughter Is One'
intriguing
movie's star newcomer Robin
title huh?
Robin Is joined by
Johnson. More on her later. XTC
fellow slaretle Trini Alvarado. The
otter a previously unreleased track
track is pure undiluted garbage
In the shape of 'Take This Town', a
about sticking pins into voodoo
fine modern ,answer to that
dolls of society delivered in typical
whistling anthem amongst whistling
st-uh-rest v>uh-nacu-luh. We are
anthems 'Hi Ho, Hi Ho, It's Off To
warned, assholes that we are, that
Work We Go'.
these precious mites who accuse
Now the bad news. This young
their social workers of being
brat girl punk Robin Johnson is
"faggots" and "f+++ing Nazis"
responsible for some of the
are gonna explode like the
dreadful piffle that mars the album.
proverbial time bombs. The hook
'Dream Dog' is a fuzz based riff
rather embarrassingly announces
over which our Rob maws off about
"spic, nigger, faggot, bum, you're

-

-

t

daughter is one." To paraphase the
tune it nearly made me ' whoop my

cookies."

Finally, the ubiquitous Bee Gee
makes an appearance. Robin for

'Bs he, croons a totally misplaced
strident disco based pop song with
Marcy Levy. 'Help Me' is so
obviously wrong It must be the
chart biggie from this collection.
Despite the flaws, all
incidentally, RSO based, this
collection is still pretty damn lab.
Should be interesting to see how
the quality Brit material fits Into the
actual New York based

footage.+ + + +

++++

CHELSEA: 'Alternative Hits'
(Step Forward SFLPS)
By Frank Plowrighi

QUITE a surprise to me this one. It's
not the totally dated punk assaulting
the ears with decibel bricks that I
expected. There are tracks like that
but on the whole the record can be
seen as a barometer 01 punk as it
developed into its two later
fragmentations the light rock
typified by the Undertones and L
represented here and the electronic

t'THE

RESIDE"'

dirge
Chelsea.were an average punk
group, not particularly talented and
blatantly derivative to the point of
plagiarism, and the two 1977 tracks
typify that year with their thrashing
guitar, almost non-existent
production and shouted vocals,
more apparent on the effetely
political statement of 'Right To
Work' than on the other track from
'77 'The Loner', a repetitive dirge.
1978 efforts display emerging
musicianship although retairyng
Pistols style breaks and generally
chanted vocals.
Two pleasing tracks are 'No -one's
Outside' and 'Look At The Outside',
both 1980 efforts The first is a
singalong thumper dealing with
nuclear fallout and the second could
be the precursors of punk, the

MEAN

J

1
+

u

Heavy Metal Kids.
So there you have it, the evolution
of punk for £2.99 and on red vinyl if
held up to the light. + + +
v

CHROME: 'Half Machine Lip
Moves' (Beggars Banquet
Bega 18)
By Mark Perry

....:Li.,

PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE on

American import, this record is one
of the great classics of American
new -wave. Which means that it's
totally unbearable to listen to. Heavy
Metal meets a squashed brain. Dead
and burled long before the
Kennedys were
Chrome are experts at making an
incredible racket for no apparent
reason. They're the Residents
without the brain and Throbbing
Gristle through a mincer. Feed them
to your cal and it'll drop dead with a
mercy message on Its lips.
can't understand why BB have
bothered to release it again, there's
plenty of rubbish in our own country
without going overseas. I know kids
like noise, loads of them all making
their own private cassettes. Why not
give them a chance to make a
record?
Again, Chrome are lust silly
retrogressive HM with dopey lyrics
and a colour sleeve. These facts
alone should guarantee massive
sales at Fulham on Sunday. Urghll!
without humans. Please, one more
scream like that and I'll throw you
tout the window
+ and 11
headaches to the Yanks In the white
body suit and matching head piece.
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JIM'S PLASTIC
OH NO BAND
-

MARK PERRY: 'Snappy
Turns' (Deptford Fun City

Records DIP 06)
By Dave Jordan

THE MARK Perry solo album is the
graduation of the feeling he tried to

find via Alternative TV, the Good
Missionaries etc However, as I feel
ambivalent about the album,
perhaps it would be better to just
say It's a continuation of Perry's
ideas.
I'm convinced that Perry could
conceive a Constant stream of ideas
but the cold fact Is that 'Snappy
Turns'. for all its Interesting facets,
Is almost unllslenable. save as a
record of commentary.
The title track hopefully may serve
as a pointer to the future. And it's
encouraging evidence that he's
moved away from the depressing
scriptures that his Introspection has
as was
provoked to date
presented on his recent single 'The
On Me'. 'You
Down
Whole World's
Know' shows an Instrumental
idea of his
some
gives
and
dexterity
energy, when supported by strong
backing.
Apart from those tracks the album
comes over as disenchanted. a
melancholy cul de sac. Perry has a
solid grip on his rock, but he still
needs to find his way of getting It
over to the rest of us. +++

themes

day to day oppression in
'Have A Nice Day', the reality of
being a pawn in someone else's
game as in 'Freak Show' and the

JIMMY PURSEY:

'Imagination Camouflage'
(Polydor Deluxe 2442 180).
By Peter Coyne

(

C.

eternal problems of youth In
'Playground Soldiers'
are as
obsolete and antiquated as you
could possibly expect. Lame guitar
excursions and doomy keyboard fills
that lead nowhere don't exactly
help much either. And besides,
Pursey has Covered all these areas
before to a greater impact with

-

WHAT HAVE we got? Not much,
just Jimmy Pursey's Plastic Oh No
Band that's all. A Jimmy Purley
solo album is something a lot of
Sham 69 tans didn't want to see,
primarily because it means a very
significant split in 'the ranks. After

last ygar's aborted Cook 'n' Jones
alliance and the hurried Sham 69
reformation Pursey was quite
clearly looking forward to this debut
solo effort as a release from the
oppressive stranglehold that Sham
obviously must have become for
him.

-

Sham.

Fortunately side two is a slight
Improvement, the album's best
shots thankfully, appearing early.
'Just Another Memory', concerning
the futility of war, see - saws along
to great effect and the guitar /
synthesiser combination is
reminiscent of a traditional Scots
marching tune. 'White Trash' is the

'Imagination Camouflage' Cs a
confusing mess of differing styles
and hall - hearted
'experimentation', the bulk of which
just doesn't work. Pursey stilt
sounds desperate, frustrated and
angry, but whereas in the past he
could put his desperation,
frustration and anger to a more
direct effective end ('What Have We
Got?' 'Borstal Breakout', 'If The
Kids Are United' and 'Whose
Generation!' for instance) on most
of 'Imagination Camouflage' he
sounds uncomfortably lost,
unconvincing and totally out of his
depth.
There are no musician credits
supplied on the black and white
gatefold sleeve (featuring Pursey
trying to look as much like a
tortured James Dean figure as
somebody from Hersham can) so
It's impossible to tell who played
what. Howard Massey's Introductory
keyboard instrumental 'Moon
Morning Fundag' is an appropriate
opening number, vague and
insubstantial being the name of the
game. Side one's busy rush of tired

best track on display and the saving

Y

'grace'ol 'Imagination Camouflage'.
It's a furious message to the
minority of morons who have
effectively put an end to what Sham

eT

't

í

have always done best, and that
of course is playing live, by Nazi
saluting and brawling the band to a
haft. This time, however, the boot is
on Jimmy Pursey's toot and it's
aimed in their direction
"He's
69

...

.

white trash, he's a nigger painted
while / Now That does give an awful
fright / Come on boys slab me in

the back / My own ego is your
attack / Cry. cry did you hear me
lie? / The reason is I said goodbye /
Don't wanna be no rock 'n roll
prostitute / I'd rather stay at home
and be absolute," the saxophone
cruising superbly and more than

PRETTY THINGS:
Talk (WEA K56842)

':3-

e.

By ?hang,

-

-

laughable 'You Never Can Tell' with
Pursey sounding.uncannily like a
charmless David Essex. The single
'You're A Lucky Man' concludes
'Imagination Camouflage' in typical
style as a celebration of nothing in

li

particular.

I didn't want to join the long
queue of Pursey bashers, God
knows he's got enough of those
creeps on his back, but in all
honesty 'Imagination Camouflage'
failed to either impress or move me.
Sorry Jim. + +
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styles.
Listening to 'Lost That Girl'. I
wondered it it was the same band.
A typical fifties rock 'n' roller, how
odd to stick that in the middle of Ibis
album. But the rest just sounds like
so many other people.

TOU'yl Sita

lona

Gown

**

THEY'RE COMING back thick and
last
yet another hippy band from
yesteryear_ who won't lie down and
die.
The Pretty Things in their new
line-up (eigth version) with their first
album for three years. Since 1963,
Phil May has been their constant
vocalist, and 'Cross Talk' says it all
his voice still has that strong.
vibrant quality, which seems to be
able to sing in Innumerable different

.

JIMMY PURSEY: lost and unconvincing

adequately matching Pursey's
justified fury.
'Fifty Fifty' a brisk, though rather
pointless, instrumental with more
sturdy sax support follows, which is
immediately overtaken by the
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ARE THE
TOURISTS
HAUNTED?!
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DAVID SINCLAIR gives up the ghost

T

HE TOURISTS are back
in Britain after a six

month stint in
America. They are now
three quarters of the waythrough their'- Luminous '
Tour' and have a new single
'Don't Say I Told You So' in
the shops, and their third
album 'Luminous Basement'
scheduled fór imminent
release.
In

a

sense it's

a

dodgy time for

The Tourists. Although they have a
hard-core of devoted followers, they

i

of all proportion to the reality.
"To us our first album was easily
comparable to The Jam's first album
and to all those kind of groups
our contemporaries. But we just got
absolutely slaughtered as soon as
we did a cover version of somebody
else's song, and ever since then
we've had bad press, even though
loads of other people do cover
versions of songs. We've made
three albums and that's the only
cover version we've ever done.'
"The music press don't think
we're even valid enough to do an indepth kind of interview with Peet
(Coombes) who's v(ritlen three
album's worth of songs, and to us,
they're really strong statements.
Because of I Only Want To Be With
You' and the way we look, which to
me is really superficial, we've
always been written up as a pop
band like Dollar or Racey or
someone like that."
Another image problem that
-;continually haunts the band is that
of it being Annie Lennox plus
backing band.
"Out of all the bands who have
you try and
got female singers
find a picture of Annie at the front.
Annie's never worn anything
revealing. We've always tried to
keep it as group shots with Annie at
the side or the back. And yet she's
singled out. The frontwoman.
"I'll tell you something this guy
turns up in Edinburgh to do an
interview for Melody Maker, and'
instead of Annie, we sent Peet to
do if. The guy's sitting down with
his photographer and Peet comes
in. 'Hi, I'm Peet, I write the%aongs
for the band.' The guy turns round
to his photographer and says,
if
'Another wasted journey
Annie's not coming, we're not doing

-

group whose audiences in the
past have been ' topped.up" by that
most fickle of punters
the person
who goes to see them on the
strength of their Top 20 hits. Their
absence from these shores, and
more importantly the charts, has led
to disappointing turn -outs al some_
of the early gigs on this tour. When
I saw them at the Hammersmith
Odeon there were a lot of empty
seats. However, that said, there
were even more empty seats once
they started playing: everyone was
up on their feet from the second
number.
"The American experience has
made The Tourists more
aggressive," guitarist Dave Stewart
told me as we sat in their publicist's
office. "It reinstated all the things
we believed in when the band 'first
started. We were talking to The Jam
and they say the same thing. Every
time you go there you think, 'this is
what we're up against'."
So the Tourists have returned a
sharper, re -focussed group, but
what about the effects of their,
It.'
absence on the British market?
"We're just completely pissed off
"Obviously because we've been
with the press in general; have been
away and we haven't had any
about a year and a half. We
for
the
out,
any
singles
or
ppuyblicity
don't mind if there's a review and
n half
inning of the tour has
that the guy has done
lull instead of full, but that'sealright. we know
some research, knows what we're
We've been really enjoying
singing about and doesn't like it.
ourselves and so have the people
But what we tend to find in reviews
who've been there."
and the
is bits of other reviews
There is a sense in which the
to
not
general concensus of a paper is
be
pleased
may
even
Tourists
are' and
the
Tourists
way
that's the
have so much attention drawn
_the review has been written to fit in
towards them by their Top 20 hits.
view."
with
thahconcensus
"It was a bit out of proportion
with Only Want To Be With You'
Musicians always tend to
the poppy side of It was really
regard criticisms of their
overplayed by everybody, and It you
music very personally,
listen to the rest of our albums,
and insofar as their
apart from a couple of songs which
is
an
expression of their
music
fun
are more sort of throwaway
(collective) personalities this is
songs, it's not really like that. The
Where the criticism
understandable.
became
throwaway fun songs
becomes literally personal as in a
phenomenally successful that's all
'
in NME
feature
Lock
Graham
do?"
so what can you
headed: "The Tourists talk about
The Tourists are a difficult band
Graham Lock wishes they
suicide
be
two
to
seem
There
to categorise.
did", it's difficult to see how they
conflicting images of the group. On
can take it any other way. The
the one hand, Dave Stewart sees
Tourists have evidently become
them as a serious rock band of
embittered by their lack of critical
writing
musicians,
capable
acclaim, and Dave told me that al
and
meaningful lyrics and songs
the time of recording their second
making a genuine, worthy
Album 'Reality Effect', their
the
On
contribution to that genre.
confidence had been so shaken by
other hand, they are often written
the critical scorn heaped on their a
with
pop
group
off as a shallow
previous efforts that the quality of
glamorous girl singer, who did that
that album was severely affected.
The
song:
Springfield
old Dusty
And yet I wonder if they've overlatter, is the Image that Dave feels
reacted to the press. In my eyes
the music press has mistakenly
by
the Tourists are a pop group In the
latched onto, and perpetuated
honourable tradition that started
their coverage or the band. The true
with The Beatles. However, with the
image actually lies somewhere
splintering of rock into so many
between the two, it's really a
different strands, some fashionable.
question of where you lay the
some not, being a "pop group" in
emphasis, but Dave feels strongly
1980 is a vastly different proposition
that the ephemeral, girl singer plus
to what it was in the sixties. The
band Image has.been blown up out
ere

a

-

...

-

Tourists aren't "hip" (nor I suspect
would the Beatles have been II
they'd started up in1977)and are.not
going to appeal to that hippest of all
sections of the music business
the press. The reason for their
frustration and rage is that (hey
believe they should be tafien more
seriously, and I sympathise, but
their music is there on records for
people to listen to and make of'it
what they will and If the press
don't like it, there's thousands of
people who have bought the
records, gone to the gigs, and who
obviously do like it and take it
seriously. There's plenty of groups
who feel just es intensely as the
Tourists a sense of frustration at
not being taken seriously, who
haven't even had the opportunity of
recording an album. I mean It's all
relative isn't it; sticks and stones
may hurt my bones ...
As for Annie being thrust to the
forefront; well having seen the
group at Hammersmith, it's hard to
see how any amount of photographs
of the group with her at the back
will detract from the fact that
onstage she personifies the
Tourists in much the same way as
Jagger does the Stones. Drummer.
Jim Toomey does an enthusiastic
job, bassist Eddie Chin stalks the
back of the stage, the mysterious
oriental. Dave Stewart stands stage
right, playing crisp guitar
punctuated by an occasional twitch
of the leg and swivel of the hips.
Stage left, and looking completely
nondescript is Peel Coombes,
guitar and superb harmony vocals.
But however much of a driving force
he may be musically, visually the

-

-

show is Annie's. Black skirt, fringed
leather waistcoat, pink gloves, pink
scarf tied round her sixties bouffant
hairstyle, and even a pink tipped
microphone, she storms and stomps
her way through the set. She talks
to the audience, gets them on their
feet, and of course sings in that
crystal clear voice that (togelhel
with Peet's harmonies) is so
instantly iderítifiable as the
Tourists' sound.

front person

a charming and
articulate person. Having
chewed over the problems
of misrepresentation

Well, how do you find that sort of

lifestyle?

politics."

I

we're about that. We're certainly
not about Sheena Easton pop if
that's what 'pop' means which to
me it does."
.I asked her how she'd enjoyed
the visit to Aberdeen, her home
town, during the first leg of the tour
and an interesting discussion on
rock band lifestyles ensued.
"Aberdeen? It was very brief. it
was a bit upsetting because I

I

"Its hard, very hard. It's not a
glamorous life. It's very rigorous.
The only advantage of i1 Is that I,
personally, am doing what I've
always wanted to do which is
perform. I expect most groups
would tell you that it's just a bore
most of the time."
You say you're not a rock star.
"In some people's eyes, they
would say yes I am, but in my own
self -estimation of who I am and
what I am, that plays a part, but it's
a very minor part. The Tourists are a
very major part but
(laughs)
Annie Lennox
Rock Star is just
ludicrous. I detest the word star. I
don't agree with if. It's a hackneyed
phrase. It's something that belongs
to Hollywood, It doesn't really
belong to nowadays. I would accept
possibly
personality."
But it's what you make of it
isn't It. Would you agree

...

...

...

with that? Presumably

if you wanted to behave

certain way you could.
Annie: "Yes, I could take
advantage of things, could take
advantage of people."
Dave: "We're not the kind of
group who go ligging at digs and all
those archetypal of rock star things
that you do.'
Annie: "We Just live the way we
do. I can't be somebody else apart
from me. I've met people that
people would call stars' and some
gf them live up to that expectation,
where they're expected to be
something special. I met Stiff Little
Fingers a couple of days ago, and'
they were acting like stars in their
eyes, by smashing up a hotel room,
getting pissed first thing in the
morning
and if that's being a star
I'm not really Interested ... sort of
Ulster boy star ... voice of the
think
youth movement in Ulster
II was a bit despicable actually."
Dave: "The 'voice of the youth in
in

.7

new

a

star."

with Dave, I asked Annie what
the Tourists were all about;
"We're not about cults, and we're
not about elitism, and we're not
about minority groups particularly,
although some of the songs cover
those things."
Dave: "We've always sung aboel
emotions and personal politics as
opposed to 'on the surface'
Annie: "The Tourists are in the
old sense of the word a pop group.
don't like the new word 'pop . I
.think it stinks, and don't think

audition

haven't seen my mother for nine
months and I was only able to see
them briefly before we did the gig
and for about half an hour
afterwards, and we've travelled all
over the world since the last time I
saw them, and had numerous
experiences that I'd really Ilke to
talk to them about. I didn't even try
to get it across."
How do you find being a rock
star?
Well,.1 don't think I'm a rock

She,is also

-

a

I

-

- I

-

THE TOURISTS

-

-

lister' to

me he was saying

I

...

Tying to provoke an argument or
:omething, being very cocky and

-

-

-

L

'Ah yes the Tourists
saying
why do you sell programmes at your
gigs, ripping people off?' The next
thing he's talking to a roadie and
saying: 'We'll gel this chick and
toss beer on her'. And he's talking
about a human being.
"This is what it comes down to
when we're talking about human
politics. We wouldn't go on like
that. We respect people. So this
guy's the voice of Ireland and he's
talking about screwing some chick
while his mate's watching and
I mean
tossing beer on her
let's meet
fantastic, you know
the next voice of Ireland."
"And he would criticise the
Tourists not even realising that
we're covering far more basic

...
...

1

a

ANNIE LENNOX: l_detesf the word 'star'

...

issues than the politics of Ireland."
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Mr Universe isn't

invulnerable.
Recovering from

a

-_

bronchitis, our hero looks
like Superman with a dose of
Kryptonite poisoning.
But the show must go on
and after administering his
controversial cure of whisky
and cigarettes, Ian Gillan is
ready for anything. The
Manchester Apollo audience
sense that Ian is trying to
shrug off illness and they
greet him like Lazarus rising

i
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COAT OVER
Link up of `Smite 01 Theyyeek Contest' L -R: MICK UNDERWOOD,'IAN GILLAN, JOHN Mc -COY. BERNIE T ORME.

OLIN TOWNS.
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from the dead. Okay,
technically the show could
be bettered. Ian has
difficulty turning the power
of formidable voice to'full
volume and sometimes he's
reduced to a frustrated
whimper (no 'Child In Time'
tonight), butathe Apollo
sways two inches to the left
and right after every song.

-'Unchain Your Brain' ís the
opening scrambler, seasoned;byMM.
Universe' and 'No Easy W y'. Up
comes 'Trouble' Mick Underwood
'introducing the bump 'n grind
before two tones of guitar and fan
narrowing his eyes, looking like a
, gunslinger from a,Spagheltt western
, (wow).
'If You Believe Me;,is the
obligatory piece of near Blues, ,
Ouite.Plantesgue actually, with our
man swaying by the mike and gently
thrusting his pelvis. But back to
crasheramavitte with 'Running White
Face City Boy,' (God,knows how he
manages to fit so many,words Into
one line withouYlosing the way) and
'Vengeance'.
Yes you guessed ft Neat up Is
the Immortal 'Smoke On The
Water'. This was pretty gross when
I saw them perform feat Reading,
nowadays it's even more
oveünflated, thatlks to guitarist
BernreoTorme, looking, very chic en
Sgt PeppeoJackel. A sex minute
Intro where not a -sense f6 left
untran ied as he eats his guitar
alive, roducing notes that
sorrietimes verge on the painful and
laying,into the -strings with his
teeth. Who needs cruise missues?
Amplify this a couple of ~Sand
you could destroy hall of Moscow,
But apart Item Whole Lott* Love'
their isn't a riff that' can compere
with'Smoke':Jt still Alts

-

ws..c-..n.elur.eC'3`!

EVEN
temperature of 104
degrees and ravaged by

JOHN MCCOY

_

EH
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flights at Madison Square Garden.
Who wants to go through all that
again. I wouldn't be happy so why

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
I

I

centre in/tieback of the neck and
Gillen handles It like a circus master
cradling a whip.
as
And the show isn't ove
their 'heel out 'Sleeping On The
Job followed by a raucous
monstrously updated version of
yy

1

Alder the show, everybody's
apart from the band and
iglowers like a hit Alan horn
lia. Propped up on a table In
the
the trprner Is box of flowers and a
card , rth love from Paula and Carol.
I
Ilan don't feel happy about a
gig $n.they're planning on doing
fi
bneerts to make up for it.
New ear they'll be doingonein
Nee estle because they arrived on
stag,71ale after doing Top Of The
Pop" ,Anybody with ticket stubs for
the t low can get in and there
s
a be a bit of space lot
an
dy else who wants to'turn"up.
Thal And will be advertising the
"-by in the local press to avoid

should I do If, Did you see the kids
al the Apollo? They're alive to'whát
we're doing."
Gillian says that since leaving
Purple pressures have been put on
him and various people have tried lo
destroy his career. I quiz him
further but he won't say anymore.
"Look, I can't go Into detalls,but
some heavy things have happened,
Everybody at Virgin knows the kind
of pressure I've been under, .I
remember vividly when I wanted'to
leave Purple. I wrote a letter
pointing out that the spirit of the

j

h

,`Call me fat
and I'll rip your

rt

spine out'

band took more drastic
when they played
Ger/any with Saxon recently. They
wert',' so upset with the PA that they
deal ;d to smash 11
one
ntal magazine even
con
oubllehed action picture sequences
of the destruction.
" Ihttal else could we do"? says
Midi
dérwood disarmingly."It
was ' crappiest PA we've ever
had "1 the kids were protesting.
Weblought they deserved e better
sound. so we started laying into it.
The fits thought it was great they
weft ii our side."
GE ? also tasted violence when
the !
yed Greece. A ripe new
terrll o that's been opened up by
the
e recently.
t from the Police we were
the
,1 band to,be seen over there
since'1167," continues Mick. "They
had
h a strict regime over there.
We, , ed Athens and a coastal
res
'The cops lend to get really
ex`
bie and wade into the crowds
IffirEMons quite frequently. What
we'll:Ore do one day is tour the
w
y ship, cruise across the
oca,.) and visit every country."
Theiend head for their hotel in a
luxury bus complete with video
the only trouble is that 'The Vikings'
is the only film they've got to
wa
Their record for watching
this, a is six times a day and "
Meg, /does a superb imitation of
Vik
Music horns. With his
corLI i ersial looks you could

r

meeaaL apes

band had gone. Their reply was
'Dear Ian, do you think you could
stay on for another few months,

-

we've got touring commitments?'

They didn't even think about sitting
down and talking about the
problems. I was banging my head

against

,

of

a

ngship.

"

1

I

I

a

years ago when I was with Purple.
How the hell can they make that
allegation? By my reckoning a lot of
those writers were seven when they
were that young. I dislike the music
press intensely at the moment."
Aided by large dollops of whisky
Ian also detests quite a lot more.
"The politics that have gone down
in music for the past five years are
totally abhorrent to 90 per cent of
the músic - buying public. In the
early seventies English music was

IAN GILLAN
respected throughout the world.
English musicians were the masters
of their craft, the first people to
lake a simple rock 'n' beat.
improvise on it and perform solos.
How the f --k can the average band
being turned out now play to

ow that it's winter McCoy
has sometimes takento
T
wearing, a wig but this
tends to make him a bit
deaf. He usually shaves
,.7 with a wet razor but iLSe's
a rush he uses an
of
!
' -For the ultimate stage
'y9 used to put luminous_
) his head, but he gave it up
scalp began to itch.
4night's slap up meal the
`3ve chosen an Indian
-,n1 on the far side of town.
hanged Into what looks like

his
in

wall."

off.
"Most criticism is particularly ill
informed and dogmatic, detest it.
.They say I don't sound like did 10

-

imagine him standing on the prow

a

Ian has also been banging his
head against a wall as lar as most
of the music press are concerned.
He's been crucified on more than
one occasion. One headline even
called his band 'The Graveyard Of
Rock 'n' Roll'.
"Call me fat and I'll rip your spine
out," he says. "People say I wear
flared trousers but I'm not wearing
flares tonight. People say my hair's
too long, but Ell cut it off when I
like. I let it grow out and then when
the ends split take a few inches

n.

e

e
p

wh¡
R

ball

kin
la

dancer4outfit, completed
'g head band. As always he's
Driied by the lissome Zoe.
nd of 10 years. While
otlt dies are at home waiting for
e to ring, she goes with
the,
hi
jywhere.
Us we're like Paul and Linda
Mol
,toy," she says. "No. I never
1on the road, there're
á
filings for me to do, like
one calls and

m

~kin

a

sure

to get back home, -We
life, you'll never Ibtghes
',record business parties.
in Purley and tan plays
Ike the local team. He's not
It man to live with,
les he has a temper but
kink that everybody is
to that."
hw It's time for Chapter 32
]] n Gillen I'm Not Going to
d

a

gM
W

lo
a

so,
th

en*

R'pie Si a."
Of

If someone's making you
ou look at it financially,
fool if you didn't," he

an

7a

yo

- Izeckoh that the proposed
re
lion would make between 110
and' lynillion dollars. But by the.
and
tint tax people, lawyers
every, y else begin to strip sway
at Itc yhan there would be very little
left kw the band split five ways.
"If it ever did happen, then they'd
dlay live nights at Wembley and five

1

sa

-.

-

'I love all
the old
Elvis films'

to places on time. Bu ''m

la

'the 'Mr Universe' album but they
turned him down. Later they
contacted him over 'Glory Road'.
"I left Acrobat on good terms,"
he says. "It was just that they were
having a bit of difficulty
for
Instance they couldn't get my
albums into the shops quick
enough. Maybe they thought they
were seeing the return of the
hippies, but we've met everybody
and it's a good family type of
Heavy words indeed but
organisation. They have computers.
they're sincerely meant
but they're also human."
and they're not bullshit.
It's time for bed. Ian has to be up
Whether you love him or
early the following day for a photo
hate him. I think that Ian is
session and a personal appearance
sincere in what he believes in
at a record store. The following
'and he's also a born survivor.
day's gig is at the Hanley Victoria
Right why did you decide on
Halt and before the concert the
'Trouble', the old Elvis song, as a
band are looking forward to theft
single?
day off. Colin is catching a train
"I didn't want to do another of
home to Ashford after, the show and
our,own songs and most of our
should arrive at Euston around
singles have lust seemed to be
dawn. McCoy is planning a tour of
the local Stoke junk shops. He's a
man with an eye for bargains and
his house is stacked with priceless
antiques.
Fortunately Ian it feeling better
and in the dressing room he's
boosted by some fan letters,
Tonight's show is more relaxed but
still packs punch.lan is at last a
happy man.
Backstage Ian reflects on the
forthcoming Canadian and American
tour. The band will be going there
shortly for, the first time in years.
"I think our name stilt means
something and on the tour we'll be
playing the Agora Cinema chain.
used for promoting an album or
The venues are about London
tour. Also I think that if you use
Lyceum size with the same amount
somebody's else's material you're
of
atmosphere. It should be good."
respected and people realise that
you're seriously trying to gel a hit.
We somehow get round to talking
' about John Bonham's death, And I
"1 love all the old'Elvis films.
ask Ian whether he feels that, as an
even forecast his "death on a song
old campaigner. it's so easy to end
on one old album. Anyway, I' was
your life after a night's excess.
lying in bed one night and the idea
to record 'Trouble' came in a
-No. not at all. I keep myself fit.
blinding flash of inspiration. We also was upset when I heard the news
did it,because I liked the fee diddle
but I don't think it has any
lee dee bit at the beginning. It
implications. I feel that I've lived for
sounds like the opening, of 'Whole
300 years and as fat as I'm
Lotta Love' although It's In a
concerned I leer that I'm good fqt
different metre.
another, century."

-

'

act
hi ,

'

have signed Gillan. He originally
fried to interest them In material on

-

a

by I

It's guile ironic that Virgiñ should

worldwide audiences'and command
attention?
"The industry's shrunk and
instead of being pioneers, we have
to fit in with the American adult
orientated rock Image if we want to
try and survive. Such a state of
affairs depresses me greatly.
"We must take great care with
the state and particularly the
integrity of music as a
contemporary art form."
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ILL
BAGGY
NAPPIES
BLOODY HELL! I've been
the mailman for hundreds of
years and nobody writes to
ME, yet I let that blond
bleeder Sting take over my
page for one miserable week
and the Police get more mail
than I've had in a life time.
It's not fair , . you don't
love me. I don't know why

SLUG

the standard of correspondence, yet
I feel this is'partly due to the '
content of Record Mirror which has
never really evoked a passionate'
response You generally play safe
by merely producing tepid reviews

Wear.

and facts about the music industry,
whichleaves you open to criticism
by your readers, because there are
no extremes. enjoyed the article
abool Ronnie Gurr. II was refreshing
and interesting. If you were to ask
the bands and people whom RM
interviews about their opinions on
current affairs or a particular topic,
you might have a higher standard of
I

WHY DID the most overrated

repetitive worded songsters the
Police produce Record Mirror?
(Gawd knows -jealous Mailman)
was disgusted when Andy Summers
I

correspondence.
Gary Holdsworth, Machynlleth,

stated that the Skids sounded like
fairies when he reviewed the
singles. I believe the Skids are
better than ever The Police's latest
effort is typical of all their material.
It has no meaning whatsoever
because they repeat the same line
about 1W times. What's so good
about that? The Skids always get
criticised In RM so for once publish
this letter and give them a little
credit for all the pleasure they have
given me. And my message to the
Police? Crab off!
Gary Miller, Chester le Street, Co.
Durham.

Next, you'll

have PHDs..

be expecting us all to
.

NO PRIEST'
I

WAS excited to read about the

forthcoming Castle Donington
album, but reading through the track
listing noticed a strange lack of
Judas Priest material. Are Halford's
boys lining up a new album?
Hopefully, Rob the'eadbanger,
AC/DC Lan 1068, Romford, Essex.
I

Only Time will tell, M'boy,, meanwhile head for the hills while there's

LIMP
SO, ANDY Summers thinks the new

Skids' single is limp wristed does
he? The Police have become very
rich by finding a hit formula and
sticking to it. thus draining it dry.
The Skids have always been an
original and inventive band who care
a lot for their fans. They haven't rereleased £6 worth of old hits In new
bags lust to squeeze some extra
money from their tans. The Police
six pack was an insult to the record
buying public, just another unit in
their production line, another big
hype. Back In '78 I saw the Police at
the Nashville and bought 'Oullandos
D'Amour really thinking they would
make good. Since then however.
they have become highly successful
and with this success has come a
need for safety which they found in
repetition. People will only buy so
much of a certain Item before they
get bored and look for something
which is why the Skids
different
will succeed when the Police fall.
A Skids Ian. East Ham.

-

QUE?
Ford Prefect, Llanelli, Dyfed.

This week's abstract thinker
record token.

still time.

DANGEROUS
HOW CAN the record business be in

a slump when John Connolly wins
all these record tokens? With a
sweep of his RM he could turn the
charts upside down and inside out.
Perhaps he doesn't need them.
P'raps he's a home taper. THIS
MAN IS DANGEROUS( HE MUST BE
HUNTED DOWN!
The new wit of Scotland Yard,

Hythe, near Kent.

TELL THE TRUTH
HAVE been a Status Ouo fan for
the last seven years I think they are
the best band in the world and the
new single certainly proves this.
Just for a change I thought I would
buy a different album so I bought
Gary Human's 'Telekon'. What a
load of CRAP! I think this album Is a
waste of money, am now going to
melt the LP down and make a statue
of Francis Rossi with the vinyl. Why
people want to buy anything by Gary,
Human amazes me The entire
album is very boring and I think
something should be done 4o have it
removed from the shops. LONG
I

I

THE SQUARE on the hypotenuse
has been destroyed by pop music
and especially the Korgis.

a

-

Pows.

award

LIVE THE QUO!
Ian Adamson, Belfast.

PEN PAL

BUFFOON

DEAR MR Mailman, Thanks very

ONCE AGAIN

much for publishing my'first letter
on your page. Suddenly (,started
getting all these letters from people
in the UK and they still haven't
stopped. So, although I'd love to
write to all the people, can't do so

YOU HAVE often complained about

OVERRATED

of

t_

SKIDS: fairies.

TEPID

PLEASE INFORM Sting that the
master of discipline he referred to in
an interview Is called SLUG, not
Father Walsh. This gem of
information deserves more space
than any of John Connolly's inane

'

,W.R>ifa`Ri

I

change one of Joe's dirty nappies?
Francine Isaacs, London N13.

'

ADDRESS

I

...

&

.1.L~Mi

NAMES:

sldgers like Sting and Gary Human
and other so called vocalists. wish
this bleeding new wave was a
bloody tidal wave which would
sweep all such silly buggers out out
sea. Bring back National Service
say. and capital punishment, and the
cat, and the birch, and maybe a bull
whip arid suspender belts and blab(
stockings
Paul Humphreys, the least famous
person in Stoke on Trent.

DEAR STING, Did you ever have to

ramblings.
Liam Lavelle, Tyne

Long Ape. London WCZE 97T

lNZ

FED UP

I

,

40

Remember, you have to complete
both the Popagram and the Xword to
be eligible for the prize of an LP
token. First correct entry out of the
hat wins

I'VE BEEN reading your rag for four
years now and I'm getting fed up. I
keep looking for an article on all my
favourite singers like Perry Como,
Fra,nk Sinatra, Andy Williams and
Barry Manilow but all we get is

.

bother

Write to Mailman,

I

_

immediately because school has
gotten in the way. To all the people
that wrote to me and still,haven't
received a reply, please don't get
mad. I'll get to you, even.il it takes
me 20 years.
Thanks, Rickey West, 868 St '
Charles, Chom. Laval, Oue Cánada.
H7U 2Y8.

have overestimated
your Editor's intelligence. On
hearing that an entire Issue of RM
was to be devoted to the Police, I
expected a centre spread of the
lads Instead found a leather clad
buffoon who was trying to work out
how to hold his guitar. Your Editor
obviously has a mental age
somewhat similar to the number of
strings on Sting's guitar.
A disgruntled Police fanatic, Paul
I

I

Fingini.
But you're meant to appreciate
.
their minds, NOT their bodies

..

Solve the seven cryptic croes and write
the answers across the puzz e so that the

starred down Column spells out the name

of someone who wants to go straight
Remember the clues aren't In the correct
order, you have to decide what the right
order is

Naughty Scroop's in a tangle on love
drive 191
Pictures o1 Lilly Puba quite change this
Philly soul star (5, 41
Re -sound the Ash Alarm' Or they'll owe
you one 181
A re -arranged dun Ile makes a team or a
Judas hit (6)
Ugi Mary Ann changes for a glass man (a.
51

Loony Pam. I'd change anytime for Diana
(2. 3, 5)

Translate 'Est thud' to discover

something bitten by royaltyl3,

111.1W

41
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LECTURE TIME

From Lawrence P, Yerlkin
Professor of Exotic Languages
University of Chicago

Sirs:
Risborough's review of the new
Police album, Kenyatta Mondata,
illustrates the dangers of a
magazine such as yours,
presumably devoted to the
advancement of popular'
gramaphone records, allowing itself
to be drawn into academic
controversy'. To unravel the
complications aroused by Mr.
Copeland and Dr Risborough on the
question of Dakotan verb structure
would require more space'lhan you
should allow.
I might, however, go so tar as lo
point out this: Mr Copeland and Dr
Risborough are both wrong, almost
embarrassingly so. The fact is that
strictly speaking nyi is a participial
ending and does not apply to other
parts of speech. The controversy
arises perhaps, out of the fact that
the Dakotas have no written
language, leaving Mr Copeland and
Dr Risborough to their respective

phonetic devices,
For example, the "nyi" of which
Risborough speaks may actually be
the "nayEE" of Mr. Copeland's
chosen form of phoneticism. In any
case, neither form is appllcableio
either feminine persons or obiects
unless they are in motion, doing
Something. One of the more
charming oddities of the Dakotan
culture, as reflected in their
language, is the manner iii which a
young girl "loses her cherry," as
the working classes say. In the
course of her first act of sex (always
with the tribal Chief, enjoying hisdroll de seigneur), she enters the
conjugal tent proclaiming 'Awa
nayEE," meaning "I am a girl" (or.,
literally, "I am playing the role of a
girl," since "nayEE" is a participle,
not a noun). During the period
between the rupture of hymen and
her moment of orgasm, she
murmurs over and over, in rapidly
rising crescendo, "Awa MU-nayi,"
meaning 'I am now a woman,.' until,
upon achieving orgasm, she shouts,
loud enough for tribal lathers

gathered around the tent to hear.
the simple unithong vowel,
"EEEEEE!" which is. In fact, the last
syllable of the "nyi" over which our
two scholars were quibbling.
In any case, should like it
understood that my sympathies are
with Professor Risborough. When
Mr Copeland last lectured at this
university, he cavalierly disregarded
the conventions of my department in
the structuring of his remarks,
ignored all questions and persisted
in confining his condieratlons to the
sexual habits of American Indians
past the age of sixty. Later that
I

same day, the

"little turd,"

as

Professor Risborough so aptly
described him, arrived at our
English department dressed as -a
member of Hell's Angels (boots,
leather jacket, aviator's cap, dark
glasses etc.) to lecture on early
contemporary literature. When he
referred to the Browning poem as
"Poppa Pisses" we were generous
enough to disregard it as a lapsus
linguae, but,when he repeatedly
referred to the Dickens classic as
"A Sale of Two Tittles" we
recognised his attitude as one of
calculated insolence, and demanded
that he leave the hall.
Andy Summers and "Sting," as
you call him, are fine musicians and
persons, giving Police music an
almost virginal purity which will
cause it to be recognised, a
hundred years from now, as
"classIc. Unfortunately, however,
Mr Copeland's attitude is so

reflected

in his

contribution to the

group as to give it a subtle leitmotif
with an effect comparable to musical
scores in horror films which
accompanies a scene wherein a
murderer departs a pleasant social
gathering to climb the stairs In order
to seek out his victim- While Strauss
waltzes emanate from downstairs
(Summers and Sting), a sinister
something-isabout-to-háppen strain
(Mr Copeland) gradually takes over
to indicate the true nature of the
occasion, This is fine for horror
Iilms, but unfortunate for the Police.
Respectfully, Lawrence Yerlkin,

ACROSS
1980, Bob Seger LP (7, 3. 4)
6 -Roadway in Wings (5)
8 The motor city madman 161
10 ELO LP (81
11 Group that wanted to Forget About You
1

la They gave us the British Hustle

12. 7)

Beatles Illm 141
Derek the head Domino (1)
19 The Clash had a While
141
20 Flesh and Blood single 14.31
21 David Soul No
14, 4, 2.2.21
DOWN
A hit from Xanadu (3, 4, 3, 51
2 Rod Stewart LP (1, 5. 2. 3. 4)
3 Where The Eagles wanted to lake
15
17

1

1

it (2,

3.51
4

5

Tina's former partner (3)
They were working their way back to

you (7, 8)
The Stones rescue,(9)
Group from outer space perhaps (1, 1, 1)
The number of years alter (31
Group that had a Fox On The Run (51
You may find him on the road with
Manfred Mann 141
17 He laced
the consequences alter
leaving 10cc 151
18 Don Juans reckless daughter (41
LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION TO X -WORD;
ACROSS
1 More Than I Can Say. 6 Whatever You
Want. 8 Anita Ward, 10 Ure, 11 Adverts 13
Hawkwlnd, 14 Low 16 Nilsson. 18 Hot Snol
1911 I Had You.21, Tragedy.
DOWN
My Way Of Thinking 2 Ready And
1
Willing. 3 The Wait. a Amerxa 5 Stardust 7
To Be Or Not To Be 9 Airport 12 Nico 15
Squire 17 Stan, 18 House 20 May
LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION TO POPAGRAM
1m order of puzzle) Searching, Summer
Fun, Dreamin' Frank Zappa, Glory Road,
Big Time, Tom Browne, Paranoid
Hawkwind, Pretenders DOWN COLUMN
Crazy Train,
LAST WEEK'S WINNER: Graham Garden',
5/1. 200 Shiskine Dr. Glasgow, 070 OJD
7

9
12
13
16
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EL
FIANCEE. who I love very much,
s erpecting my child In mid October, and has been in hospital
for some weeks because of high
blood pressure. But she's told me
she doesn't want lo see me any
more, has told the nurses in the
hospital that I'm not the father, and
has told me to move out of the
house she owns while she's in
hospital. It broke my heart when she
told me she wasn't going to come
back with me. She says she doesn't
love me any more.
The sister and nurses won't let
me in the ward to see her. Though
rve offered to give a blood sample
to prove I'm the father, this didn't
cut any ice.
I've been looking after my
MY

(

fiancee's two Children from a
previous marriage, but she's now
asked a friend to do this Instead.
One night when her friend stayed
she seduced me, and tells me she's
in love with me. I know she doesn't
take any precautions, and am scared
she's pregnant too
What should I do? Move out and
move in with this girl? Keep trying to
see my fiancee? Stay till she comes
some from hospital? Or move out
and away altogether? I know who I
love and I know it's my child she's
expecting.
Andy. Lancashire.
Any way you look at it, you have

a

tough decision ahead of you. But
you'll have a clearer Idea o1 what to
do when the child is born. Whether
your fiancee wants to see you again
or not, if you're convinced this is
your baby she's carrying, you'll
need to work out your personal

responsibility towards another
human life which you've partially
created.
But there's no point in trying to
use the birth of the baby as a way
of getting back with your (ex).
girlfriend or staying in her house If
she wants you out. If she still
refuses to see you, write to her and
Iotfer to help support the child.
While your fiancee may not want
to live with you again, she may
decide that the prospect of
maintaining three children alone is
lust too much. Alternatively, she
may change her mind about you
when the baby is born.
If she refuses to let you see the
child, your rights are limited. Trying
to prove paternity through blood
tests and other back-up information
would require the services of a
lawyer and would be a generally
messy and unpleasant business.
If the other girl is pregnant, you
might decide to compromise by
moving in with her and sticking
around. That way, you'd at least be
able to see the child from time to
time and be supportive in both
households.
Copping out isn't the most

Edited by SUSANNE GARRETT

SHE DOESN'T

WANT ME

positive move you can make. II you
think this relationship is worth it,
slay and tight
if only for the-sake

-

of the child/children. You, your
fiancee, and her friend should be
able to work it out together.

advice, (however obvious the
solution may bel, about how lo sort
this out. I can't talk to my parents
about It at all.
Alex, Glasgow
If your foreskin doesn't easily pull
forward over the head of your penis,

don't try to force it. From what you

DEAF AID

say, It sounds as if you have

FOR ABOUT two years now I've
had'
fear

of going deaf.

a

29

worry about it
I think my
hearing Is one hundred per cent
good. When I saw the doctor, I told
him I was worried because of exams
I've been taking. and he's
prescribed me valium for the past
two years. I've never let on about
the real cause of my worry
I listen to music a lot,
and my
mum once said If you listen to it
long enough you go deal Shall go
back to my doctor and tell him the
real cause of my anxiety? I wouldn't
blame him if he was really annoyed
after all this lime.
David, Kent
I

all day long, although

a

condition known as tightness of the
foreskin or " himosis ' which is not
uncommon. See your doctor. This

can quickly be rectified by the

whatsoever. Their only reservation
is that no one aged under 18 call he
served at their licensed bar. But
club and dance hall venues, with
strict licensing deals to follow can
and do vary in their attitude to
admitting the under -18s and under 16s loo. Before setting off for a gig
It's always best to ring before you
go, just to make sure, Even better,
make sure you know the position
before lashing-out on tickets in
advance.

removal of a small part of the
foreskin, a minor operation carried
out under local anaesthetic,
circumcision. Make an appointment.
You'll kick yourself for taking so
long to end your problem.

TOO YOUNG?
I'VE MANAGED to buy two tickets
for The Jam concert at London

Hammersmith Odeon on November
19. but now I'm worded in case I
won't be allowed in. I'm 13 I know
this must sound pretty silly, but
really want to see them. The friend
I'd be going with Is nearly 18
Sarah, Milton Keynes

*Problems? Need some
information? Write to Susanne
Garrett, Help, Record Mirror, 40
Long Acre, London WC2. Please
enclose a stamped addressed
envelope to ensure a personal

I

No problem. Hammersmith Odeon
say they have no age restrictions

reply.

I

Everyone has irrational fears and
anxieties sometime. Most people
push them to the back of their
heads and forget about them.
Others, like you, work through them
painfully and consciously. Now's
the time to complete the process
and leave this one far behind you.
It's highly unlikely that you've
damaged your hearing by listening
to the relatively low volume of
decibels available on even the most
powerful domestic combo; although
research has shown that rockfans
who regularly bash their eardrums
with the highest possible decibel
range at gigs over a long period of
time may have damage later in life.
You say your hearing is good, so
set your mind at rest by asking your
GP to give your earpieces a
thorough check-up. And, while
you're there, why not ask him to
bring you off the valium slowly too.
When you're convinced you don't
have a hearing hassle you won't

O

'

i

.

need it.

NEW ALBUM

NO SEX

r

I'M 18 years old and feel that I'm
unable to have sex because the skin
on my penis does not stretch
sufficiently to pull back. I'd like your

1

e
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THAT'ever-lasting ethereal lady
Kate Bush is riding high in the
album charts with Never Forever',
so for her fans, especially Janice
Glossop of Norwich, 'ere 's a list of
her singles and albums to date:
First the singles; ' Wuthering
Heights'/'Kite (EMI 27191, released
January 1978; 'Man With The Child
In His

Eyes'/'Moving' (EMI

v

l

Wed 22
burs 23
Fri
24

Horror/'Coffee Homebrand' (EMI
2887),

-

18

Tues 21

released May 1978; 'Hammer

Something Like You' IMIEe 29911.
released September 1979;
'Breathing'/'Empty Bullring' (EMI
50581, released April 1980:
'Babooshka'1'Ran Tan Wolf' (EMI
5085), released June 1980: 'Army
nra mars'/'Delius'/'Passing
Through Air' (EMI 5106), released
September 1980.
And now the albums: 'The Kick
Inside' (EMC 32231. released
February 1978. A limited edition of
'The Kick Inside' picture disc
(EMPC 3223) was released July 1979
15.000 were pressed; 'Lion Heart'
(EMA 787), released December 1978:

15

Sit

Mon 20

ir

2806),

released.November 1978:
'Wow'/'Full Mouse' (EMI 2911),
released March 1979; 'Kate On
Stage' (Live EP), tracks: 'Them
Heavy People'/'Don't Push Your
Foot On the Heartbreak'/'James
And The Cold Gun'/'L'Amour Looks

Wed

Mon 27

'Wed 29
Blurs 30
KATE BUSH
'Never Forever' (EMA 794),
September 1980. And that's about it,
except to say if you want to know
more about Kate, you can write to
her Fan Club address;

31
Fri
November
Sat
I
Aberdeen Uni

--

THE KATE BUSH FAN CLUB,
PO Box 38.

Brighton,
Sussex

LP'BB2

Well, last week's Feedback said
'Watch this space for the Gillen Fan
Club'. so 'ere you are:

CASSETTE'TCBB2

GILLAN,

c/o Pan Agency,
10

Southerland Avenue, London

W1

Birmingham51ropRank
Southampton. Univ
Boummouth Nlnter, Gardens
Cardiff Top R nk
SwanseaToplRank
London. Lyceu n
Guildford. Sur,ey Univ.
Bristol Locarrlp
Sheffield -Top Rank
Glasgow Uni,
Edinburgh Univ.
1.

*Special Gue'stsThe Hitmv n

NEW 45 FIND YOURSELF ANOTILER FOOL
WxtG Mvawrioni

30
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ONTINU IN

serles o Scottish
Country dance bands
Orange Juice.

....

Suddenly the mist Clears and
there's Orange Juke Four ragged
individuals whose musical roots and

JiI,

appeal Iles somewhere between
Creedence Clearwaler Revival, The
Byrds, The Loving Spoonful The
Velvet Underground (circa 1969) and
The Zombies. You could add and

HEROES

subtract names all day
To the outsider the Orange Juice
music and lifestyle seems strange.
Musical styles creep in pausing as
they are at the moment In country
Their first single still sounds like
Sleety Dan in places Classy pop.
A friend of mine once wrote that
Orange Juice laugh at things no one
else understands.
He's right. The Orange Juice
world is very insular, hard for an
outsider to comprehend or
penetrate, Not by their deliberate
design, it's lust that common ground
is not strikingly obvious. Orange
Juice are much more accessible
through their songs.
James Kirk plays lead guitar with
Orange Juice He doesn't speak
very often in the interview situation;
in fact in the majority of cases only

Billy Sloan on the latest
phenomenon from north of the
border: ORANGE JUICE.
when forcibly prompted by the

others. He finds,the Interview
situation slightly less of a chore
than bassist David McCtymont who
doesn't speak at all, Kirk though
thinks about what he wants to say.
Discussing the varying musical
styles which will occupy the first
Orange Juice album, due early next
year. he suddenly punctuates the

5

1

-

r
1

--

conversation with the following:
"It's like that Billy Joel song
£
'New wave, new day, it's still rock
'n' roll to me'.
iI
"We'll start with disco, country
and western, new wave, wide tie
rock, narrow tie rock, tie dye rock this could go on for at least another
minute "
Simplified by the others, as Kirk's

r

r
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1

-
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ORANGE JUICE: Stephen Daly, Edwyn Collins, David Clymont
and James Kirk (no relation).
James:."We just need to be
statements always seem to be, It's
garnished along the way to make us
agreed that the Orange Juice album
a bit more palatable."
will be a "positive Notch patch of
varying musical styles."
Edwyn: "It wasn't meant to be
The Orange Juice quartet is
premeditated, but 'Blue Boy' was
completed by drummer Stephen
supposed to be a rock 'n' roll

4.11.1.~."

Daly and singer and rhythm guitar
player Edwyn Collins. Daly has an
instantly likeable personality and is
genuinely friendly He also
concedes to a lot of my arguments
made In our discussions, without
discarding his own viewpoints.
which he admits are pre -conceived
and sometimes biased.
Collins on the other hand was
described to me as being potentially
one of the best interviewees around,
provided he's in the mood.
He is frequently entertaining, very
perceptive, witty on occasions and a
monologue-eer of some distinction.
At the other extreme he strays
towards being naive and downright
childish; saying nonsensical things
for seemingly no reason at all, then
drowning himself out with loud
infantile giggles.
Orange Juice started life in 1977
as The Nu Sonics, practising In
bedrooms and playing a few gigs
here and there. In January of last
year they began to take things more
seriously working towards actually
putting something on record,
Edwyn: "It's not meant to sound
flippant, but we were just seeing
how much we could get away with.
We still do when we're onstage. It
hasn't really changed that much,
except a change in our musical
ability. That's all."

17

r
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December 1979 they recorded
Falling And Laughing' which

n

to

was released the following
month by a friend Alan Horne on

their own Postcard Records

label.
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In August they released their

second single 'Blue Boy' - one of
the first real pop treats et the
eighties - and continue to be
involved with Postcard. As do Josef
K from Edinburgh and The
Go
Betweens"from Australia, But that's
another story.
The first discussion is held in the
flat of McClymont. A huge,
dim
room; most of the talking iscold,
done by
Edwyn and Stephen. The first frigid,
false, artificial interview situation
We talk about Orange Juice's
palatable pop
Edwyn: "There have been
approaches from larger companies
to Josef K but not to us.
"We're not very palatable for a
daytime audience - definitely not
with the new Joy Division groups
coming up."

single, and the next one will be
something different still. In each of
the records, we want to make them
something else, moving into other
areas of music because we don't
play that kind of up tempo,
psychotic country and western all
the time. That will be reflected in
our next record.
"When we do our album we will
have different producers for
different tracks and perhaps do
different tracks In different studios so we'll have a different feel on
each song. They will each be a
separate entity, lust a collection of

songs."

I mention that I feel that
through
their two singles they've achieved a
fairly distinctive, individual sound
Edwyn: "Our sound is not yet as
distinctive as perhaps we'd like It to
be. II includes the styles of music
we listen to but It's still pretty rough
around the edges. We've just
welded a big conglomerate of
sounds together and you can still
see the joins, Once you're not able
to see the loins it will be pretty

great."

Edwyn: "With every successive
provincial musical movement the
quality has been diluted. The last
one was Liverpool, and from -there
they've gone lo Glasgow. There's
lust nothing in the Glaswegian
music scene that's comparable to
the Liverpool music scene, I just
think it is wish fulfilment on the
part of certain journalises because
they always feel the need to come
up with something on the level of
the Bunnymen or The Teardrop
Explodes, or whatever the last big
thing was. it's the constant search
for something new and that's how
the further it continues, it's
becoming more and more diluted.
"Ideally we'd like to create a gap
between the music biz and us - the
angry young musical mischief
makers. We refuse to bow down to
these big daddies whose Infinite
wisdom we question."
Alan Horne sums Orange Juice up
lar more easily. He says.
"The new Orange Juice record

could make your day It could give
you a bit of a lift - a two minute
buzz. It's really all you can do with a
pop record these days."
in the time H's taken to read this
you could have played lour Orange
Juice songs

Record mirror, October la, 1980
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THE AMERICAN DREAM

The Hitmen
try to

get a
piece of

it. RONNIE

gets

GUR R

A'
7

.1k
,

a lot
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i
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THE

dream.
way
it's

It

.

Friday night land
people lust got paid presumably),
it's long Island and it's a beach
club. The polished niterie sits atop a
private beach of the whitest sand
this side of the Seychelles and the
moonlit Atlantic runs warm and wild
in the moonlight. On the shore lie
two seaweed entangled masses.
One is a suitcase and one is human;
a rock journalist.
The sound of á band
soundChecking meets the roar and
crump of the breakers half way up
the beach and our man knows that
this is the place. On hands and
knees he crawls past the affluent,
early weekending barbeque set and
staggers into the plush interiors. It's
two weeks
been a long swim
and the journalist is understandably
both tired and angry. "Christ." he
roars as he dries himself oil with a
Hitman's towel, "I've heard of
cheapskate record companies but
that was ridiculous. Airfares aren't
a

-

I

that expensive

1

,

'

American
goes this

..

-

'

Welcome to Long Island, USA.
home for one night only of The
Hltmen. The joint jumps to
remarkably -good current pop (XTC,
OMITD, The 'English' Beat Skids,

1

'

Undertones etc to name the cream
of the Brits) and luxuriously clad
boys and girls frolic and sip
luxurious cocktails The band Irciop
on and one is Immediately struck by
their Englishness Even guitarist
Pete Glenister's American
surgeon's shirt can't disguise the
fact that.these lean lads with their
scruffier appearance (It's regarded
as chic rather perversely over there)
have fought their way over from
economically battle scarred Blighty.
The band, should have told you,
play tight, solid and good
Their set features all that's best
about largely non -trend following
music, the English pop of the new
I

-

boys who hold old rational rock
values, that means songs
begin,
verse, hook, bridge, verse, hook,
near and dear to their
etc, end
hearts.'A novel twist loo,
On lead voice and usually non
existent Telecaster Is Ben Watkins,
a frail tousled haired beanpole with
baggy khaki pants and a merchant of
melliflous style. Drummer Mike
Galley and bassist Neil Brockbank
bounce in lime. Pele Glenister in
smart, less baggy than Ben,
trousers and that peachy V-neck

-

short angled sleeve surgeons shirt
and swept back short hair looks like
a svelte Dr Kildare clone (more on
that in a while . ..1, while Stan

'Shaw the keyboard playing Norman
Wisdom-as -a -boy lookalike, plays
like his keys were on fire.
Impeccably neat they are too with
a high standard that seems to have
gone to the wall with some of the
youngsters in combos these days.
Yes. The Hitmen are the pukka stuff,
Their name should only be ominous
by virtue of Its relevance. As I've
said before these boys will run and

run...

Set over, the dancelloor begins to
take on the appearance of a Roman
orgy, people stumble, collapse and
are dragged out One chap even
dropped his pants and was
wandering round the dancelloor with
his strides flapping round his

ankles.

Ah, the American dream. It goes

like this

..

.

OUTSIDE IN the parking lot

Iwo cars stand alone. One
is surrounded by giggling
fillies, who seem to be the
objects of affection for
three or four of the baaaddest
muthas around, the other belongs to
the band.
Winding down the window of the
bandmobile one of our company
yells in a Mid -Atlantic slur, "Take no
.notice of them gurls, they're all

faggots." Then we drive, hotly

party into a Disco
with the Disco light that dances
to the music.
f3Q

Turn your next

I

Now disco night can be every night
of the week with your very own flashing
disco light.
,
Just plug your disco light into the
drone wall socket and the sound
sensitive flashing red,blue and green Lights
will dance away to the music all night long
Everyone is dancing. Now you can
loin in.
By offering your disco light direct to
you, we can sell at only £39.95

Satisfaction or bur Money Back.

Complete the coupon today and you
will receive your disco light within 28 days.
If you're not completely happy lust
return the order within 14 days -and we
will immediately refund your money in

lull.
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pursued by these veritable
mountains of men. We seem to have
offended their masculinity
somehow. This realise some 10
miles up the motorway when they
draw level on the freeway at 90 mph
and attempt -to force us off the road.
My suspicions are further confirmed
when bottles start hitting.our
pairitwork. A rapid deceleration
however and a five mile reverse
back up to the previous turn off and
British igenuity triumphs yet again.
Ah, the American dream. It goes
this way
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FEW days previous things

A

are less
thanthe
above James Dean -like

scenario, Peter Glenister
and Ben Watkins talk to me
below decks on.a round Manhattan
boat trip. Now this is the real
McCoy. Over hot dogs and Coke we
gather copy; the quotes
interspersed with gasps as we, in
awe, pass the Statue Of Liberty,
Ellis Island the boardwalk where
Dustin Hoffman did his training In
'Marathon Man', and the sewage
ships that take the Big Apple's crap
down to the sea. Here's the meat
whilst in motion.
When Pete Glenister, munching
on a hot dog calmly states, "yeah,
I've done a fair old bit of anal
surgery In my time," one sees that
this boy is a natural when it comes
to good Copy. In fact, the above
statement is true and does not refer
to his sexual proclivities. In fact,

Glenister after being educated in
Sevenoaks ("an extremely dull
place") and on leaving Cambridge
went to the London Hospital where?
"I did my general training then
house surgery then packed it in to
do this." It becomes clear that
Glenister must have been a diligent
practitioner. Onhis return from 'The
Empire Strikes Back' his first
comment alter expressing his
enjoyment of the movie is, "Darth
Vader must have really bad
empyema." This apparently Is a
collection of holes in the surface of
the lungs and results in heavy
breathing and If taken farenough,
death A real education this isn't 09
ask why he decided to forsake
the unstable security of the NHS for
the unstable security of a band?
PG. "I enjoyed medicine but I
always wanted to do this and that
was the first point where there was
a break and
d a chance to make
decision and thought it don't do
this now never will."
Our other gallant sailor that fine
afternoon up the Hudson Is Ben
Watkins. "I was a chorister at
Chichester Cathedral, that was an
experience Then I went to Welts
Cathedral School to study the violin,
decided I was terrible at it and
started my first band. Left school al
16. went busking for a yea -r. Next
band Rainstorm were a heavy metal
band whose claim to lame was one
very drunken tour with Frankie
Miller. Then my last band was IOU
who had a terrible single out on
DJM."
Watkins and Glenister met through
a guitar building friend. Watkins.
played his latest demo and Glenister
thought the voice was great. From
there on in the working relationship
blossomed. Then the pair met Mike
Gaffey (drums) and Neil Brockbank
(bass) who had played together in a
band called Buster Crabbe; what is
known, believe, as a seminal band.
After one unsuitable keyboard
player; in came Stan Shaw, a man
who had performed keyboard chores
on Elvis Costello's first album and
who had nlaved on Nick Lowe
sessiol
'her twist. It could be
argued
ough Shaw's lineage,
they e
aurists and Costello
was lni
ed by them. Perhaps.
The ci
-m that traces of
Costello ,.,e there are rebuffed like
so Pete Glenister: "I think it's a bit
of a silly criticism because.the
lineage does go back to Van
Morrison via Bruce Springsteen,
through Graham Parker to
any
guy that sings songs. I mean, if
John Lennon got up and started
singing songs like he did in the past
they'd say he sounded like Costello
because he sings songs with a
commited delivery The press like to
clone you but you don't really know
what you sound like until you start
to play. We lust play the kind of
material we like to play and how it
sounds is for other people to say.
I

I

I

I

I

1

...

Costello's
band?"
reply, can see hints
"I think we have a lot of the same
influences," replies Glenister- "He
listens to a lot of varied kinds of
music and we have very Catholic
tastes and genuinely like pop music
plus a load of other things."
Another aside here. Keyboard's!
Shaw is a qualified psychologist and
an authority on alcoholism. His book
on the related subjects Is regarded
as aulhorative in Its field and sold
very well in the US. Mike Galley
being the band's resident alcoholic,
Shaw Is regarded as a valuable
acquisition.
Back to the flow- The Hitmen are
still young. Their first single was
recorded on a Revox In the band's
rehearsal rooms in Waterloo.
Apparently the rumble of the
passing trains can be heard on it.
the cost; f60. Then the master plan
became formulated. Local Yank
bands, almost without exception,
are the pits, totally clueless when it
comes to quality or vitality. The plan
Do you think we play like
I

I

--

was to take the band over to New

York and let them work the area for
six to eight weeks. Have the band
been living well?
Glenister laughs- "Not really, no.
We haven't had a lot of money. But
roughing It here Is a lot smoother
than roughing it in Britain that's for
sure And they do treat you well
over here. The gigs are more
enjoyable because you're not
treated like a lump of shit as you are
in Britain and particularly London.
It's a privilege for you to play
anywhere back there. Ben; "If you
get -a tree drink you're lucky,
whereas over here we gel a free
case every night. You get treated
like you are a working person."
Pete. "The nice thing about
audiences here are they're up sor"
grabs. They don't go with
preconceived Ideas:They want tó
have a good time and they want to
like you. They're not sectarian
audiences like you tend to get in
Britain, they're out to enjoy all kinds
of music and that'ls great for us cos
we're nol,a sectarian band and we
won't ever be. I think that is one of
our real strengths."
The move to the US seemed to be
successful. First engagements were
for around the 100 dollar mark and
the last were for a 1,000. The moral
then would seem to be Go West
Young Man!
The reality of the American dream
though Is the transience of it all.
One day you're being chased by
bottle -throwing truckers down the
coast freeway or you're cruising by
the world Trade Centre, posing
against the Manhattan skyline with a
Coke and a hot - dog And next?
You're supporting The Blues Band
on their tour of shit -hole college
drinking dens In dear old Blighty
For the Hitmen that is the reality
but only for a short while.

..
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band tie the new Ant line-up) Is like
a shot in the arm They all fight as
hard as I do Marco and I am writing
and polishing up songs for our
second album We only managed to
present three new songs on the
tour: consolidation and an exciting

ANTS
NOTOVERI
THE HILL

(

PETER SCOTT on probably the

most neglected artist of our
time: ADAM ANT

1

-

I

i

1i

ADAM: "Me and Marco are the Rodgers and Hammerstein of the

eighties."
FOR GOING on four
years now, Adam and
the Ants have made a
career out of being

outsiders. Though they've
been slagged off by the rock
press on numerous
occasions, they've always

managed to carry on
regardless. Adam himself
seems to be a particularly
tough and determined young
man. -In a way he's like a
kid's doll with a rounded,
weighted base (they're
called 'Weebles'; my young

£3

sister used to have a set of
'em); no matter how often
yoú knock him down, he just
bounces back up again, with
a smile fixed permanently on
his face.
Part of the reason for Adam's
unpopularity with the music press is

EMI
ttttta
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show were our Iwo main aims feel
we accomplished both fairly well "
Could you say a little about 'Kings
of the Wild Frontier'?
Adam' "I wanted mator
distribution for 'Kings' and all my
new product, otherwise I'm selling
myself short The song is an
honourable, optimistic declaration to
the various clans- I feel That
Antmusic attracts a very clandestine
audience Not any 'Sham Army' shut,
but a truly colourful, honourable and
proud group of young people. with
spirit an el excitement in their
hearts "
Does the phrase "We are the
family" reflect your feelings toward
your fans?
Adam "Yes, we are a family
and families are difficult to penetrate
emotionally. But I feel that if I can
instill or suggest a pride in the Ants
in them, then the next progression
will be a pride and respect in
themselves. In the next few months,
situation where an
I hope to see a
Ants gig is more a meeting of the
lust
clans and an 'event' rather thanwho
another night out, Where kids
have loved the Ants. for three years
can mingle with kids who have liked
the Ants for three months or three
minutes "
So you'd like to break down
the barriers that exist
between all the various
youth groups?
Adam' "1 want to break
down the snobbery of dress; the
violence that accompanies a
different outfit or dress. I welcome
everybody to the Ants as guests of
the group and its strong admirers.
But it they come with the intention
of stopping the show or causing
trouble, they must look out! I will do
everything I can to prevent this
without the use of Fort Knox -type
security Surely the best way to
obtain their respect is by performing
and supplying them with an
atmosphere where they feel free to
express themselves as Individuals
and not as a mob "
You now have quite a backlog of
unrecorded material: are there any
plans to release any of the really old
songs in the future?
Adam, "Marco and I both want to
put out the definitive versions of the
old songs -'Fat Fun'. 'Beat My
Guest', 'Puerto Rican' and so on
as future B-sides, I also have some
great sixteen -track masters of some
of the old songs
'Red Scab',
'Ligotage'.'Friends' and some
others
and I've drawn up plans
for eithér two six -track EPs or a
mini -LP of some nature, to be put
out in a numbered, limited edition.
"I have been approached by
Beggar's. Banquet and Deram lo put
out those old songs as the next LP.
but that would be walking artistically
backwards. I love those songs, and
they will be In your home to a
special, well -planned, well presented, unusual format In the
next twelve months. But I'm not just
going to Cash in for a mere 20.000
album sales. My work with Marco is
truly where my heart and loyalties
lie. I hope you can understand that

that he has a thing about freedom of
speech. He believes that "a writer
has the right to draw upon any
source material, however offensive
or distasteful It might seem, in the
pursuance of his work."
To test this theory out, he's

written a whole series of horribly
scabrous songs over the past few
years, Including'Juanito The
Bandito' ("He'd make love to a
dog"), 'Beat My Guest', 'Red Scab',
'Puerto Rican' and 'Rubber People':
"Rubber people are charming
people I A hook in the ceiling, a
nice strong gag I Nicely wrapped
and strapped, baby -powdered I
"
Then lied up in a rubber bag
Let's lace it. anyone who writes
lyrics like that is just asking for
right?
trouble
Adam isn't quite as bad as he's
been painted Though he often
seems to revel in his "amoral"
image. he is actually a pretty sharp
and intelligent bloke. He has a keen
(it occasionally misplaced) sense of
humour, and a unique lyrical style.
His evolution as 'an artist has been
fascinating to watch.
Adam recently teamed up with ex Rema Rema guitarist Marco Pirroni,
and together with bassist Kevin
Mooney and drummers Merrick and
Terry Lee Miall, they've already
completed a fifteen -date 'Ants
Invasion' lour, and released one
single
brilliant Ant -chant called
'Kings Of The Wild Frontier=. It
scraped the lower reaches of the
charts. but should have gone much
higher. As a foretaste of what to
expect from the Ant/Marco
songwriting partnership it waslis
tantalising to say the least.
Right, Now for a quick question and -answer session with Adam. I
don't intend to dwell slavishly on
any irrelevant details. so if you're
looking for a potted analysis of
Adam's character, or some kind of
deep insight into what "makes him
tick'. forget it. Too many Interviews
these days read like either bad
attempls'at meaningful prose or
case histories in morbid psychology
I have neither the time nor the
Inclination to delve too deeply into
the recesses of Adam's psyche- I
regard him as a very sharp, very
literate, very tenacious person. He
usually tries to express himself as
openly and honestly as possible.
and has a slight tendency toward
pomposity And that's all I'm gonna
say. Here goes.
In retrospect, how do you feel
about the Invasion Tour?
Adam. "Oh, the Ants and myself
were lust warming up after the
fifteen dates Having to return to
planet Earth isn',1 an easy pastime
Still, we will, I can assure you, soon
be on the road on the second leg,
which may be called the 'Frontier'
lour or something. Believe me. that

-

-a

-

-

-

-

Yeah. I guess I can understand
that But lust the same. I wish Adam
had taken either Beggar's Banquet
or Deram up on their offer and

released an album's worth of
material drawn from the old Ants
catalogue Those vintage songs
deserve lo be heard. The next Adam
and the Ants album should be out
around November -lime all being
well, I've heard a few new
Ant/Marco songs. including 'Ants
Invasion' and the stark and powerful
'Killer In The Home'. If they're
anything to go by, the album itself
could turn out to be a very special
record Indeed We'll see . .
By the way, I recently wrote a
personal letter to Adam in which I
jokingly suggested that he and
Marco might well turn out to be the
Rogers and Hammerstein of the
eighties. A few days later, received
an enthusiastic .'eply from Marco
himself, writte,r on his special
"butch" notepaper (the heading
shows a Marlon Brando-type 1950s
motorcycle hoodlum disrobing
m
arl
" Dear Pete.
your letter, whichAda was
showed
very flattered by- especially the bit
about us being the Rodgers and
Hammerstein of the eighties That's
exactly what we're aiming for
The mind boggles.
1
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information here is Correct at
lime of going to press but may be
subtect to change. Please Cheek
with the venue concerned,
The

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 16
ALFRETON, George Hotel, Race Against
Time
ALSAGER, Crewe And Aisne,. College
7930, Weapon 01 Peace.
BELFAST, Ulster Hall 121341), Any Trouble
/ Joe 'King' Carrasco And The Crowns
/
Dirty Looks / The Equators / Tenpole

Tudor (Son Of Still)
BIRMINGHAM. Cedar Club (021 236 2694)
Steve Gibbons Band / Bad Publicity
BIRMINGHAM, Golden Eagle (021 6.13
54031 Vision Collision
BIRMINGHAM. Odeon (021 643 61011
Specials / Swinging Cats

BOURNEMOUTH,

Stateside

126636),
Bauhaus
BRADFORD.
Queens Hall, University
(33066) Shake Appeal
BRADFORD. St George's Hall (325131 Simple Minds
BRIGHTON, Hungry Years (6044091.

Suspect

.

BRISTOL. Berkeley, Associates
BRISTOL. Colston Hall (291768), Gillen /
Ouariz / While Spirit
COVENTRY. New Theatre 1231411 Darts
COVENTRY. Trllany's (24570)- Cockney Re-

teen

COVENTRY. Warwick University ,1274061.
Lincoln Thompson And The Basses

DUNSTABLE, Queensway Hall (6033261,
Skids / The Books
EDINBURGH. Astoria.' Abbeymount (031
661
16621 Rude Boys / Producers /
Resinalors (Ugandan Save The Children
F

und I

EDINBURGH Playhouse Nile Club (031 225
656E1

Freeb,rd

FARNHAM. Malhngs The Enid

GLASGOW. Apollo (Oat 332 92211
Pretenders / Moondogs
GLASGOW, Theatre Royal (041 204 13611.
Sheena Easton / Gerard Kenny 1 Leeson
And Vale / Dennis Waterman
GLASGOW. Tiffanys (041 332 0992). Joe
Jackson / The Members
GLENROTHES, Rothes Arms 1753701).
Cheaters
GLOUCESTER. Leisure Centre (364981.
Hawkwind / Vardis
GRAVESEND. Red Lion (66127). LA Hooker
HIGH WYCOMBE. Nag's Head 1217581.
Famous Blueblaslers / Mick Abrahams
HORNCHURCH, Bull Inn 142125)
Chinatown
HULL, Wellington Club (232621
The
Revillos
KINGSTON. Polytechnic (01
Classic Nouveaux
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LONDON. Trafalgar Shepherds Bush (01
749 5005), Red Letters / Spider
LONDON, Tramshed Woolwich (01 855
3371). Directors / The Maze / The Pickups
LONDON. Ronnie Scott's, Frith Street (01
439 07471. Oscar Peterson
LONDON Weimer Castle. Peckham (01 703
46391

Whizz Kids

LONDON. White Lion, Putney (01 788.15401,
Sam Mitchell Band
LONDON. While Swan. Blackheath Hill.
Greenwich (01 691 83311. Tagus
LONDON- Wmtsor Castle. Harrow Road
(01 286 8403). Chevrons / B Film / Red
Boa

MALTBY. Yorkshire Dragoon, Carl Green
And The Scene

MANCHESTER, Band On The Wall (061 832
66251 Spirit Level
MANCHESTER, Carousel 1061 .273 18121.
Only Ones / Lonesome No More
MANCHESTER, Polytechnic (061 273 11621.
Killing Joke / Au Pairs
MANCHESTER, Rafters (061 23697881. DAF
/ Non / Artery
MANCHESTER. University (061 273 51111.
Rockpile / Gary Myrick And The Flpures

MIDDLESBROUGH. Teesside Polytechnic
12455891, Supercharge
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE,
Balmbray's
1200151. Sabre)ets / Rhythm Methodists
NEWCASTLE-UPONTYNE, City Hall
1200071.

UFO

/ Fist

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE. University
1284021 Geno Washington
NORWICH. Cromwells 16129091, Creation
Rebel
NORWICH. Flirlon Rooms, Sledgehammer
I Scarabus
NOTTINGHAM. Lakeside Pavilion. Crass /
Poison Girls
OXFORD, Corn Dolly (447611 Loaded Dice
PAISLEY. Bungalow 1041 889 66671, Rue De
R emara
POOLE, Arts Centre 1705211. Alvin Lee /
Chevy
PORTSMOUTH, Locarno 1254911. Gang O1
Four / Au Pairs
PORT TALBOT. Troubador 17789681. VIP's
READING, Hexagon Theatre (562151. Pat
Renato, / No Dice
RICHMOND. Brollys. The Castle 101 948
42441 Blurt / Mass / In Camera
SHEFFIELD, Limit Club 17309401. 0 -Tips
SHEFFIELD. Penguin 13858971. Spider

/

051

236 16501

Boad wa y

101

The 012 / Real

Androids Of Mu /

COVENTRY, Lanehester Potytecharc
(241661 Chalnsaw
DERBY Assembly Rooms 131111 6 1155,
The Skids/The Books
EDINBURGH, The Moon (031.779 TBy^
X-O-Dus/The Bears/Aeoe
EDINBURGH, Odeon 1031.667 70051
UFO/Fist
EDINBURGH,
yyhouse N le Club r031 .5
65661 Sector 111 Au Pairs
EDINBURGH Unnerslty 10.31.667 07'1
Killing Joke/Au Pairs
ENFIELD. Middlesex Polytechnic in '4
81311 Johnny O Band
EPSOM, Baths Hall, Eaet
John M o.

1738934'1.

Crowns/Daly Looks/The Equators/Ten-

pole Tudor (Son Of StdN
GOOLE. Station Hotel (39811 Head Hunter

17

GRANTHAM. Youth Hostel eillingboro.iwh

Halt. Overdrive
GRAVESEND, Red Lion 1661271 Triarchy
GREAT YARMOUTH. Carder Centre
(7289317, Foorlh Internauonat Rock 'N
Roll Weekend Hop. Carl Perkins And

ABERDEEN, University 15727591. Boogie
Band
BASILDON, Towngale Theatre (228811,
Bodys na tellers
BASINGSTOKE, Queen Mary College
120861). Thieves Like Us
BIRMINGHAM. Aston University (021-359
6531). Revillos
BIRMINGHAM. Cedar Club, Constitution
Hill 1021.236 276941. Nervous Kind
BIRMINGHAM. Fighting Cocks. Mosely
- 1021-449 2554).

Friends
GUILDFORD, Surrey University r712811.
Alvin Lee/Chevy
HEREFORD, Markel Tavern. Blitz Kids
HIGH WYCOMBE, Nag's Head London
Road (217581, All Stars Blues Band

HINCKLEY, Regent- Club

Magnificent Seven/Heart.

beats
BLACKPOOL, JRs. Munroes
BLACKPOOL. Norbreck Castle
Magic Minds

(523411,

BRIGHTON, Top Rank (258951,U840
BRISTOL, Colston Hall 12917681. Loudon
Wainwright Ill
BRISTOL, Trinity Hall 1249231. Androids Of
Mu/012/Real Insects
BRISTOL, University. Anson Room 1350351
Only Ones/Lonesome Nomore
CANTERBURY, Christchurch College
(637591. Andy Lloyd And The Wedge
CARLISLE. Markel Hail 1234111. Joe
Jackson Band
Madame

Twisted

Wheel

Creation Rebel

KIDDERMINSTER, Town Hall (Worcester
234711. Simple Minds
KINGSTON, Waves. Three Tuns (01-549
8601). Easy Money

KIRKBRIDE,

White Heather 13731
Cheaters
KIRKLEVINGTON, Country Club
7B0093).
(EaglesclIlle
Supercharge
LANCASTER, University (65021)

Rockpile/Gary Myrick And The Figures
LAUNCESTON, Wrote Horse (20841,
Loaded Dice
LEEDS, University 1390711 The
Tourists/Barracudas
LEICESTER, Phoenix Arts Centre 1388321
Mbrrissey-Mullen Band
-LINCOLN, Cornhlll Vaults 135113). Zorkie
Twins
LIVERPOOL, Bra01ord Hotel 1051.236 81821

(203351.

CHARFIELD, Lady Berkeley Hall, Sound
On Sound
CHORLEY, Joiners Arms (706111- J G
Spoils
CORRINGHAM, Gable Han. Small Town
Rumour/Caesar
COVENTRY, The Climax. City Arcade
(203131, The Nostoc Band

ston

Spurt Level
LIVERPOOL, Bradys 1051-236 3959) Gang
01 Four/Au Pairs
LIVERPOOL, Dolphin Stun The Guards
LIVERPOOL. Unlversdy 1051.709 4744)
Echo And The Bunnymen
LLANTWIT MAJOR, St Donal! Arts Centre

Turning Point
LONDON. Bedford College 101-496 40001
Future Daze
LONDON, Central London Polytechnic
Bolsover Street Bar í0r-638 62711. World
Sernce
LONDON, Chelsea College Ma'rtesa Road
(01-35264211, Patrik Fitzgerald Group
LONDON. City Of London Rub/technic
Falrhoil House WhitetAiioel High
Street Bouncers International
LONDON. Hall Moon Herne 9Ul (01-274'
2733) Release/Paul Goodman
LONDON, Hambrough Tavern Southall
Chevrons/B Film/Red Boa

Hall on

Sunday.

MORE
DATES
OVER
PAGE,

Reeeregy,

Insects

LONDON. Cook Tavern North End Road

I,Jham

101

3856021) Route

66

LONDON. Dingy/ads Camden Lock (01 267

m.d-a,h4

The Step / Vandells
LONDON. Duke O) Lancaster. New Barnet
49671

01 44904651 Von Trap Family
LONDON. gam Co-op, Gloucester Avenue
101 722 17281 Thompson Twins / Missing
Presumed Dead
LONDON. Goldsmiths College. Lewisham
101

697 14061

Bodysnalchers

LONDON. Greyhound, Fulham 101 385
05261 Splodgenessabounds,/ Piss Flaps
I Le Palhetique / The Twits./ Exploiters
LONDON. Hail Moon, Herne Hill (01 274
27331 Modern Jazz / Motion Pictures
LONDON H..rnmersmith Odeon (01 74B
40811 Yellow Magic Orchestra / Cosmal
Angels
LONDON. hope And Anchor. Islington (01
359 45101

The Polecats

LONDON. 100 Club. Oxford Street (01 636
09331 Cool Notes
LONDON. sot Club St John's Hill
Claph,m rill 723 8309) Taurus
dds
LONDON Kens.nglon,urus,' The Odds
101 603 32.51 Competition / Duck Soup
LONDON. Marquee. Wardour Street (01 437
66031 The Step / The Upsel
LONDON. Moonlight Club. Railway Hotel.
West Hampstead (11 624 76111. Les
Apaches/ Soulboys
LONDON, New Golden Lion Fulham Road
101 38589+21 Sad Among Strangers'
LONDON. Rock Garden. Covent Garden
101 240 3961)
Johnny G Band / Bad Actors
LONDON, Royalty, Southgate (01 886 41121.
Jack Scott / Cruisers
LONDON. Ruskin Arms Las) Ham (01 472
03771 Warrior
LONDON. Sebright Anus. Hackney Real
To Reel
LONDON

1372471

Valhalla/Three MInule Warning
HORNCHURCH, Bull Inn (421251 Spider
HUDDERSFIELD, Cleopatra! 124510r
Cockney Rejects
HUDDERSFIELD. Polytechnic 1381561
Inmates/Deal Aids
HULL, Carnngham Road Auditorium
128845). Solt Boys
IPSWICH, Manor Ballroom (577141,

BRADFORD, Palmcove Night Club
(4998951. Effigy
BRIGHTON, Dome 16821271. Dance Band

CARLISLE.

See'

Campbell Band
FAKENHAM, Community Centre 17795,
Slingraya
GLASGOW, Unversdy 1041.339 86971, Any
Trouble/Joe 'King' Carrasco And The

FRIDAY
OCTOBER

n

I

ETON,

knees. Starting their tour
of Bristol Col-

Chinese Religion / The

588 0678).

Polytechnic

Alwoodley Jets / Agony Column
SHIFNAL (Salop). The Star (Telford
4615171 Linda And The Dark
SOUTHAMPTON, Gaumont 1297731, URIC
SOUTH SHILEDS, Commando 15551511.
Rhythm Methodists
SUTTON, The New Inn Avenue
WALLASEY, Dale Inn (051 639 98471,
Madame
WINCHESTER. College 01 Art Prime
Suspect
WOLVERHAMPTON, Crvic Hall (21359/.
Ozzy Osbourne's Blizzard Of Orz /
Budgie
WORTHING, Balmoral 1362321, Trahor
WORTHING, Carioca Club All That's Fie.
lion
YORK, The Barge (325301, Inmates / Deal
Aids

scabs on his

Knife Edge
LEICESTER. De Montfort Hall (544444)
Scorpions / Blackfoot
LEICESTER, Phoenix Arts Centre 1388321.
Leicester Tours / Electric Savage
LEICESTER. University 1266811. Bad Manners
LIVERPOOL. Mona Hotel. James Street
Drills
LIVERPOOL. Star And Garter, Stun The
Guards
LONDON. Clarendon Hotel, Hammersmith

SHEFFIELD,

AC/DC:
young Angus
is ready to put
a
few more

46901

LEEDS. Compton Arms, Twisted Nerve

35

,i

FOLLOWING THE release of their
thfd album 'Kaleidoscope', SIOUXSIE
AND THE BANSHEES take
fo the road this week, al Belfast Ulster Hall
(Thursday), Dublin Grand Cinema
(Friday),
Swansea Top Rank (Sunday),
Bristol Locarno (Monday), Sheffield
Top Rank, changed from Cardiff Top
Rank (Tuesday) and Birmingham
Top Rank (Wednesday). Hell's Bells start
tolling this week then AC/DC begin
their tour at Bristol Colston Hall (Sunday), Leicester De Montfort
Hall (Monday and Tuesday) and Birmingham
Odeon (Wednesday).
MOTORHEAD have promised 'the
biggest, loudest and longest tour'
they've ever played (aren't they loud
enough?) when they commence their
stampede,across the Country this week
Coinciding with the release of their at Ipswich Gaumont (Wednesday).
SLITS are now on tour, and this week new single 'Animal Spade'', THE
play Leicester Polytechnic (Friday),
Loughborough University (Saturday), Cristo!
Romeo and Julie Is (Tuesday)
and Manchester University (Wednesday).
Support Is Leicester reggae band
TEGARY.
THE ENID (for all you old 'Ippies)
continue their national cross-country
trek this week at Farnham Maltings
(Thursday), and Street Strode Theatre
(Friday).
The lissome PAT SENATAR returns
to Britain this week to visit Reading
Hexagon Theatre (Thursday) and
London Dominion Theatre (Saturday).
Support is NO DICE.
THE UK SUBS lake to the road
this week in their new line-up. Dates are
Gravesend Woodville Halls (Sunday),
Portsmouth Locarno (Monday).
Bournemouth Stateside (Tuesday) and
Birmingham Cedar Rooms
(Wednesday).
They're off
ROSSINGTON COLLINS due to personal reasons, and
CHEAP TRICK, although they'll be playing a
'consolation' date later.
Still on the road JOE
at Glasgow Carlisle, Belfast Dublin
and Galway, TOURISTS atJACKSON,
Leeds, Norwich, Dublin and Belfast, SHEENA
EASTON, etc on their package tour,
ROCKPILE, HAWK WIND, UB40,
DARTS, INMATES, UFO. etc
.

-
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Tomnglon, North Finchley

44547101. Juice On The Loose
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KOOL AND
THE GANG
DOME THEATRE, BRIGHTON
MONDAY 3rd NOVEMBER al 7.30
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Record Mirror, OCtODer
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SHEFFIELD Polytechnic (739934), Alter
The Fite
SHEFFIELD, University, Derby HM11240)6),
Wahl Neet/The Frantic Elevators/Vendlno Pect/Surbee Mutant
SHIFNAL (Salop). Star ITellord 6551511.

35

LONDON, Cock Tavern, North Eno Road
Fulnam (01-325 60211 Jan Sluts
LONDON, Dane s11s Camden LOCK 101.257
49671
Johnny Mars' Seventh
Expozer
Son/England
LONDON, Hope And Anchor, Islington 101- I SOUTHAMPTON, Guildhall 1326011.
GIUan/Ouarto/Wtdle Spirit
-394510kKe s
SOUTHBOURNE.P fdec II to Hotel
LONDON, tea Club, St Johns Hill, Clapham
(Bournemouthh 1263121. Martian
101.223 83091 Dan Negarly's Random All
Schoolgirls
Slers/The leapers
STOKE HANLEY. Victoria Hall (246411.
LONDON. ivy Mouse, Golders Green
Hawkwlnd/Vardis
Treatment/Group 4
STREET, Strode Theatre (426461. The Enid
LONDON, Kensington, Russell Gardens
STROUD, Marshall Rooms (30741. VIP's
101-600 3245), Stray Can
SUNDERLAND,
Locarno (575601. More
LONDON, Moonlight. Railway Hotel, West
WARWICK. Red Lion (42944) The Varukers
Hampstead (01-674 7611(. Dumb
WEST RUNTON, Pavilion. Slade/Straight
Blondes/China town/Chris Hunt's Cable
Eight
Car
WEYBRIDGE, National College 01 Food
LONDON, New Golden Lion Fulham 101Technology `42120). Front Page
38539.121. Fabulous Blueblasters
WEYMOUTH, Dorset Institute 01 Higher
LONDON, Old Queen's Head. Stockwell
Education (72311) The Sound
101-274 3829). Thompson Twins/Nome
WINCHESTER,
King Allred College 1622811.
Hawallans INo Nukes benefit)
Overkill
LONDON. Ranbo., Finsbury Park 101-263
WORKINGTON. Rendezvous 15365), Geno
3148), Rory Gallagher/Rage
Washington
ovens Garden
LONDON, Rock Garden
WORTHING, Balmoral (36232), Traitor
101-2403961), Method Actors/Devtee
YORK. Penny Farthing 155744), Syntax
LONDON, Scala Cinema, Tottenham Street
YORK, Unlverslly, Vanbrugh College
101437 93071. Richard Strange/God's
(4123181. A
Certain Ratio/Section
Toys
25/Ourul ti Column/Blurt
LONDON, School 01 Economics.
Houghton Street (01-405 19771. Nine
1

Below Zero

SATURDAY.

LONDON,

'

1
,

f

South Bank Polytechnic
Elephant And Castle 101-261 1525). Rio
And The Robots
LONDON. Star And Garter. Putney Pter10176003451. Snatch 22
LONDON, Thames Polytechmc, Woolwrch
101-85506181. Newmalics
LONDON. Two Brewers. Clapham 101-622
36211, Sad Among Strangers
LONDON, University, Logan Hall 101-5809551) Isabel Parca/Palnclo Castillo (Victor Jara leslrvall
LONDON, University Of London Union
Malel Street 101-580 95511. Aswad/Rapid
Eye Movement (Caprlal ACTT Strike
Benefit)
LONDON, Ronnie Scott's. Earth Street (01439 07471 Oscar Peterson
LONDON, The Venue Victoria 101.834

OCTOBER
BASINGSTOKE.

Ozz/Budgie
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE,

BICESTER, Red Lion. Spider
BIRMINGHAM. 8094115 1021

7406)

Danced

4

some of fhelrI
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POR'970UTH. Polytechmc,

Furzw,,ILane

497288) Xena Zeros
'..ETFORD, Porterhouse 049816 Weapon
01 Peace
ROTHERHAM Sae en re (It21(. B re op
851,
Clly Hall
SHEFFIEL

'I7,

Pretenders/Moondogs

5

55001 Tai Mahal
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OCIIIIES 130
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10 o i,.we
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.,a,wW 40224
IwCA-A.r.... AnrtS 20250r.

TM 01210

Tics album we

Orchestral Manoeuvres
in the Dark

Os

haau K UlA
45410.

(23141),

BIRMINGHAM, Slralhhallan Hotel, Turning

I,iwanan2OC100H1 Z30f.

LT00.

Theatre,

BATH. Tiflanys, 1653471, Interview

HE rWyCLMASTLé CITY HALL

232

s.w. Se., earA

_

31413

.

MCA 5130

plus the FATAL CHARM

APOLLO VICTORIA LONDON
THURSDAY 13th November 8.00,pm
Tickets E3.50

63.25 63.00

Available from 5/O TeL

L.T. Band Premier

B/0

01 834 2619

BOTHWELL, Hayloft. Raw Deal/Nina's
Pups
BOURNEMOUTH.
Royal Exeter. Hotel,
1205661. Thieves Like Us
BOURNEMOUTH. Winter Gardens. (264461.
Loudon Wainwright ill
BRIGHTON, Jenkrnson's, 125897), Simple
Minds
BRISTOL, Colston Hall, (2917681. AC/DC
BRISTOL, Locarno. (26193), UB40
BURY. The Bridge, (061-766 2679).
International Set
CARDIFF, Top Rank, 126538). Gillen /
Quartz / White Spirit
CH)GWELL. White Han. Park Avenue

CLEATOR MOOR, Crvlc Hall,

Crass/Poison Girls
COLCHESTER, Gursnes Court, Tolleshunt
D'Arcy, VHF

COWDEN BEATH, Commercial
(5101481 Cheaters

Hotel,

ETON. Christopher Hotel, (Windsor 5235111.

Gatsby Fire (noon)

GLASGOW,
Shadows

Apollo,

Back

Anger/Rea And The Monitors
WOLVERHAMPTON, Lalayette,

(65489), Any Trouble/Joe
'King' Carrasco And The Crowns/Dirty
Looks/The Equators/Tenpole Tudor
(Son 01 Still)

SIOY.1901.00301E0 1.30
T.M,afoaoo 1350r...
am Ar,,.. M.. bw,. Ynrner Ta ºI14151101

11~L350

Capitol

UFO/Fist

wBIRMINGHAMODEOi

a0.

.

Frames/Media/Rams/The

ASHTON UNDER LYME. Spread Eagle
1061 330 57311, Spider

LANCASTER UNIVERSITY

I.

Time/Spicer/UBs/Look

AYR, PaVllion,

.,043..

Raar

(01-60332451. Paz

.

1.1

Msraw,lwa e..e, W.sY

lionsíTa Itover

LONDON, Kensington,

223,

OCTOBER19

STRAIGHT EIGHT

Pretenders/Moondogs

f

SKYNnID

reEEAreD

4081)

LONDON. Hope And Anchor. Islfnglon,
(01-359 45101. Mechanics
Hd'
LONDON, 101 Club, St John's
Clapham
(01-223 83091, The

'

SUNDAY

152 rUCMr Or

Membdrs/Outpalienls

/

-

r.4 Lwr, ra Kau. W .r....

FROM IYNYRO

2733),

LONDON. Half Moon Putney. 101.798
23871. Fabulous Bluesblasters
LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon, 101-749

LONDON, Windsor Castle, Harrow Road. LONDON. King's
Bodysnatchers
02821 Odd yy
(01 286 84031 Metro Glider
LINCOLN. Cornhdl Vaults 1351131 Zorkie
LONDON
LONDON, Star And Garter. Putney Pier.
Twins
Band
Issac
Guillory
I
LIVERPOOL, Brady's Matthew Street (051
LUTON. Baron Of Beef 138825). CSalm
236 39591, Martian Dance (matinee loo)
LIVERPOOL, St Catherine's College. Stun MANCHESTER, Ardwlek Apollo (061 27The Guards
111213), Scorpions / Blackfoot.
Road
MANCHESTER. Polytechnic 106'
LONDON, Acklam Hall Portobello
,~Kiallr John Marty.
101 960 4590), Astronauts / The Mob / En.mf
a "0101,
tire Cosmos / 012 / Volelones / Vince MANCHESTER, Umeti: 11 Root
i
meal
Pie And The Crumbs / Blue Midnight /
Atomic Rooster'
Blues Com'C
Tut
con
And
Jack
noon
Real Imitators 112
5 301
MELTON
rand
penp/Karl Wall
LONDON, Bridge House Canning Town
(812120'' "Machine. Camden' l0'
LONDON,
NEV
101 476 1889). Johnny Mars' Seventh Son
'28. 9', Subs / Citizens /)quid
)lag' Car.
LONDON, Cock Tavern, North End Road.
íe
S
DMy Looks /
Fulham 101 3856021). Cobras
LO.:It]ON, New Golden Lwn-ulharn, (01
le Tudor (Son gi
LONDON, Dmgwalls. Camden Lock t
38539421 The Spo11e1F.
49671. Huang Chung / The Mew
LONDON, Dominion The-'
LS, Grapevine (Ol 11E5 ' LONDON, Old O-..ae8's Head Stock
101-274 3829 Afghan Rebels
Court Road 101 580
A9 isle
s
LONDON, -" embufy TO
No Dice
WICH. IJmyermty of F -'s1 Anglia
Averlfte
ref
racudas
LONDON.
5 161/ the Tourists
arden.
LONDON'. Rock Gardey
05261.
NOTTINGHAM. Boar r'lub(8690321 More
a 39611.' Theatre 01 Hate/The
(01 240
mpenal Hotel i4288a
11NOTT1NG1iAtii.
Presents
Speedy Rears
LONDON Torrington. North Fnchley, (01rSfagihall,l01 i OLD 1Ak1
Lancashire Vaulty Crafty
4454710), Hank Wanglord Band
nue
'.d,
LONDON, The Venue Victoria. 101834
Ipetsmilh' Odeo 101 74 OXFORD. Corn Dolly (44/81), Chinatown
55001 Geno Washington
oekelt PAISLEY, BunSal 1.1041 889 66671, Orange
King Blues Bend
Putney, 101-788
LONDON. White Lion
Juice /Lunplil me /The Squirm
'0411
15401 Johnny G Band
Ling ton (OI
9,1-N'.Hope And Angl(O 717
PORTSMOIUITIJi7., Polyle h
MANCHESTER, Apollo Ardwick (061.277
9 450I. t Levi Dearer' And The Rip
Variouf Artists
Scorplons/Blackloot
1112131,
586006)
Chords
READING, Cap And
MANCHESTER. Cyprus Tavern. (061-273
1 C.ii
h
,LONDON,
St Johns Hill. Cl
Mldm9hl Sun
1112). Bee Vamp
The Mistakes
RETFORD, Porte Ouse (704981). Alter The
101
NEWBRIDGE, Memorial Hall, (2430191 Solt
LONDON, Jacksons Lane Comeau y
Fire
Boys
'e 01 340 5226) Black Slate /The Dave
ROCHDALE, Rawslon Arms. Whlhworth.
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, Polytechnic,
Rockin' Horse
SHEFFIELD, University (240761. Inmates
128761). Weapon OI Peace
_
NOTTINGHAM, Test Match Hotel. 18114811.
SHIFNAL (Salop). The Star (Telford
Breakdown
461517). The Dark
NOTTINGHAM, Trenlbridge Inn, 18698311.
SOUTHAMPTON. Gaumonl (297721. Yellow
Jagged Edge
Magic Orchestra / Comsat Angels
University 15562911.
OXFORD. Caribbean Club. 1451391 Sonic
SOUTHAMPTON.
Tonic
Blues Band / Hrtmen
OXFORD, Corn Dolly. 1447611 Chinatown
STOCKPORT, Ups And Downs. Night
Visitors
OXFORD. New Theatre
144544),
TOTTERDOWN, Three Lamps. Youth Club.
Hawkwmd/Vardís
Sound On Sound
PAISLEY, Bungalow. (041-889 66671. Non
WALLASEY. Date inn 1051 639 98471 Asylum
Compos Mentis
WATERLOOVILLE, Close Encounters,
RICHMOND, Brolly's. The Castle. (01-948
Frames / Media / Rams / The Time /
42441 01 Band
Chimes / Spicer / UB's / Look Back In
SALTBURN, Zelland Hotel, Carl Green And
Anger / Rex And The Monitors
The Scene
WEST RUNTON, Pavilion 12031 Simple
SOUTMEND, Shrrmpere
(3514031, Nine
Minds
Below Zero
WEYMOUTH, Cellar Vino 17868681 Martian
SOUTHPORT. New Theatre, 1404041,
Schoolgirls
Sheena Easton/Gerard Kenny/Leeson
WORKINGTON, Rendezvous 15365). Geno
And Vale/Dennis Waterman
Washington
STOKE HANLEY, Victoria Hall (246411.
YORK College of Ripon And SI John
Rockplle/Gary Myrick And The Figures
(Ripon 26911. Weapon OI Peace
SWANSEA. Top Rank, 1531421. Siouasie
And The Banshees/Altered Images
UXBRIDGE, Brunel Unrversily, 1391251,
Mechanics
WATERLOOVILLE, Close Ertcounlers. The

r

1

THE BAN.
hear
HE
HEES:

LONDON, Star And Garter. Depilord
Broadway (01 858 5694), Prize Guys /
Poser
LONDON, Thomas A' Beckett Old Kent
Road 101 703 2644), The Kraze
LONDON, Trafalgar. Shepherds Bush 101
749 50051 Shout / Room Service
LONDON, Upstairs Al Ronnies Frith
SIree1101 439 07471. Oscar Peterson
LONDON, The Venue. Viclorra 101 834

N

~ciRdpn Road (Of 686

jJ-7( S'J

jwlinic (68789L.
óphlld TJtºBasses

B net

r..r

CO

/

e

BIRMINGHAM, Cedar Club Constrlulron
Hill (021 236 2454), Dealers / Jazz
BIRMINGHAM, Dolphin Hill Pendragon
BIRMINGHAM, Fighting Cocks Moseley
(021 449 2554), Heats / Dossers
BIRMINGHAM, YMCA. Sutton Helpless
Huw And The Hesitations / Aston Hall /
The Servants
h Quarters
BLACKPOOL. JRs. Munroes
Norbreck Castle 152341
BLACKPOOL,
Revillos
BLACKPOOL. Opera House (277861.
Shadows
BLYTHE. Golden Eagle 143431 Nato
BOROON, Royal Oak, Prime Suspect
BRACKNELL, Sports Centre (542031, Gillen
/ Quartz / White Spin?
BRADFORD. University 133466) The Skids
/ The Books
BRISTOL, Arnollmi Gallery i29Í
Turning Point
CAMBRIDGE, Middle Erg'.
CANNOCK, Troubado. r
The Kicks

COVENTRY

LONDON, John Bull, Chtawtck High Road I GLASGOW, Doune Castle, (041-649 I745(,
Rhesus Negative
101 994 0062), Sad Among Strangers
GLASGOW, Gigl's, West Street. Rude
LONDON John Marshall Hall, Blacktnara,
Boys From Perth
Vision Collision
GREAT YARMOUTH, Caisters. 17289311.
LONDON, Kensington. Russell Gardens
Carl Perkins And Friends
(01 603 3245), Basil's Balisup Band
HULL, Clly Hall, (201231, Orzy- Osbourne's
LONDON, Lee Centre, Alsllbae Road.
BlaGkhoalh (01 65216221, Trallars Date
(24421, Elevators
LONDON, Marquee, Wardour Street 101 437 I KIBWOR1H, Lodge.
KINGSTON, Waves. Three Tuns. (01-549
Positive Signals
66031, Long Tail Shorty
86011 Oplles
/ Eddy Steady Go
KIRKLEVINGT ON, Country Club.
LONDON, Moonlight, Railway Hold, West
(E aglesclifle 7800991, Sector
Hampstead 101 624 76111, Blurt / Guy I
27/Cosmetics
Jackson / Broadcast
Fan Club, Brannlgans. (6632521.
LEEDS,
Musicians'
Collective.
LONDON,
Killing Joke/Au Pairs
Gloucester Avenue 101 722 04561.
LEEDS, Haddon Hall, (751115), Agony Col Treatment
umn
LONDON, Music Machine. Camden High
Ap.
I LEEDS. Staging Post, 1735541). Shake
Street (013870428) Stray Cats
peal
'LONDON New Golden Lion Fulham (01
LONDON. Bandwagon Soundhouse,
3853942), Mickey Jupp
Kingsbury Circle. Dark Slaw
LONDON, North East London Polytechnic, I
LONDON Oingwalls, Camden Lock, 101Greengale, Plaistow (01 471 48211 ATs
2674967), Seven Year Itch
LONDON, Rainbow Finsbury Park (01 263 I
LONDON, Greyhound, Fulham, 101.385
3140), RoryGallagher/Rage
Dan Hegarty And Random All
Garden
05261.
Covent
Rock
Garden.
LONDON,
I
Stars
(0124039611,Tribesman / Billy London
LONDON. Hall Moon Herne HIII. (01.274
LONDON, Spurs Tottenham 101 808 47731.

./

07631

P

F

r

643

Flash Harry

r
-

The

Dangerous Age

FOLKESTONE, East Cliff Pavilion (556971,
Criminal Class / Bill Band Pow / Last
Resort / Empty Sounds
GLASGOW. University of Slrathclyde (gal
5524400), Sector 27 / Cosmetics
GRAVESEND. Red bon 1661271. Chris
Hunt's Cable Car
GREAT YARMOUTH, Calsler Centro
(728931). Carl Perkins And Friends
HEREFORD, Markel Tavern (563251.
Androids 01 Mu / The 012 / Real Insects
HORNCHURCH. Bull Inn (42125). Warriors
HUDDERSFIELD,
Cleopalra's 1245101
Cockney Rejects
KINGSTON, Waves. Three Tuns (01 549
8601). Parallel Bars
LEEDS, Haddon Hall (7511151 Knife Edge
LEEDS, University (390711. Rockpile / Gary
Myrick And The Figures
LEICESTER, Phoenix Arts Centre 138832).
Exit 21 / Groundation
LEICESTER, Polytechnic (555576).

And Grooin 161059).

Blizzard'

Osbourne's

(57757)

/

Reluctant Stereotypes
EDINBURGH. Eric Brown's. (031.116 42241.
Cheaters
EDINBURGH, Playhouse Nito Club (031 665
2064), Crass (two shows)
EDINBURGH, Usher Hall 1031 228 1155).
Sheena Easton /Gerard Kenny / Leeson
And Vale / Dennis Waterman
ETON, Christopher Hotel (Windsor 523591.

Discharge

55001 Tai Mahal

(267611. 0 -Tips
NORTHAMPTON,
Crew
NORTHA¡. --

Magnums

Icarus

DUNDEE Cared Hall (28171). UFO/Fist
DURHAM, Univetstty (644661, 0 -Tips

Prams

BEDFORD, Horse

LONDON, Walmer Castle Peckham 101-703
4639). Shadow. as
LONDON, White Lion. Putney 101-788 1540).
Soulband
LOWESTOFT. Talk 01 The East 147931.
Atka lraz
MANCHESTER, Apollo. Ardwrck 1061-273
11121, Shadows
MANCHESTER. College 01 Higher Education 1061-224 76561 C P Lee And The
Charlie Parkas/Mike King Band/Bob
Sleigh And The Crestas (Benelil For
Manchester Against The Missiles)
MANCHESTER, Mayflower 1061-223 10131
Crass/Poison Girls
MANCHESTER, Stockport 'ethnical College, Fast Cars/Performance
NEW BRIGHTON. Empress Hall Rockin'
Morse
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, Maylan(231091J

Ozzy
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CUMNOCK, Dumfries Arms Hotel (20282).
Thunderchlld
DERBY. A(anla Cinema 1329061. Killing
Joke / Au Pairs
DUBLIN, Redfield University (693244).
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OCTOBER 20
AYLESBURY, Friars. (889481. After The Fire
BATH, Western Hotel 1622861. Androids 01
Mu/The 012/Real Insects
BELFAST, Ulster Hall 121341) Joe Jackson
Band
BIRMINGHAM, Barrel Organ. Orgbelh. (021
622 1353)

Briton/Mayday

BIRMINGHAM, Town Hall 1021 235 99441.
John Marlyn
BOTHWELL. Hayloft. Raw Deal/Nine's
Pups
BOURNEMOUTH, Winter Gardens, (264461,
Blues Band/Hitmen
BRIGHTON, Top Rank, 1258951, Motion Plctures
BRISTOL. Colston Hall. 12917681, Ozzy
Osbourne's Blizzard 01 Ozz/Budgie
BRISTOL Locarno 1261931 Slouasie And
The Banshees/Altered Images
The
CANTERBURY', Odeon, 162480)
Skids/The. Books
CHELTENHAM, Eres Night Club, 1425171.
Sec(or 27

DONCASTER, Rollers, (27148) Squeeze

DUBLIN, Sladrum, 17533711,
Tourists/Barracudas

EDINBURGH. Tiffany's,

1031 556 62921
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ETON. Christopher Hotel, (Windsor 523591,
Are

EXETER. Un,versily (77911, Loudon Web).
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GLASGOW. Apollo, 1041 332 92211
UFO/Fist
GRANGEMOUTH. International Hotel. The
Cheaters
GRAVESEND, Woodville Halls, (4241), UK
Subs/The Citizens
GUILDFORD. Bunters, (724221, Cavalry
KENDAL, Brewery Arts Centre, 1251331.
Turning Point
KINGSTON. Waves Three Tuns, (01' 549

RPM/Competition

86011

LEEDS. Royal Park. 17850761. Twisted
Nerve
LEICESTER. De Montfort Hall. '3l

NOTTINGHAM
1422571. Jagged

Hearty
Edge

Goodfellow,

OXFORD,
camps (45131).
Rebel/London Underground

PRESTON,

Guildhall,

16371

359 45101, The

LONDON.
Clapham 'a

Scorpions/Blackfoot

SHEFFIELD. Top Rank. (2,9271, Cockney
Rejects
THURNCOE Hotel. The Odds
YORK, Arts Centre, 127129), X Press
YORK. University, (412326'
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ISsell Gardens,

prfit Clue, Railway Hotel,
instead, (01 624 7611), Sore
`Lump
DON, New Golden Lion, Fulham, (01
385 39421, Bob Kerr's Whoopee Band
LONDON. North East London Polytechnic,
Waterfall
LONDON. Rock Garden, Covent Garden.
Midnight And The Lemon
101 240 3961)
Boys/The Bees
LONDON. The Venue. Victoria. (01 834
55001 Great Weslern Fancy Dress Party
Featuring Hank Wenglord
LONDON. Walmer Castle, Peckham, (01

Red levers/Spider
MANCHESTER, College Of Higher Educa703 46391,

tion, Students' Union. (061 224 7656),
Coup D'Elat
NEWCASTLE. Balmbrass
Music Hall.
1200151.
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LASGOW, Apolld (041.332 -92211,
Hawkwind / Vardis
HIGH WYCOMBE. College 01 Higher
Education (4463301, Androids Of Mu / The
012 / Real Insects
ILKLEY. Rose And Crown (6072601. Agony
Column
IPSWICH, Gaumont (53641). Glllan / Quartz
/ White Spirit
KINGSTON, Waves, Three Tuns (01-549
060114 Párk Avenue
LEEDS. Warehouse (4682871, Soft Boys
LEICESTER, De Montfort Hall (544444),
AC/DC
LEICESTER, Luca Centre. Rutland Street,
New Age / Future Toys
LINCOLN. Cornhill Vaults (351131. B Troop
LIVERPOOL. Star And Garter. Asylum
LONDON. Albany Empire. Deptford 101.691
45621, The Soul Band / Lux Electro

J P4/7,,

The

R

MANCHESTER, Royal Northern College 01
Music 1061-273 62831, Turning Point
NEWCASTLE. City Hall (20007). Shadows
NEWCASTLE, Polytechnic (287611. 0 -Tips
NORWICH, Cromwells (6129091. Class's
Nouveaux
NOTTINGHAM, Imperial Hotel, (42884).
Hollow City Rhythm Circus
INOTTINGHAM, Trent Polytechnic (46725),
The Teardrop Explodes / Thompson -Twins
PORTSMOUTH, Locarno (25491). UK Subs
/ Citizens
PRESTON. Moonraker, Amazing Whipps
READING. Target (5858871, Sonic Tonlx
READING, University (8602221, Inmates /
Deal Aids
SHEFFIELD, City Hall (735295161.
Scorpions / Blackfoot
SHEFFIELD, Polytechnic 1738934).
Rock pile / Gary Myrick And The Figures
SHEFFIELD.P Top Rank 121927), Slouxsie
And The Banshees / Altered Images
STOKE HANLEY, Victoria Hall 1246411.
Pretenders/ Moondogs
SWANSEA, Circles 1541311, Sector 27 / Au
Pairs (Welsh Anti- Nuclear Alliance)
SWINDON. Brunel Rooirrs (313841. More
I

LONDON. Bandwagon Soundhouse
Kingsbury Circle. LA Hooker
1
LONDON, Cock Tavern, North End Road.
Fulham (01.385 60211. Eazy Money
LONDON, Dingwalls, Camden Lock (01-267
4967) Wasted Youth

MCH,

Band

Addison

1

Howard

College

The Teardrop Explodes / Thomp-

SOUTHAMPTON.

'

LIVERPOOL, Gatsby'a 1051.236 11181.
Chords
LONDON, Brixton College: Brixton, Linton
Kwesl Johnson
LONDON, Dingwalls. Camden Lock (Q1-267

Twins1

53)

son

101.274 3829) Nine Below Zero

LONDON, Rock Garden, Covent Garden
(01-240 39611, Secllon 2S
LONDON, Thames PolyteCMlc, Woolwich
101-855 0618E Dales' Car / the Farce /
Strange And Beautlul Things / James
BIRMINGHAM, Odeon (021.643 61011.
Brown's Left Foot IRrghi To Work
AC/DC'
benefit)
(021.236
3226)
Top
'Rank
BIRMINGHAM,
LONDON, Thomas A'Beckelt, Old Kent
Siouasle And The Banshees / Altered
Road 101-70326441 Metro Glider
Images
Three Rabbis, Manor Park 101LONDON,
BOURNEMOUTH. Stateside Theatre
Avenue
Subs
/
CItrzens
UK
1266361
17111!66117;111 Apollo (061.273 11121.
CHELMSFORD. Odeon (33677). Ozzy
Pretenders / Moondogs
Osbourne's Blizzard 01 Ozz / Budgie
MANCHESTER, Beach Club
Oozlts
1 COVENTRY, Theatre 1231411, UFO / Flsl
Shudehill Medium Medium / XL)
DURRINGTON, Plough Chinatown
MIDDLESBROUGH. Polytechnic 6455891.
EDINBURGH, Eric Brown's (031-337 7455), I
Solt Boys
Cheaters
I MIDDLESBROUGH, Town Hail 12a54321 HAR DSTOFT.
Alvin Lee / Chevy
Head
Diamond
?Chesterfield 850276)
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, Cely Hall
NARROW
.HARROW WEALD. Jules, Middlesex And
wkPlumsfeaddlsSocial
Country Club 101-954 75771 Gary 1 NORWICH.a
H
Club
'
US Bonds / Johnny And The Hurricane's
Auditions
HUDDERSFIELD. While Lion, Proposition 1 NORWICH. University Of East Anglia
'31
e
1561611, John Marten
1
IPSWICH. Gaumont 1536411, Motorhead
OXFORD, Scamps (45136). Dangerous
r KEELE, Umversdy (6254111. Any Trouble / 1
Girls
Joe 'King' Carrasco And'The Crowns 7
PONTYPRIDD, Polytechnic 01 Wales
Dirty Looks / The Equators / Tenpole
(Barry 7331011, Weapon Of Peace
Tudor (Son Cl Still)
Arts Centre 1705211. Darts
POOLE.
KINGSTON. Waves. Three Tuns (01á49
SHEFFIELD, City Hall (228951, Shadows
86011. Cavalry
Polytechnic 17389341, Simple
SHEFFIELD.
LEEDS, Royal Park (7850761. Knife Edge
Minds
LEEDS. Warehouse 14682871. Ram. Jarn)

WEDNESDAY
BEDFORD,
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Carpeltes

Chieftains

MOTORHEAD: will blow your
head oil at Ipswich Gaumont on
Wednesday

,

OCTOBER 22.

7811)

LONDON. Nelson's Club, Wimbledon (0194663111 The Cadillacs
LONDON. New Golden Lion, Fulham 1013883942), Classics
LONDON, Old Queen's Head, Stockwell
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/ Animal Magnet
LONDON, Music Machine, Camden (01487
04281, Arrogant / Glass Torpedoes
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40811, The

AC/DC

LEICESTER. Treviners
Squad
LIVERPOOL, Rol'
(051 709 0z71
LONDON

DU And The Doormen

I

101-5a

LONDON, Hammersmith Odeog

1217211

Ho oh oind/V ardís
REDCAP, Hydro Hotel, Carl Oreen And
The Scene
SHEFFIELD, City Hall. 1735295161.
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LONDON. Duke Of Lancaster New Barrier

101.449 14651 Sons 01 Cain
LONDON, Garden Man, Stratford

Creation
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49671.

LONDON. g Gossips,` Dean Street (01-437
4464), Flash Harry
LONDON, Green Man, Stratford. The
Cobras

Three postmen had just delivered
my fan mail for the day.
A group of slender but determined
blondes were trying to get into my
bedroom. (Fortunately the door was
locked.)

Suddenly I heard a voice.

Too

Rank (260801,

Skavengers

SHIELDS. New Crown Hotel
SIO5534721. Erogenous Zones / Night Flight
ANSEA. Top Rank 1531421. Blues Band /

SOUTH

Hit Men
SWANSEA. University (25678), 0 -Tips
SWINTON. Towpath inn Amazing Whipps

THORNE. White Hart, B Troop
WOLVERHAMPTON, Polytechnic (285211.
Classic Nouveaux

reálly an unemployed teenager with a
pimple problem.

almost switched off.
Fortunately, I was too tired to reach
out for the off button.'Cos what DLT
was- on about was this "Action Special"
booklet,all about how us school -leavers girls as well as blokes -could get our
I

first job.
Like how to write letters to bosses,
how to pass for human at interviews and
lots of useful stuff like that.
Say no more squire. I immediately
cancelled lunch with my press agent and
sent off for my booklet
A mere three weeks later yours
truly is earning £15.000 a week_as the
new drummer for Britain's number one
rock group. Thanks to DLT's"Action
Special"booklet!

A note from his mother..
"Actually he got a job as a plumber's
mate and he loves it Well, he's earning a
lot more than he got on the dole.."

PIP

As the grey light of day crept up
over the rooftops, it found me in my very
favourite place.
Bed.
I was 'idling the morning away with
one of,my favourite fantasies, while
half listening to Radio One. Suddenly the

strains of heavy metal gave way to the
voice of Dave Lee Travis.
Now; I've not got anything (much)

against DLT.
But when you've just been offered
the lead in a new punk movie,itis a bit
-much to have DLT remind you that you're

our. MSC. Co,I)OX ((I),)etndun 9NE.
IR'at' 1)1.1:1 ant applying for your job 1m Radio One.
If you're 851 in a generous Inthrd. rend 111k' 11w booklet
I'wn w

instead.
Name
Address

-
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if they're powered by a couple of
half dead Duracell batteries. Sadly,
tonight things were altogether
quieter and the decibel level was
lower than a students' grant. And
whilst on the sub ect of money, I'd
be surprised If this quintet made any
sort of megabuck impression on the
UK market. Simple because there is
no excitement or substance to their '

RAISE YOUR
GLASSES

routine songs from the last LP
performed In a similar manner.
Vocally, however, Parker was in fine
fettle, that.control again coming

GRAHAM PARKER AND THE
RUMOUR
Hammersmith Palals, London
By -Mike Nicholls

through to give that soul shod shout
a more melodious edge.
The same applied to'Passlon,is
No ordinary Word' where having
switched to acoustic guitar, the
song's ending stood out as
conspicuously as the dramatic mike
- stand swirling on the proceeding
'Howlin' Wind'. In fact it took it's
familiar upward turn when he
dispensed with axes altogether, a
ploy designed to increase the
excitement of the later numbers
where The Rumour really let rip.
Nicky Hopkins' plano - rattling on
'Devil's Sidewalk' was immaculate,
but since It's unfair to single him
out on legendary status alone, lees
also hear It for Andrew Bodnar's
subtley insidious bass lines and the
complementary combination of
prowess and style courtesy of
twin guitarists Brinsley Schwartz
and Martin Belmont.
And no, Brucie baby didn'1-share
vocals on 'Endless Nieht' but it was
still the show's crowning glory
along with the obligatory 'Hey Lord,
Done Ask Me Ouestions' where
Geep finally removed his sharp
jacket to unleash a shirt as flash as
the lighting.
A wind -down with a new rocker
then a fast oldie for afters
confirmed theories about Parker's
power, pacing but above all,
passion. In the face of difficult odds
he's still no ordinary singer
producing just other sounds that
you hear at night.

-

DON'T GET EXCITED! The hell we
no less than he expected
did I
us to or was delighted to do
himself, The usual unstoppable
momentum with which Graham
Parker's first British gig of the year
burned confirmed that with one
obviaras exception there's not a
rock.'n' roller In the world that can e
match him for power, dynamics and
yes, sheer personal charisma.
The Irony is That despite thriving
on pure adrenalin, tine boy always remains In total control. His ability
to pace the set has always been an `
ace card and the kind of self conf rot this requires titters through
into other areas.
like commercially, he's made
scant progress during his four years
as anencreasingly respected figure
yet this is In no way reflected In his
songs. He's not self - pity fully
writing about his unaccountable lack
of luck but rather touching on
universal themes with an honesty as
convincing as the conviction still put
into his live delivery.
You can't have 'Love Without
Greed' and she needs 'The Beating
Of Another Heart'. Though songs
from his last 'Up Escalator' album,
significantly the first real roars of - the night greeted its predecessor's

'Discovering Japan'.
Personally, I reckoned that a
superior record and my mind wasn't
changed by the opening
'Stupefaction' and 'Jolla Jolla',

'Towers Of London', the new single
from 'Black Sea' proved Itself to be

-XTC/CLASSIC
NOUVEAU/THREE MINUTES
The Lyceum, London
By Peter Coyne -

perhaps the most catchiest record
around.

-

POSITIVE NOISE
Paisley Bung-slow
By Billy Sloan"

THE EVENING'S two support
distractions. Three Minutes and

Classix Nouveau, both had
something in common, in that they
successfully managed to bore me
senseless. Three Minutes (a fake
modern, powerless trio) rejoice in
playing nonsense songs with
ridiculous titles such as 'Automatic
Kids'. 'Doom City' and 'King Robot'.
the vocalist's irritating cockney
whine was t imagine supposed to be
an approximation of David Bowie.
howl
Often copied, never equalled
Ire
Classic Nouveau, who I'd
preciously suffered, contain three
pathetic posers and an overweight
drummer who used to play with X.
Ray Spex. Their absurd, baldthe
headed singer has two voices
first one is a deep growl, the
fashionable norm for poseur bands
today. and the second one a highpitched scream rather like an owl
bein attacked with a bread knife"
XTie took the stage to a prerecorded tape of 'Bushman
President' (the engaging
instrumental B.side of 'Making Plans
For Nigel') and lunatic applause
Irons a packed Lyceum. This is Pop'
screamed Andy Partridge at one
Poi it during the evening's set, but
:an't recall that particular song
tieing all that popular when II was
firs. released, XTC's rhythms are
too unpredictable and disjointed to
ever .work as real pop, but that lei
course is the whole point
II a ould be an understatement to
say that old favourites such as 'Are
You Fieceiving Me?' and 'Battery
Brides went down well, never have I
seen the Lyceum's patrons so
enlhksiasttc and energetic in their
response to a band, but must
Confess XTC left me cold.
As their music matures and
becomes more accessible, XTC are
naturally and gradually becoming
more and more popular. Colin
Moulding's 'Making Plans For Nigel'
and 'Generals And ?Mors: are
healthy signs of this 'growth and

-

-
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music.
They proved to be a keyboards orientated hard rock band (or
KOHRB for short) who although
slick professional and stylised,
decidedly lacked the stadium - sized
charisma and larger - than - life
extravagances of Kansas and co,
who they are obviously trying to
emulate. In short GP are competent
musicians stuck with nondescript,
rambling material and superficial
manner.
stage
Well, at least that was true up to a
point 'coy just when I'd given up all
hope, something totally unexpected
happened. The band took off and
began to roar like good 'uns. For the
final three numbers It was like
watching a completely new band;
(heir stage movements seemed less
forced and more naturally forceful
and musically the keyboards I guitar
axis of Phil Lanzon and Mike
'O'Donaghue respectively began to
growl but real 'Battle Of The
Planets' - style all'- action riffs. The
rhythm section of bassist Ralph
Hood and drummer Andy Beirnes
was galvanised into producing raw,
rockin' tempos. Balanced against
this sort of White Spirit -associated
earthy foundation, GP's three or
four part vocal harmonies sounded
an altogether more dynamic
proposition.

_

WHO would have thought things
would turn out this way? The fact

that Positive Noise have travelled so
far In such a short space of time is
In itself amazing.
Positive Noise cite Joy Division
and Magazine as their chief

Influences.
The fact that Ross Middleton,
having recently discarded his

inhibiting guitar, looks, sings, moves
and feels like a Devoto I Curtis
crossbreed is unfortunate. It's just

that when Positive Noise stop being
themselves and start being disciples
.
at the foot of the influential altar
their appeal wanes,
For most part Positive Noise are
better when stretching out from
within their own body. They can be
marvellously Inventive as in the
fushing 'Ghosts' or the fast,
urious, insistent and Irresistible
rhythms of 'Hypnotised'. But
suddenly they'll slip Into the Curbsish 'Down There': or 'The End Of A
Dream', a great song which for
some reason seems almost totally
unsalvagable this time around,
infested by Magazine tints of sight
and sound. Positive Noise are
onstage and people stare blankly at
walls, others read books, others
stare meaninglessly into the bottom
of their glasses. All are aware. And
all will buy a Positive Noise record,
because the band make good
records and will continue to do so.
Their fear of the need for change
though is dangerous. They don't
stop long enough to wholly evaluate
which isteften
what'fhey've got
and don't
something very good
seem satisfied.
More self analysis would be
beneficial, but I don't think they're
aware that what they've got
sometimes has.an air of magic, and
change is introduced,for the sake of
it.

- -
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GRAHAM PARKER: unstoppable momentum.

WILD BOYS/EMOTION
PICTURES
Moonlight Club, London
By Jessamy Catkin
.

IT DOESN'T say much for

management.at Cherry Red Records
that three of their bands opened
their tours on the same night in
London. And so the Moonlight Club
was practically empty; no doubt
because everyone was leaping
around at Dingwalls.
Wild Boys come from Coventry.
They have been together for about
18 months, but this was their first
London appearance. And although
they seem a bit dated (black leather
jackets and some of their themes
and presentation strike 1977 chords)
they do at least write all their own
material and present It with
enthusiastic charm.
There is heavy Buzzcocks
Influence here, especially on 'What
Can

I

Do If You Leave Me' and

-a

track
'We're Only Monsters'
from Cherry Red's compilation
album -'Sent From Coventry'.
Johnny T, bleached and gaunt,
came up with some interesting
vocals on 'Sweet Lament' and
'Memories' and Mark Extra showed
himself to be a very competent
guitarist on 'Something Extra',
possibly the best of the sett
Al the risk of soúrtding
patronising, Wild Boys still have a

-

lot to learn. They must learn not to
crash frito each other on stage and
they muslaiearn to present their

songs with more confidence. (Avoid
Intros such as: "I hope you're not

'too bored with us yet.")

Emotion Pictures are a totally
different idea. Their debut- single
"They Say Space Is Cold', is virtually
unobtainable, due to bad
distribution; and the band Itself
being based in Stroud, London
audiences are largely unprepared
for them.
But they are a slick and
professional five piece band whose
music Is sufficiently enigmatic to
hold your attention for hours.
The set generally seemed to
embrace all types of music,
changing quickly and smartly in
mood' the three guitarists well

THE LEAGUE OF

GENTLEMAN/
MARTIAN SCHOOLGIRLS
Royal Exeter Hotel,
Bournemouth
By Oliver Gray

te

GRAND PRIX
Marquee, London
By Malcolm Dome
RUMOUR has It that when Grand
Prix played the previous week at the
Marquee, they were so loud that by

comparison Motorhead sounded as

.

THAT'S
JOE
ENTERTAINMENT
more than three notes of a familiar
tunes as If by magic, 2,000 pairs of
hands broke Into spontaneous

JOE JACKSON

City Hall, Sheffield
By Jack Bower

applause.
Towards the end of the gig
Jackson smiled and said "You've
been a really great audience. Give
yourselves a round of applause." Of
unbelievable ugly. Looking for visual
course the audience did rust that.
,
comparisons a friend jokingly
He then asked If they had any
suggested the 'Elephant Man'. Yob- - requests for the last number, to
can be lure that Joe Jackson has
which nearly everyone replied
made it solely on the quality of his
"'One More Time"' I have never
music and not his Image. Probably
seen so much control over an
because of this Jackson and his
audience In all my life. Walking out
uncanny
audience have an almost
into the cold air as the crowd called
rapport.
out for the encore wasn't really
chats
to
In between songs he
Sure If I'd enjoyed the gig.
them as though they were personal
Jackson had executed about
his
to
friends and they respond
every cliche In the rock band book
every word with respectful
with much charm and skill that I
but
has
the
plause. The whole show
find hard to criticise. All the old hits
all pervading atmosphere of high
Such as 'la She Really Going Out
and
quality songwritIng
With Him' had been played
professionalism. Joe's cabaret roots brilliantly and the new numbers
Mowed through and that's not such
which occupied the second half of
No songs were
a bad th
the set, while not. being too
introdu
by name, because there
memorable, were okay. But when It
was no need.
all boils down to It my personal
in
person
only
the
I fall that I was
tastes are irrelevant I'm not a fan.
the hall that didn't know by heart
All I can soy is that Joe Jackson Is
every note and word that Jackson
Joe Jackson and I can see why the
had ever recorded. Instead of verbal
crowd et the City Hall last Saturday
introduction that band teased the
loved him.
audience with unfamiliar
The Joe Jackson Band are great,
Instrumental Intros to very familiar
popular entertainment.
songs, As soon as the band played
JOE JACKSON Is the ultimate
ant later. On stage he Is casual,
almost
relaxed and for a rock -star

-
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most unaccustomed
pleasure to walk Into this somewhat
momentous homecoming gig and be
greeted by a sound so crystal clear
that I thought it must be the Exeter
Bowl's excellent sound system. It
wasn't.
It was the world's most
dramatically Improved support band,
the Martian Schoolgirls. pulse a
change from the amiable shambles
of a few months ago. With gymslip
vocalist Boy Wonder (she's a gall)
adding new Improved keyboards, ex101'er Dan Kelleher seemingly
rejuvenated on guitar and a rhythm
section which has tightened up
almost beyond recognition, the
Martians are now fit to beam
themselves down to another run at
the big time.
Robert Fripp received a hero's
welcome from every last dripping
body dangling from the rafters of
this agreeable venue. Half . smiling
in a benign professorial manner In
his grey suit and tie, Robert, a man
who transcends all fashions, played
host to a suitably eclectic audience
of either old pals or simply music
lovers proud to identify with him as
a musical ambassador for their
town.
The_muslc was pretty
Frippertronlcal, consisting entirely
of tidy, compact Instrumental
sketches of stunning
often discordant
bul never jarring Fripp's guitar and
Barry Andrews' keyboards would
weave in and out of each other,
forming plaits and then untangling
them; meandering slightly but never
veering into Irrelevance (nothing
, lasted longer than three minutes).
The bedrock intransigence of Sarah
Lee (bass) and John Toobad (drums)
was almost frightening. Imagine a
more instrumentally upfront Tina
Weymouth teaming up with Clem
Burke and you're about there.
I'll try and sum up without gushing
too violently: The clarity Of sound,
the instrumental skill, the
Inventiveness, the intelligence and
the discipline of the League of
Gentlemen made this the gig of 1980
for me. Despite Fripp's apparently
cold, intellectual explanations of the
pieces; they certainly communicated
emotion. The audience's
unanimously positive acceptance of
the music must raise our hopes that
this venture will be one of Frtpp's
less transient affairs.
IT WAS a

coordinated.
Emotion Pictures are an effect ve
and entertaining band. They deserve
better than the depressing team of
drop - outs they were faced with In
the airport - lounge surroundings of
the Moonlight Club: I hope they get
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THE.SOFT BOYS
Hope and Anchor, London

I'D RATHER
BE HIMMELING.

By Penny Ghent

HAVING been an Integral keystone
of the acutely embarrassing British
Power Pop "movement" of 1978. the
Soft Boys now turn their revivallst

,

'

obsessions forward a few years
circa Pink Floyd's 'Relics' through
Obscured By Clouds' and produce
the usual reaction born out by those
revivalist groups who fail to Iniecl
anything more than a few milligrams
of their own personality; namely "SO
what?"
A four -piece group comprising
(wall for III lead, rhythm, bass and
drums, the Soft Boys will probably
deny any revivalist label bestowed
upon them but with the vocalist
(hate the hairstyle's) nasal slur and
the Clingy, clean guitar tones,
songs such as 'I Wanna Be There
When She Comes' surfaced as
sheer mimicry. When the band did
attempt more uptempo numbers like
I Warms Destroy You' (the new
single) the effect was a lot more
urgent and meaningful but let down
rather by the lyrics which were
either completely meaningless or
else self-indulgently abstract. I
missed the point did I't Sorry, but l
don't often have insects crawling
out of my skin.
The powerful harmonies used so
well on the Mk 1 Soft Boys 'Angle Poise Lamp' single are still in
evidence but on tonight's songs
they became automatically dated
and the finger points confidently
towards the Beatles, even Ronnie
Lane on 'When She Comes'. When
there are so many new bands
around with new ideas and fresh
sounds trying to break through, the
Soft Boys and their ilk (take a bow
Stray Cats and most certainly the
NWOBHM) are merely clogging up
their paths.
The inhumanly hot,and sweaty
conditions certainly worked against
the band but I guess most of the
audience think of themselves as
pink animals anyhow, Yeah man.
And as to the good points. The
sound was great. They went down
sell, full stop.
Anyone seen the Smirks lately?

ELGIN MARBLES/MODERN
JAZZ
'

Crystal Palace Hotel, London
By Robin Smith
THE ELGIN

MARBLES are the best

band since the Beatles and the

Rolling Stones. They have so much
talent and presence that any record
-.ompany should immediately sign
them up for £20,000 and think
themselves lucky to gel such a
bargain. The Marbles are absolutely

brilliant.

Well, not quite. The trouble with
the Marbles is that they fire off darts
in all directions and never qufte.hit
the target There's a'bit of Rosy
here, a bit of post punk there
and
even the odd bit of heavy metal In

-

corner when the Ouatro-esque
Michella Nieddu takes off on the big
bass Add to that the terrible
acoustics of the Crystal Palace Hotel
and you have a night that won't
e'aclly go down in the annals of
rock history.
But the Marbles have
determination and a nice Ilne in
friendly persuasion for their cause
who else would have the cheek
to get some of their early gigs
captured on expensive video? Steve
Elgin didn't care a damn that he
was performing in front of a 20 strong chair bound audience, He
donned his disgusting lurex green
jacket and belted it out as if they'd
been headlining at Wembley.
The Marbles have an oddly
sensual repertoire, they can turn
from the profound meanings (I think) of Agony Column' to the quirky
three -minute bopola of 'Could You
Fancy Nancy.' But it's enigmatic
songs like 'Jane Is Innocent' that
the Marbles perform best as the
usually sweet voiced Steve, screwed
up his eyes and spat venom. The
ellegj was almost shattering.
And so we come to Modern Jazz,
a twee bunch of tired old Bowie
clones
all baggy trousers, floppy
fringes and precious looks, more
suited to the heady atmosphere of
Blitz. They minced around for about
hall an hour, leaving me quite
breathless with apathy
the

'
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THE REVILLOS

Price's College, Fareham
by Dave Jordan
"IF THERE'S one thing I can't stand
It's people gobbing at us,- and I
mean you, you pus -laced GIT!" Fay

o

THE SPECIALS

Hammersmith Palais
By Mike Nicholls
THEY MAY still be one

of the most
exciting live attractions round, but
the Specials are getting ever - so
slightly world - weary.
With the gaudy, hyperactive
Dammers and athletic Horace
counterpointing Terry Hall's
mannered microphone stance, the
band effortlessly built up a genial,
joyful atmosphere that should have
stayed all night. But seemingly wary
of wallowing In hedonistic success,
they then soughÍ to deflate It with
torrents of snide asides.

'Gangsters', general that he is. he
immediately slopped the song and
barked. "Hey. you, Sieg Hailing
(making It for all the world sound
Rite Hemmeling) go and do it
outside
I hope you get stabbed''
Justifiable, perhaps, bet was It
really necessary to draw attention
to something which was hardly
'endangering the danceability of
most of the proceedings? In
contrast the sing - along 'Pearl's
Cale' worked e Treat and
Instrumental developments have
taken place generally.
The guitar sound is more strident
and the rhythmic assautl.ls

-

enhanced by Neville aiding and
abetting on percussion when not
mean, did Halt really need to
making vocal contributions.
preface the beautifully melodic 'I
Some welcome variation ceme
Can't Stand It' with a bitter "this is
with an appearance by the veteran
dedicated to my sex life and no
Rico for a deamylrombone solo
doubt to a great many others"?
which symbolises the vaguely
Live the song missed Its vital vinyl
farrier direction the band are taking.
ingredient of Bodysnalcher Rhoda's
The home straight'of encores and
tinkling timbre but elsewhere it was
favourites began as the gig slatted
good to see the extent to which
with a lip of the trilby to John
they have been able to transfer the
Barry and his James Bond themes
subtleties of the superior 'More
another indication that Dimmers
Specials' to their stage show.
has got his eyes open and can keep
One incident In particular showed
his band as mobile musically as
that although ready to encourage a
,Messrs Golding, Radiation,
rebel stance, Dimmers got more
Gentleman etc are visually,
than he bargained for on
If he can come to terms with the
discovering elements of .the lunatic
audience and his altitude towards
right in his midst. Anxious to
it, -there's no reason why the
disassociate his band with a limp
Specials shouldn't keep enjoying
I

-

TERRY HALL:

"I'm so

1
b000`o

-

red with 'the GLC."

Fife, with all the cultural finesse of a
Hell's Angel with an axe to grind, is
fuming at the disregard the gobber
In question Is showing toward her
looks -to -kill, and the fuse has been
lit for a tense finale to a gig that
never rose much above the ordinary_
II was, in fact, this personal duel
of wits between Ms Fife and her
antagonist that proved In some ways
more intriguing than the gig itself.
for several times that glossy facade
that The Revillos characterise in
their music and visual decor,
shattered 'to reveal a more
Interesting lace.
The Revillos, you must know by
now, are those colourful,
carloonesgiie, show -biz mentors, if,
whose faddish, wacky looks don't
have you splitting your sides with
laughter, then their punch -powered,
catchy, loon -tunes won't either
they're a fun band
but are they
merely a fun band? Is it feasible that
They have missed out on the bandwagon that they, as the Rezllos,
arguably pioneered, for It seems
That Madness. In the wake of post punk diversity, have already filled
the vacancy of "chart fun band" and
with the Revillos seemingly counting
on thelr-wackyness as singularly
Important to success how much
scope does that leave them?
Musically too they have rivals
spot the B52's overtones in the titre
track off their latest album 'Rev Up'.
'While their enthralling alacrity live Is
second to none, when they do slow _
down in numbers such as 'Bobby
Come Back To Me', It only exposes
some musical versatility as limp as
their willing quiffs. Slicking to their
stream -lined, blitzing set the
Revillos are raunchy and exciting
but perhaps the shortness of the set
(40 minutes) suggests as much how
well they wear,. as how much they
put Into their time on stage.

-

-

-

F(SCHER-Z

Preston Polytechnic
By Alan Entwistle
HALL that looks more like a
teClure theatre than a rock venue
four young men are trying to
convince several hundred students
that while reggae's alive Ind
IN A

entrance fee. The -we've -paid now -so -we'd -better -make-the -most of -it approach to finance.
And during the gig, as things get
even worse, band and audience
grow further and further apart and
become so distanced that the
usually last -talking and witty
gultaristtlead singer. John Watts,
reserves himself lust for introducing
songs, and says little else
Newmember, Bern Newman.
must feel a bit out of it. Having been no part of Fischer -Z's heyday and
joining the band now In the midst. of
their downfall, he must feel -very
much a part of the wrong place at
an

the wrong time syndrome. His
proven skill as a guitarist, enhanced
by feeding the sound through a
synthesiser, going to waste as 10
CC meets Abba in a final, empty
showdown.
The band offer little hope for the
survival of white reggae, and judging
by audience reaction tonight will
have to think carefully about the
style they should adopt for a third
album if they're looking forward to
acclaim.

MARTIAN DANCE
Marquee, London
By Gill Pringle
ONE ROCKABILLY and one rock in
roll encore carefully positioned at
the end of a short set. consisting of
what could vaguely be termed as

punk psychedelfa, ensured that
Martian Dance fans would be
coming back for more.
.Already a small cult following have
developed their own dance routine
exit the pogo and enter the push.

-

To do the Martian dance one must

lift both hands into the air and
wriggle the fingers above the head,
something similar to an insect's
antennae, This must then be
followed by a sharp elbow shove,
catching the person next to you
unawares so that they fall on to the
floor. Sounds fun. hey? After a few
gigs practise it's not hard, to become
quite proficient at it. Defining the
music it goes with Is a little more

difficult.

Mahlon Dance's songs have an
instant appeal, whether it be due to
the persuasive soporific beat of the
kicking
drums or the interesting eerie
But the message is too weak, and
vocals and guitar worked over it, I'm
only a small pocket of devoted tans
are dancing to the contrived rhythm. not sure. Thanks to drummer
The music's lailing'lo reach the
Duncan Greis, some excellent
soul. And sales figures in the SU
rhythm changes were achieved
bar reach an all time high as interest during the set. so that although
in the band begins to wane.
each number'was`painted with the
And Flscher-Z play on. Only
same tin of paint, every one was
their classic near -hit, 'The Worker'
distinct from the other
restoring any real Interest in the
While busy noting these facts it
was odd to see how detached the
band. And even this is only a
temporary measure the audience's
band remain from their audience.
Way of trying to justify the outlay of ' Their fans seem to get very Involved

Tufty Club salute during

themselves for years.

with their dancing while, almost
behind some invisible barrier, the
band continue as if they were alone.
Singer Jeremy Lamont, who with a
quiff reaching down to the tip of his
nose really ought to enter Paula's
quill competition, flaunts around his

microphone stand, occasionally
taking up the odd Bowie pose. The
other three members of the band
seem'content in being totally
absorbed in their music.
Martian Dance have a certain
pretentious feel to them, but that
doesn't prevent them from being
extremely entertaining. Definitely a
band to see several limes before
forming a definite opinion.

JOHN KAY AND
STEPPENWOLF
Mayfair, Newcastle
By Aldan Cant
SELFISH geezer Is this Mr Kay Not

content with

second resurrection
of Steppenwoll, he's decided to rename his band John Kay and
Steppenwoll lust to let everyone
know he's the star and the only
original wolf In the pack. Crafty eh?
No dbubt he's put a lot of thought
Into that name.
Anyway, it's the usual Friday night
HM romp at the Mayfair with plenty
of headlice flying as the disco pays
its own Tribute to drummer Bonzo
with 45 minutes worth of Led
Zeppelin records Strangely, when
Steppenwoll started playing, all
mania receded into occasional foot tapping and polite applause Maybe
their brand of southern boogie
(much here to compare with Lynyrd
Skynyrd) wasn't heavy -heavy
enough or maybe John Kay's allAmerican macho -man pose and
eternal advertising of his Lee
Cooper jeans didn't electrify them,
I'm not sure.
Still, for all that, the "new"
Steppenwolf were reasonably
competent though never sparkling.
and in Michael Palmer they had a
guitarist who actually felt what he
was playing
On a lighter note, during ;Hey
Lordy Mama', Kay dispensed with
his guitar, took up his stance and
tossed the mike lead over his right
shoulder in the most marvellous
piece of "look who's a star, then"
I've seen this side of the last annual
farewell Frank Sinatra concert. Even
this failed to move the crowd, so the
only alternative was 'Sookie Sookie'.
'Magic Carpet Ride' and (inevitably)
'Born To Be Wild' Bang, bang,
bang, and the audience finally
submittedln a massed frenzy of
free -flowing locks, and Steppenwoll
left with reassuring grins that they'd
at least
be back again and again
as long as II keeps (heir tills full
a

-

CHRISTOPHER CROSS
Fox Wárfield, San Fancisco
By Mark Cooper
CROSS MAKES ideal radio music,
faceless and bland with a touch of a
story to /Land trickling piano riffs to
hook into your gills. He has a high

pitched voice which lacks emotion
but which sounds emotional
because'of Its pitch and he's

melancholy.

It's unashamed escape music, a
chance for everyone td.get lazy in
the most programmed way possible
This isn't peace, it's a pill Anyway
in six months or so, Cross has been
able to go from the Old Waldorf to
selling out the 2,000 plus Wartield
Theatre
Their appreciation Is increeddrbly
loud throughout almost to Cross'
embarrassment(. There's cries and
whistles and an incredible roaarr for
the singles as it what they're
appllauding is (heir summer-and
their ability lo recognise the tunes
they've heard on the radio
Cross, himself, does
everything possible to dampen the
crowd's enthusiasm both for him
and for themselves. Bland is not the
word for this man's stage manner

Everytime the music stops we are
laced with another yawning gap of
tumbled introduction in which Cross
tells us how nice it is to be there
and what the next 'little tune' is
called. In tact he comes over quite
Irkeably as being woefully out of
place on the stage. This is because
he belongs back in folksy Texas and
his music on the radio.
Cross takes all the solos on guitar
in a competent but meaningless
fashion and remains ungainly all
night He's not fake, he just doesn't
exist except al home with the wile
and on the radio_
He works through the whole
album and a couple of new tunes,
exuding a wimpy middle-aged
deadness The audience screams
for more, regardless Finally they
get their visual thrill (unless you
count a backdrop Of the album cover
that appears before 'Ride Like The
Wind'), when the brown, bouncy and
pigtailed pretty Nicolette Larson
arrives on stage with Californian
smiles and hugs and puts some
traditional feminine colour Into 'Say

You'll Be Mine'
She tries to sing a duel, Cross
looks embarrassed. After all, the
man's married Lastly there's a
version of 'You Shouldn rpo That'
knocked together in the dressing
'room because "everyone knows and
loves a Beatles' song That about
sums it up. Lowest common
denominator mysic And now
school's started

39
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melody They were rightly called
back for an encore and the Tygers
for three

FLYING

DARTS

Hammersmith Odeon,
London
By Philip Hall

FURY
UFO, New Theatre, Oxford
By Chris Collingwood
MUST admit I was a bit worried
when Neil Carter joined UFO. Alter
att. Paul Raymond had always
contributed so much to UFO's live
sound, and Caner wasn't exactly
noted for his keyboard work, and
when t saw the band at this year's
Reading Festival I thought my fears
were confirmed. But on this Friday
night. in a sold out New Theatre. I
witnessed the best UFO show I've
ever seen.
From the outset you notice that
the band are much tighter than ever
before, almost as tight in fact as
Wild Horses, and that's no
coincidence, as Carter was
previously with that very band The
sound Is also a lot,rawer, and this
made 'Lenin' Go', which i5 one of
the better HM set 'starters, into a
song of awesome power.
But this rawer approach worked
against one or two of the songs. the
most notable of these being 'No
Place To Run', which lost its
streetwise coolness and became
just another song
The band had promised lots of
new songs on this tour but we were
In fact only treated to two newles.
I

YELLOW MAGIC
ORCHESTRA
Birmingham Odeon
By Kevin Wilson
YMO ARE Japanese Their record
company have reputably spent
£300.000 on their world tour. They
expect a loss Birmingham Odeon is
half empty (half full) and the

YOU'RE PROBABLY surprised to
see a review of Darts In this lashlonconscious paper Even though Darts
are still fairly conststenf hit -makers
their credibility has hit a new rock bottom
Polite applause and a few half.
hearted cheers greeted the arrival of
the nine colourful Darts "It's good
to see you. hope you're gonna have
a really good time, blab, blab, blab
We're gonna play you what you want
io heat except you can't ask for
requests as we've got a)ist to
follow," said Goff, the nondescript
dark-haired vocalist
We all heard what we wanted and

And treated is the word. Both of
them are structured In very much
the same way 'Long Gone' and
'Make It Move' both start slowly and
build up to a riff that, In these times

More heavy rock riffs than
unemployed Britons, are as fresh as
nuggets denim jacket
Of the older songs (1 say older
instead of old because all except
the encores are from the last three
studio LPs) 'Lights Out' was superb,
this revamped 'audience
participation' version going down a
treat, and the band also played 'Hot
And Ready' from the 'Obsessions'
album, a live at Reading version of
ó
which is the B-side of their new
is
single.
3
The only grave error apart from
not playing 'Boogie for George' they
was
made
missing off the
cataclysmic rift at the tail end of
iá
'Rock Bottom' and going straight
Into 'Doctor. Doctor', but that's just
personal taste suppose,
After a final encore of (what else)
'Shoot Shoot' and a solo from the
new slimline Tonka Chapman, who
has at last sorted out his image and
developed into a stage force to
almost rival the whirling dervish
Pete Way, the band retired and It
was apparent that this, more than
any before, is destined to become
the classic UFO line-up. No trouble.
01

,a

I

audience sure is cosmopolitan The
band are Introduced and then failed
to start. In tact it was hard to know
when they had started. They are all
dressed in white wallpaper shirts.
black trousers. bright red arm bands
and no masks.
The YMO (five féllers and a girl)
proceed to estrange their expectant
audience They all wear pilot red
head -phones and mouth pieces and
appear not to be aware that we are

r

UFO: tighter than ever.
present All the pieces are
unannounced and by the fifth

-

number the pattern has been set.
it's all very
joke I pop I funk I
disco, very loud and'badjy
balanced, both in choice and
material technically When each
piece has ended, polite applause
breaks out Half way through they
do the new single 'Nice Age' and
we are actually included at last, and
then all the vocals are phased or
brocaded and the guitar is far too
dominant (I thought they were a
keyboard band)
'Citizens Of Science' sounds like
surgical appliance and lust when it
seems bad sinking, they bring In the
girl for 'La Fenne Chinoise' and
were saved, 'Fire Cracker' follows
and were warming to it at last
Clapping (could that be crapping)
breaks out again and they are back
'Cosmic Surfing' spills into 'Tong
Poo' and it's now bloody marvellous

1

but it's over, brief handshakes, bye
bye, cheerioh YMO
II ever a band got it wrong. YMO
did Technically they are probably
very good, but when you're playing
to an audience, play to an audience
not play for yourselves, I mean, they
didn't even say hello or goodnight
and as for the light
or thanks or
show well it was basically a giant
crossword puzzle, that occasionally
was effective (the end of the 'Fire
Cracker') but in the main was a
waste of time By the way Comsat
Angels were very good, good songs
well balanced and committed.
Can you learn something YMO?
hope so
,

I

TYGERS OF PAN TANG
TAURUS

/

Marquee, London
By Dante Bonutto
accounts the HM scene up
north has become rather bitchy of
late With the music of the hammer
and tongs persuasion still spinning
loot inside its media - blown bubble,
the Tygers' recent move towards the
big boys of bludgeon has provoked
a hostile reaction from some of their
lesser contemporaries One band
has even taken to pelting them with
glasses and with that sort of
pettiness currently in play, the
chances of the HM boom avoiding a
swift and sour demise look very slim
indeed.
Still, the Tygers needn't worry,
'cos on the evidence of tonight
performance they look quite capable
of outlasting any particular fad A
few months ago I'd probably have
thought differently, but new guitarist
John Sykes has done the band a
power of good, slotting in smoothly
alongside Jess Cox (vocals), Big
Dick (drums) and Rocky (bass) and
balancing fellow guitarist Robb
Weir's measured approach with
some furious finger flying action
Simply, they're a pretty useful
bunch loud, proud and archetypally
British Not for them the light
trousered harmonies and macho
posing found in so much US metal
these days Theirs is more an amps
up and heads down approach, the
result being a sound that burrows
into the ear and refuses to come out
the other side till it's destroyed
BY ALL

Get your first taste of

Champagne!
v

GÉRALDINÉ HUNT

HIROSHI FUKUMURA
'HUNT UP WIND'

'CAN'T FAKE THE FEELING'
b/w

-

b/w

'LOOK ALL AROUND'
FIZZ 501 (7") FIZY 5001 (121

'CAPTAIN CARIBE'
FIZZ 502 (7") FIZY 5002 (12")

Already high on all Disco Charts!

Finally available as a single!

-CHAMPAGNE

CHAMPAGNE RECORDS
Give you a reason to celebrate
Marketed by DJM

hard to fault the goods on
show Though al first the band
appeared a little still they soon
livened up, and proceeded to turn
out an easy-going, middle-aged doo
woppy set.
Many of the numbers are just to
musically slight lo bother with. and
only the vocalists spontaneous
dances keep the crowds Interest
alive really did gel the Impression
that Darts are holding back and not
using their talents to the full
On rare numbers like 'Let's Hang
On' and 'It's Raining', all lour
vocalists use their considerable
vocal prowess to add a rich depth to
the songs
The variety of vocals on show is
still Darts' ace card If they went in
for more complex arrangements
Darts would be an inspiring force At
the moment they seem to be going
through the motions and unless they
pull themselves out of this
professionally bland rut then I'm
afraid Darts will be committed to a
it was

everything between.
From th'e opening rattle of
'Euthenasla' to the final salvo of
'Don't Touch Me There', there was
no let up, no pause to wipe a sweaty
brow, something which certainly
made for a vitamin packed set, but
also one which cried out for a few
slower tunes to break the hell,for
leather tempo.
Support band Taurus. however,
had a touch more variety and
despite the cramped conditions it
was easy to see why this
Middlesbrough five piece are
currently attracting a good deal of
ASR interest.

Without even a red flag for
assistance they sharpened their
horns and charged from the oft, the
result being a host of pile driving
rhythms, some 'wonderfully silly tace
pulling from rhythm guitarist I Rick
Neilson lookallke Nigel "Cracker"
Brown and a sound that still had
timelor'ihe likes of harmony and

-

playing
depressing life sentence
in front of uncaring cabaret
audiences

THE SCOOTERS

Dingwalls, London
By David Sinclair

THIS WAS pretty dismal stun The

Scooters from Los Angeles played
14 depressingly derivative pop
songs to an audience at first politely
inquisitive, and by the end, lust
polite
fell a bit sorry for The Scooters.
Theywere so out of touch with
what's going on in Britain that it was
embarrassing to watch their clumsy
efforts, particularly at that most
"with It" and cliquey of hang-outs.
Dingwalls. It they were a British
band, they'd have got slaughtered
As it was they were treated with that
deferential courtesy that the British
reserve for visitors who probably
don't know any better
Musically they are working the
I

same patch as the Knack

-

American power pop with occasional
excursions into the heavy metal pop
borderlands Whereas the Knack
came up with one fairly original rift, I
failed to detect anything even
remotely out of the ordinary in the
Scooters' set II was a dull mishmash of old Beatles I Steve Marriott
(circa the Small Faces) cliches, with
a token reggae-ish number ('OVer
And Over') thrown (n, and an
'appallingly leaden version of 'Dizzy
Miss Liuy' to finish
Lyrically the songs are all
variations on the boy -girl theme,
with particular emphasis on those
'Young Girls', the title track of their
first album. The words hover
between faintly ridiculous and rather
offensive' "Her mother's stern, her
lather's strict I No late night calls or
else she'll get In trouble I No dating
boys or social scenes I No chance
Of rape until her sixteenth birthday."

li?I

They all played with professional
ease and accuracy. the only unusual
feature being Luke Zampenrii's lead
guitar sound which fluctuated
between a tinny plonk (that made
Hank Marvin sound bke Jlmi
Hendrix) and a full blooded
conventional lead guitar sound.
The best song was 'There She
Goes' which had a bit of space and
than
a more interesting arrangement
Vie others. The worst was 'Love
Junket_
HM
pop
Stealer', an awful
However, there is a certain
integrity in their approach. They
don t pretend to be anything that
they're not And admired them for
not doing what would undoubtedly
have been a phoney encore Sorry
boys, wrong time, wrong place
I
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ECO
CAISTER
HEAVY METAL gigs have a reputation for
Se,ng predktaofy cliched and there had
Leer, a danger that the Cable, soul

eeekenders were getting into a rut too but
lees last weekend there was a Conscious
effort not to repeat all the usual rota Of rabpie rousing anthems. Thus being a bit low
re, II may not have been a ventage Caister
el was still a bloody geed Carder, with
several Innovations that set el apart from

tut

Adiolnrng the mein room was a
Jaez Room' with lust that being played
,ontinuousty as a respite from the Ensign
promotion going on next door (well it
sounded like that sometimeslf
most re vested Jazz tracks being Eddie Russ
ams', Willie Bobo 'Always There', Lee
R,lenour 'Fly By Night'. For technical
reasons it was this smaller room that housInc rest.

-

blindingly brilliant Talent Contest.
silly al a Carsler ever Consider
Milk Of Magnesia Sisters mining
to the Andrews Sisters at the same lime as
Barry Houdem rolls around trying unsuccessfully to escape from a sack, while
behind them a bloke holds up placards proeepieng two other guys to spin plates. Throw
roves, luggte
,
and this lot only came
second! Brixton's Front Line did a brilliant
iess
take of African Inbal chanting to
reme thud, but the winners were crowd pleasing Nudin. a tribe whose 'Old MacDonald' featured graphically Illustrating
pullets. snakes, turkeys (gobble
'311s
;;apple here
gobble gobble there) and
'noirinhng cows! Hits of the weekend were
ed the

Me best
!his the

-

-

'ne Ovalllneys. Line (they did a PA with
Sl pleb playing bass to the records, 'Kbol,
as of oldies. several Ensign acetates.

Willie 'Beaver' Hale grooved on
'swards the end, of each day It was good
flat for once a lot' of music actually got
Waved even d the overall vibe was less
righ Julie from Harrow complained that
inure wasn't enough mooning and flashing
this lime (she likes men's bodies), but
white
was vismngg with the Liverpool
Gnomes from MCMillans their neighbour
ing caravan lull 01 girls
sporting a banner
tying 'Gang Bang Hula
became the
', cus of male peeping attention when it
was realised the girls were undressing
edit curtains open! The Gnomes (Gary
Lean, Phil Ford, Joan Flannery, Steve
Hughes Ken Iru) had their newly painted
.ascot Gnudger Gnome presented on
rage (remember the photo in RM a while
sack' the Backwater Bruces plugged their
Outback' magazine (which wasn't as funny
as the lest edition), and in fact lust about
-eryone seemed to be in a,lribe (the Hag
Spoilers being notably ugly themselves!)
a

nice

I

- -

DISCO DATES
WEDNESDAY (15) George Power, Pepe &
3kud plus a PA by Freez Jazz-lunk
Jlallharnslow Assembly Halt. THURSDAY
16e Husky Dory "live" & Chris Dennis lazz-

Exeter Boxes weekly (Chris on
toe), Paul Clark jazz -funk Brighton
Metro weekly FRIDAY 117) London
Oeekend TV film a 'Back From Gabler'
; arty with Chris Hill, Froggy & Sean French
it Southgate Royalty, Jeff Young & Tom
Holland funk Canvey Goldmine, Brother
_.we & Chris O Smith Junk Drdcot Rio, Key
Mile & Colin hinge funk under -185 al Brentwood Social Club, Breakfast Band play live
la'z al Chelmsford Saracens Head, Steve
Dee does Pestwood Village Hall, Gary
vloodtord hits under -lbs al Slough Community Centre Ballroom: SATURDAY 1181
mirage play live at Stevenage Bo Jangles,
Froggy & Chris Brown funk Southgate
Royally. Stuart 'Judie' Robinson funks
Leeds Castle Grove's praCitee Christmas
party SUNDAY(19) Steve Allen & Dave
Peters greet Nobby and the Camelot crowd
'

al Peterborough Gressel
Slickers,
TUESDAY 121) Greg Wilson (resident Thurs
F'i I Saturday too) laze - honks Wigan Pier

Trevor Hughes attempts 10 lazeBridgnorth Shakespeare Inn weekly:
WEDNESDAY (22) Junte Robinson funks
Collrngham YC
weekly
1,.nk

DJ

TOP TEN

NOSS RYAN Irom Langley (Maidstone
611951/ 50151) quietly does his best to keep
deep soul alive in the Medway area, promoting gigs like his recent one at

l4adstone's Queens Head when 'he isn't
surreptitiously slipping the soulful sluff in
an more mundane dates His current deep
soul smoothers listing was inspired by the
brilliant Windy illy slowie, the only new
one of the bunch IT S ALL OVER, Independents
Py2
2
JUST ONE MOMENT, Soul Children
Sfax

3

MIRROR OF MY SOUL. O. V. Wright

a

LET ME DOWN EASY, Betty Layette

5

6

7
8

Hi

lla

BACK TO YOU, Jean Plum
London
KNOW WHAT YOU'RE,DOING WHEN
YOU LEAVE. Roshell Anderson
END OF THE RAINBOW,

Contempo

McKinley Mitchell
Chimneynllle
JUST DON'T PAY, Debbie Taylor
ATlsta

9

10

STILL LOVE You. Windy City
Kelly -Arts
THANK YOU FOR YOUR LOVE,
Dramatics
Sian
I

364).l
WHITE: 'Kid

LyENNY

lnine

1171lurching

0-33166bpmo &moocher, and )'Love
And Be Loved' a sweet slow 890pm
L.A.X: 'All My Love' (US Prelude loller
PRL D
604). Deceptively simple chugging start
becomes an excellent 118bpm 12th clapper

with soulfully slrarntng lead chap lending a
lot of Integrity and Luther Vandross-type
appeal while the beat builds up to a searing
sax break, and in fact it mixes beautllully
Out o1 'The Glow Of Love'
KANU SUKALAGWUNt 'Stand Up Please'
(LP 'Solt Blow' Japanese Flying Dick

FLYNN 69). Hard to gel hold el. this'Rise'like little 52lintrol-105-108-109.110bpm sax tickled jazz organ builder keeps popping
up on DJs' lips and is indeed worth grabbing (although, kinda specialist, some say
it's a still and Others a mother), the
gradually growing 62-124.125.126ho m
'Shalt' being a brassy revival of Ike's old
biggie and 'In The Sheath' a slippery spurting 56 1 116-58 129-116 158-58 29.116.58116 Obpm steady organ throbbee wan good
vibes and anti -climatic outro A special 12ín
1

coupling Is coming soon.
RODNEY FRANKIN: 'In The Center' (US
Columbia 1-11371). Heavily textured busily
littering choppy 110-112bpm yin piano and
brass instrumental (actually reviewed ell a
12th promo) with background party noises.
a 'Let Me Talk' lee) within the same BPM
range and old-style Ramsey Lewis-Itke approach. Not another 'Groove' (hough good.
JAMES BROWN: 'It's Too Funky In Here'
(LP ',

.

Live / Hot On The One' US

Polydor PD -2-62901. Initially ignored apart
Irom Palmas playing the sensational long
'it's A Man's Man's Man's World' as a
specialist deep soul smoocher, this double
LP of oldies recorded live in Japan Is now
surlac mg with locks like Robbie Vincent on
This 114bpm repetitive groove and the stor-min 121-125bpm 'Get Up 011a Thal Thing'
BANDA BLACK RIO: 'Miss Cheryl' (LP
'Sac; Perere' Brazilian RCA 103.03521.

ODDS 'n' BODS

Serviced to the select by RCA s Rowdy
Yeates (alter Azymuth he asked the
Brazilian office for ''more weirdness" and
this Is what they sent!) the matte's soieclion Irom a specialist Latin set being this
surprisingly good logging and littering
Blackbyrds-type 113-tt6-113bpm jazz semi.
store without any Brazilian influence but
brass and vocal bits amazingly like Light Of
The World)
GERALDINE HUNT: 'Gotta Glee A Little
Love' ILP 'No Way' US Prism PLP 1006).
Well produced set with nothing to equal
Can't Fake The Feeling' although this
guile pleasant melodic steady I16bpm
clapper has lis fans
THE JONES GIRLS: 'I Just Love The Man'
(LP 'Al Peace With Woman US Phil lot JZ
36767). Although largely produced by Dexter Wansel, the Gamble & Hull cuts are the

best, this dynamite lovely gulstalk Mimed
and interrupted 35171-696pm old-lashioned
soul smoocher being nghl out of the '60s
'Dance Turned Into A Romance' a sweetly
winsome squeaky little Seely 0-116 118bpm
swayer, 'Back In The Day' a last but not
particularly disco 126-t25bpm canterer
and indeed none are vital for discos,
though pleasant listening
LINDA CLIFFORD. 'Shoot Your Best Shot'
(LP 'I'm Yours' US RSO/Curlom RS -)3087). Slow-entroed vigorous ,choppy
crashing 0-126-128 bpm disco slormer with
ricochet ellecls, 'It Don't Hurl No More
being a more soulfully swa ing 123 124.123
124-125bpm chunkily chugging clapper
FULL FORCE: 'Turn You On' (US Dazz DA
1003). Bass -Thudded "rapper' beat with
harmony chanting chaps croppieg round
on 0.120-116-117-118-117bpm 12in quite
powerfully
MELODY STEWART: 'Get Down, Gel
Down' (US Roy B RBDS-2512)- Smacking
bass -pushed intro adds brassy accents,
chanting chip, rattling breaks and a "Let
our lee) do the rocking" hookline to make
an old-fashioned purposeful 1221intro)123

122-123.122(percusslon)-123-122(perc)-

123bpm 12in simple dancer
HOLT '45: 'Ain't Got Time' (US Virile VRC

Brassy blasts become a languidly
burbling 116-115bpm 12th pggly swinger
with chap and Chick getting all het up in
Ashford & Simpson style
FIRST LOVE: 'Don't Say Goodnight' (US
Dakar OK 10). Brassy tittle littery 115bppm
1210 smacker with Stacy Lall saw -type chine
except the wailing lead has a more powerful pair of lungs and lair hollers at times!
Beware the odd oflbeal intro
300011.

GLORY: 'Can You Guess, What Groove
This Is?' (US Posse POS 1202). Al Hudsontype chugging little 116bpm 12th smacker
with Plunk synth and chanting unison
chaps whenever the lead isn't' sounding
Squeaky

"U K N EWIES
Lore
NITE WÁTCH: 'Gel Down ('Cause
Your Body) (Channel CH 1). Poorly mixed
rushing Hi-Tension-ish 131 pm 71n -rattler
by a Bristol band, currently getting the
hype treatment
PATTI AUSTIN: 'I Can't Slop' (CTI CTSPX
15), Randy Crawford -like great bouncily
smacking 103 - 100 - 103 bpm jogger with
nice lazo sax break now at last On 12th with
the more sedate but similar quality 93-91
bpm 'People In love (Do The Strangest
I

Th

ngst'

THE JACKSONS: 'Lovely One. (Epic EPC
9302). Our single too after all, th(s ultra jltlery tulle 122 bpm 7in smacker starts well
enough and then noticeably runs out of

song
YOUNG & COMPANY: 'I Like (What You:re
Doing To Mel' (Excaliber EXCL 501). D'ead
simple Jittery repetitive Ihlle Chugging 0118 bpm 12th skipper, with unpushy chin
chanting Idiot lyrics over burbling bass and
clocking cowbell, huge on import since
June and gradually spreading upcountry
to establish ))sell with real "shopgirl" apyet í1 was still big al Caister prefer
peal
the tougher less vocal 118 bpm flip
FED WESLEY: 'House Party' (RSO RSOX
67). Dynamite Itggly 100 (Intro) 102 bpm
heavy funk bass thumper with the es-JO
sideman's trombone filling between simple male chants, now at last on much needed 12th
GROVER WASHINGTON, JR: 'Sausalito'
(Kudu KUDUX 100)- Much sought rattling
and tapping atmospheric Instrumental In/
classic from 'Live Al The Biiou' gradually
fills oul building through plano and guitar
to Grover's squeaky sax, and is now (al my
suggestion) on 12th with the sinous steadily lettering 1W-104-103-104-101-105 Spin
'Mr Magic' as possibly more accessible Aside
STEPHANIE MILLS: 'Never Knew Love
Like This Before' (20th Century - Fox TCD
2160). Diana Ross-ish lushly orchestrated
US smash easy - going swaying 0.113 Dpm
121n logger Is claimed to mix, despite BPM
discrepancy, with the taster My Old
Piano
MINNIE RIPERTON: 'Island In The Sun'
(Capitol 12CL 161651. Torn Scott accompanied swaying 0-116 bpm swinger
Irom her posthumously re -dubbed
superstar LP, (tipped on 3 -track 12in by the

-

THE

OVALTINEYS:

'We

Are

The

(LP *Sing
Your All Time
Favourites' OVA 1). Rlduculously happy
bounding 108bpm quickslepper, the biggest hit at Caisler by far, but the even
Jollier 137bpm 'Happy Days Are Here
Again' has Christmas Smash potential The
whole album Is lull of recreated vintage sounding innocent fun, a must for MOR
locks and the young al heart'
HIT NUMBERS: Beals Per Minute for last
week's pop chart entries on lie are Status
The Ants 209 11041.
Duo 1761, Adam
Teena Marie 110 - 1111, Kerbs Blow 1151,
Earth Wind & Fire 105(intro)-110-111 -112T131, Motels 1181, Roger Daltrey 31-0r. Orchestral Manoeuvres 1441

Ovallineys'

-

11' 11'

EDGBASTON FACES' 1980 DJ Convention
hosted by Steve Vinyl Cnomper Dennis
on Sunday 1191 between 1.5 45pm features
talks an DJ topics by Polydor a Theo Loyla
Rush Release's Nice( Tilehener, RCA's

Rowdy Yeats, WEA's Fred Dove. DJF's

Fish Heron 6 BRMB's Bob Hopson, new
product presenlateons, PA'a by Jimmy
Senyah, Bunny Mack & BBRA tickets being C5 to Include turkey luncheon or £2
without loud IC2 50 on door) details Irom
Steve on 021-476 2563 or Faces (al Five
Ways, Broad Slreel, Birmingham) on 021

Kool Celebration 12in (De-Lite
643 9433
KOOL 10121, is due this week while Wilton

Felder's LP is evidently out (MCA MCG
4013) bul his 12in turns out to feature two
lengths of 'Inherit The Wend' with 'Until
The Morning Comes' being flip only o1 the
7in
EWF were still In the sludio last week
no their 'Faces' LP is late, and was obviously not launched by the 'Maslerblaster
Lens
masticator as scheduled at Faces
have yet another mix out on acetate with
oh gawdl another three also recorded
Gayle Adams Life Saver' either Is or Isn't
on commercial UK 12th, depending on who
you believe al CBS but In any case the ace
Stretch' in Oul' Is only on the Import
Glen Adams Affair 'Just A Groove' will be
ve Excahber with a nicely flowing reme( flip
Jimmy 'Bo' Horne 'Is It In' will be flipped
by Scotland's lave 'Spank' on UK 1210 next
month
Rah Band rockets up the chart
,with heavy melee support Grace Jones 6
Jermane Jackson were not Intended as
lead UK Newies last week
Groove Production looks like becoming EMI's disco
label, renamed EMIIGroove (or srmllar),
firs) release being Bunny Brown followed
by material originating Irom Chris Palmer,
EMI, and US sources Surface Noise staying with WEA)
Madhatlers badge I
clothing stall al Caster had some great
new US T-shirts with a "Jazz Funk" - blow
Ing sax mold printed in flocked tell-style on
the pocket land on some nice peaked
caps) plus others wen the 'Blue Note'
record label logo
Catsler's laze room used those new compact Red speakers with
built-in amps but as there were tour slacks
each housing Iwo speakers it was hard to
tell how they'd sound on their own
Mayfair Gulllvers looks more up-market by
the minute
now there are huge photo
Alex Anders
murals on Ire Blau walls
amazed all al Funknon;s Embassy opening
by playing Police. pop -soul and Motown
oldies
how long can he Iasto
Whitehaven's Whitehouse is getting the
builders In to make II bigger and even better
Dave Van Séiger (who likes Lino now)
and Dennis Brynner start broadcasting
their Barbarellas disco chart on Southampton Unlversityis Radio between 6-8pm this
Sunday
"Fuzak" Is the term for wore bar
laze corned by the matte
Japan makes
more Than direct - cut Jazz and electronic
disco there's a black ROB revival going on
with specially reissued vintage US 50s/60s
material and local new Japanese -sung
deo-wop hits (Japanese doe-wop I'd lake to
heath, one now disbanded group the
Channels even featuring guys in blacklace
New York's disco/soul WBLS still has
lop radio ratings in that city, so there's Ice
in US disco yet
Alan Donald 1Rolhesay
Paddle Boal, to celebrate Ms and wile
Liz's lirsi - born lam, and Key Hill (Brentwood 0277-221309
he wanls jazz-funk
residencies), to celebrate his b$Ihday,
both sent me a quid
so thanks and
cheers to eaehl , Steve Wiggins (Barry)
when holidaying in Greece got roped into
locking al a local club. and dud so well
they've asked him back professionally next
year
Paul Mulligan egos Edinburgh's

-

-

-

,
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-
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Other Record Shop ties the Zapp US Tin al
lust a5p for DJs
Phonogram have been
spending a bit on Kurlls Blow
Mike
Davidson (Liverpool Honywoodl says he
(,dn'I realise 1500 people went out en s
Thursday In the whole of Liverpool while
Gary Allan (who goes gay at MCMillans nn
Wed/Sundays) says that the decreasing
Livierpudtlan clob-goere have such a heavy
altitude and bad reputation that they're xc
tually banned by clubs elsewhere in the
North-West
hose Liverpool
Eric Hearn whose
Cagneea gig Cab folded loo. Is being
rather coy about his old Westwood Grange
'residency in the Caister programme
Chris ,Brown's sexy Sharon calls him
Bruno)
Sean French is so thin I call him
Belsen
Ralph Tee of Groove Weekly fanzine lame says it's lucky his Arabian
bosses don't read English as otherwise
they'd know weal he's writing all day
Mirage's recent set al Gobbets, lecturing a
Areal 'You're A Star' ctlmaxed with
members el Linx, Light Of The World and
Olibisa Seining lit for a sensational Meg
rhythm - rattling tam
David 6 Sketch of
tinware hard to avoid these days. in fact,
they seem to be everywhere)
Covent
Garden s Rock Garden tale -role ealene
has been getting too busy recently so
we're planning a moveable -venue epees gig dining club to try other places this idea
christened Muncheon Ito rhyme with FunkIionl) by Alan Jewell
who, at Fmchley
Road Les Elites mixes from Geraldine
Hunt's break into Cande Statue's old 'When
KEEP IT
You Wake Up Tomorrow' l2rn

-

G00DI

BREAKERSDisco

90 (page
BUBBLING UNDER the UK
with Increased support are James
Brown 'It's Too Funky In Here' I 'Gel Up
011a That Thing' (US Polydor LPI Peaches
& Herb 'Hearsay I 'Fantume' I 'The Love
Stealers' US Polydor LPI, Ashford 6 Seep
son 'Gel Oul Your Handkerchief' (Warner
Bros LP) Leo's Sunshiny Give Me The
Sunshine' (Grapevine 1210). Cameron
'Funkdown' (US Salsoul 12101, Gibson
Brothers 'Latin America' I 'Good God Bad
Girl' (Island LP), Seawlnd Whal Cha Dom'
'Pia VOse IUS AAM LP) Instant Funk
'Everybody' I 'The Funk Is On' (US Salsoul
LP). Glen Adams Altair 'Just A Groove' IUS
Sam 12th(. David Chesky Band 'Rush Hour'
'Hanger' I 'Brazilian Cameral I 'Warnpuscal' I 'Razor' (US Columbia LP), Evelyn
'Champagne' Ken'Let's Get Funky
Tonight' IUS RCA 121n1, Bunny Brown
'Strawberry Leltel 23' (Groove Prod 12rn)
Rome 'Deny' (US Elektra LP)
"rue
Rodney Franklin 'In The Center' (US Columbia 112th promo), Geraldine Hunt 'Gotta
Give A Little Love' (US Prism LP). Banda
Black Rio 'Miss Cheryl' (Brazilian RCA LP1
Zen 'Music Is Lime (Laser 121ní, Idris
Muhammad 'For Your Love' (Farness 12101,
Mass Production 'Cosmic Lust' (Allanlec
12in), Terumasa Hine 'Still Be Bop'
(Japanese Flying Dusk LPL Various
'Medley Of The Nets 01 1979' (US Special
DISCO Mixer 12m1, GO 'Disco
Nights
(Remix)' Ansla 12th promo). JR Funk &
The Love Machine 'Feel Good Party Time'
Bras*
(US
taint. Eddy Grant 'Can You feel
My Lone' (Ensign 12th promo). Light 01 The
World 'I Shot The Sherill' (Ensign LP promo)
DORC (Dance Orientated Rock Chart) 1141
Police. 213). Sheena Easton 'Modern Glrl
3151 Odyssey, 411) Sheena Easton '9 To 5'
5161 Piranhas- 61131 Donna Summer
7(7)
Madness. 61111 Rolling Stones, 91061 Split
Enz, 10(9( Robert Palmer 1118) Billy Joel
1214 David Bowie 'Fashion'
13115) Hazel
O'Connor, 144171 Barron Knights. 151-1
Black Sabbath, 161101 Calf Richard, 171201
No(ans lbk) Galan, 191141 Bowie. 201121 Ab471

1

1

,

be

II' 10e 20 DISCO IIµ Is' 12`

P

I

older Imlfally subdued sultry 531107-110
bIm 'Light My Fire' with Jose Feliciano
stoking up the heat, and really swinging
Natalie Cole-ish 0-125 bpm 'lover And
Friend'.

41

By JAMES HAMILTON

IMPORTS

Sluff' (LP 'Twee.
With
US
6E ea ettlu y controlled
silky soft sound disguisingsubtleeset
Ile pulsating
hidden power, the only but -and
-out noisy
ones being this great heavy 112bpm
P'funk
bass clapper exploding with splurging
guitar after some loo-short
pianó
and the snapping staccato!angling
brassy
123bpm 'Just Right For Me', while 122more
typical of the set are the lazily
Steady 0-112.117bpm 'It's Music, It'spushing
Magic
with burping bass voice and subdued
smacking finish, softly sung slinky
112Ientrol-115-116bpm 'Fancy Dancer'
Iiflery duet with 'Rise' -like smacks and
delicate percussion (a longerversion could
be a Meer). and bubbly swinging 119
-117 II ahem 'My Melody' like a classier 'My Old
Plano', 'Slip Away' being a swaying gentle
n
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D100
BRITAIN'S
BESTSELLING
DISCO SPEAKER
OCTOBER
PECIAL OFFER
sa

UV GENERATOR

-

MONTH
ONLY

=

Pulsar ZERO 3000
The biggest seating -3

channel lighting

controller featuring
sound-tpIlte, sequence.
d
dim, manual,
indaviouai channel
Operation 1kw per
channel.
List Price E102,SS
50UIRf5
DISCOUNT PRICE

i
_

i
i£/le

list Price

_T C'

iVgAk

-'

E195 00

'I£155
per

-

need we say

Specials
Special PRICE

Lasts

absolutely
ages) ideal

for SLipstick

comedy,
custard Ales,
new hair
Styles,

beards.

snowballs,antl
decorating
wedding
cars, etc

UstA

áá99p

cooies4

streamer
shoots
acrossme

RECULAR DISCOUNT BARGAINS

Roger Squire's for the lowest paces
Look at these RECUTAR elS_COUNTZEMS!lI

T}1IE

-

LIST
PRICE

E3 80
spots
E225
Standard Soon xC or ES .
All spots available Red. Blue creen,'Mauve Amber
E118 S0
Sour 250 Protectors
E33
364
00
Pennon iPAR

PinsooI$ MAR 46)

'

Multicolour Repenannlatm
Lightmasrer 300

Neon, infinity Screens

press me

anda
seemingly

£ 199

Par 3e

805-simply
button

£35200
must ne soldio

PO

EVERY

1

,

v
ORNIY

undout Panther DECO Console
Power Vlnipn 110, ISO
Wrilnhnesll may or l0 ways
Squire Pro tl3AmP
SCOW

List Price

99p
E2 00

<

beam
Available In

St, George BS59JR.

together

Amber Lowest

lanterns

Raino- it 5rrtens 4
s ha I 1i Pket

£48400
£645,00

£170.00
F32.00
70
144

.

soundoolttopud

£3750
£4950

E104 65
8155 00

C

£3/100
,.£5520
£39 00

£70850

E66

DISCOUNT
PRICE

I

£16.00
/ £79.00
829 70
0799.00
E49.50
£33.00
E78.00

i

I

`

E88.50
E19.99
£24-50
£39.50
£74.99
'E 135.00
£299.00

{399.00

r

pair

a'f';

£1.90
£1.10

33

ONLY

sweeping light

^;

!`Y

251 Deansgate,

COncenVaty

GLASGOW

£19

1

Queen

Margaret Road I0H Queen
Margaret Nye), Kelvinslde G20

THE INCREDIBLE

SOr a laser
3303
PAR 36 LAMP 30W 6V tike beam 6DP. Tel: 041-946

PER
PAIR SQUIRE'S DISCOUNT PRICE
I

-

[labour

time your thud
nad thlsnew
exciting

£ 4:99

LIST once £6 99
Also available Bubble Machines E39

UV Effects 013.50

MANCHESTER

M34EN
Tel: 061-831 7676

List Price £29 50
SOuIRE'S PRICE

RESPONSE 10 ULTRA VIOLET LIGHT

bottle

,

!m
Tel: 0272 550550/560701'

AU. BUBBLES LIGHT UP IN
HALE LITRE

125 Ch

ever once

we re already
selling 'comerGIO buOble
lIQule by the
case load
ISn

BRISTOL

Blue, Red.
Green and

6v Screw

BUBBLES THAT
LIGHT UP IN
THE DARK

7n11v`/iy..

01-2727474url--

pair
Tile boxes

on the
back Of
each box

List Pace

((Central')

Junction Road, N19500.

Tel:

BulgIn
sockets

STEREO`

Last 20 ronsoies

NIF

Coloured
streamers
Available 113
red, yellow,
orange anti
green 1.1,1)
active The
craze of the

<

415 Ilford Lane, Iltdrd, Essex.
Tel: 01.478 1153

Beacon with

channel

for
transit, 2

twin VU meters,0 mlrautofane
List

ONIr

LONDON (Eastl`soeL,
176

Rotating Pollee

matching
3

atch'

PRICE.

CHEETAH

01

C

-

huge saving on a great stereo Console
Belt drive turntables, remote starts. 5 way monitoring.

Ls'

Makes Over
200ft of

.kern,

A

£139

TRING

SQUIRE MINI-LITE BOXES

I

List Price £175 95

ILLY
Squirts outa
Continuous
stream of
Vr0tt1v white

-

disc,

HALF PRICE SCOOP! IFU22LICNT

OhmsALF

'morel

Jl

ee

2

POLICE

'per'-

2ERT
0 3000

best 100/100

I

-

Britain's best value in Stereo OI1[0S now brought to
you at an EVEN LOWER PRICEI Facllitles include Garrard Belt
Drive decks. Stanton tarts, 6 channel professional mixer with 2 mlc,
tape and aux inputs VU meter as standard and detachable ad

pair
1í
Price includes
covers

oICtilemarket

29

PRICE

Citronic Popular STEREO

100 toThe

P100

i

100w RMS into 4

roam"

Incredible
price

I

'

SOUIRE5D15c0uNr

incredible

sound at an
even MORE

-

_.w

'-.

-16kHZ. 8 ohms,
100W RMS An

£ 13.5
-

Q

ECIAL
OFFER
mpmmN+

.RBARGAIN

horn and
X over
Frequency
response 46Hz

nave

Power boosting reflector, smart holder
win eyelets for easy mounting.
List Price £27.00

:

pair.
,,-u The Squire
D100 features
' unique" flap
parting,
integral Flared

GAMMA BEAM
ur best Seller Of the year
you got one?

'

A
_____STAR

ONE

Connections

F

`1 y

BIRMINGHAM

£2.991 New branch opening soon
List PnCe F4 25

As used In Plrnpot5,

Bullet Beams and

Helicopters Make
your own

LATE SHOPPING
EVERY WEEK NIGHT

Mon61All shops open 10am-7p
All
Fri. 10am-5pm Saturdays.
Noes Of colour
SERVICE
MAIL ORDER
-- filters alto
available
Add P&P as follows
For the 0IY Dl -6V
P&P E100
Goodsup10E23
transformers for PAR 36 [25{50
PEP'E2 00
lamps E4.99
...,PEP f3 CO
1501 E 100.
Writing rigs

i

I.

lib

EASY TERMS AT LOW
INTEREST RATES
Only 10% Interest Instead of the
usual 20/6 charged on
12 month agreements,

PEP E5Á0
Own E100.. , ...-.
Send io Roger Squire s Mad Order,
ove
FREEPOtT, Barnet, Hens EN5
'Mad Order Not Uwe: 01-48I See6

Record Mirror, October
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pISCOLANp

SOUTH EASTERN ENTERTAINMENTS
LTD.
LEWISHAM HIGH ST LONDON SETT

DISCO
I MWOrn.r
Nallonwl.
HOTLINE
THE PLACE WHERE YCLU GO TO BUY DISCO OR WE WILL SEND ITTO YOU
FAST-

y-

MO WATTS ST1R110

([aimed

an.

ST PAL

via

(Mr Her

aN WATTS STORMS
.tam

-.A
er ara

...«

no 1A%

(50

A VE

ee
se

WATTS

- Id Lew

.,r Tern.. Per (Haar. TTST(.e+ü Dr..,

.elwn

PROJECTORS

SOURS

E

Del,.r

(i.s O.+tl O.e.n

T

I,FCC

CAL+

owl -

ONLY (25

N...

Tel DISCOLAND

DO

ROPE TRICK
air (dewed Nr Ur.. ewes
U.S., I.N

loam. .10 Om ens

-

est& C..
mew.
t3E6 tea+O Hoe,

YD

-- .P

FROM THE HARROWDISCO CENTRE

'

FULL RANGE OF SOUND Er LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE FOR PROFESSIONAL OR HOME USE

COMPLETE DISCO WITH LIGHTS FROM £13
DECK UNITS. AMPS. SPEAKERS. PROJECTORS.

f

eN

q w«k

,r r

Y IM

yew

..,e«..lne,,.1.E

ALL IN

Pw«

mP. xx

mil**

dyes On

think..../

.a

era ]..

IN

riypkv.

full hire list to RECORD Er
PIÑÑER. MIDDX

D_

STOCK

`e

M.Hn mint.

-

T
,

-

£128
.r
(L1L,e

NN

Nadel

1

`

r`

-S-E

lq

Ve

V

4'

NN

!t®

º.

,.;

qrsrr

I

Only US

li*

Interested? Phone Ior some interesting price Dueles.
TK Disaosound, ICE, FAL, Hare. Opiikmehc:, Cloud. SW, Audioie0h, Strews. Pulsar. Sounded,
Satyrua. Meteor, Rena Strand. Orange. Electro.Voice.

am -4 pm

Bea

SERVICE
on Production of

Large Stocks Mail Order
On-Premises'Servicing Finance
Complete Systems to Spares and Accessories
Part Exchange
Secondhand Equipment
Special Offers and Discounts DIY

Telephone 0582 390211411133
Open Mon -Fri 10 am -6 pm. Sat 10-4.30

COMPLETE DISCO -FOR HIRE
FROM

"

BIRMINGHAM

- SPYRO
021

HELP DISCO CENTRE

Watford Road (A412), Croxley Green,
Rickmansworth, Herts
Tel: Watford 44822 Send for price list

HELP
BUY ,FROM
em pm Wed till pm
Oprn Mon/Sat
6

CLOUD

9

STEVE DAY

368 7447

66421.
4976

941 1568 ( 979

0408

SOLAR FLARE
Steve on Sfough.42964.
DAVE JANSEN
699 4010.
969 2651

TO ADVERTISE
ON THIS PAGÉ

587N.

Unit H, Carlton Court, Grainger Road'
Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2

AVAILABLE NOW!!
Please Send Large S.A.E.
DIM

350 RATNERS LANE, PINNER, MIDDX

RING

-London
11

nuine bargain £875 ono.

Dursley

Phone

readers. Professional
Custom Jingles to your

-

10453)

45299.

SOLAR 250 pro with
animator kit, £95; also
sound -to -light box and
i

1522

-St Albans Avenue.
W4,

UNIQUE TO Record Mirror

g

h t

s.

£ 6

0.

Skelmersdale 22407.

-

personal

requirements.

Script us Jingles of any
wording, for our wide
range 01 sexy female and
versatile mate voices,
echo, Garl-speed, phasing,
sound effects, etc at no
extra cost! We'll produce
and dispatch the finished
order within fourteen days
on cassette or reel -reel.
Outstanding value at lust
£25 for 5 or 8 for £35. Send
your scripts plus cheque
or postal order made
payable to Robert Duffield Box No 2662.
DJ JINGLES 4
C60 tapes
of radio. DJ and Commercial Jingles Only £6 99
From: S M, Promotions. 30
Mackintosh Road, Inverness. IV2 3UA.

-

Morecambe 414880
PLUTO 250 watt protector,
£70 ono; also fuzz light. £12

ono.- 01-303 5269.

NEW complete
stereo disco less records.
100w a
side with impressive light show. 32 sq
ft mike etc in new trailer
ready to roll, £1,150 ono.
Phone Jon, Maidenhead
BRAND

-

37328.

I

ABSOLUTELY

FREE
"Songwriters magazine"

interviews famous

songwriters, explains I
copyright, contracts.
publishing etc. Free sample from International
Songwriters Association I
(RM31. Limerick, Ireland
LEARN DRUMS al home.
Save time and money with
new cassette course. Free

rhe1

1.

details from; Jack
Wilcock, 7 Heaton Close,
Newark, NottS

PROFESSIONAL
will
BROADCASTERS

KJ
Q1SYoúña

69 London no

O'

ISo.dnr.

®b 13l?

FOR THE CHEAPEST NEW

DISCO EQUIPMENT send

stamps for free
page price list. Over
20p

20 -

assist you in realising your
full potential. Remember,
for radio opportunities.
the best audition tapes

come from MEDAIR

BROADCAST STUDIOS,
Henley 104912) 6885

500

LEARN LEAD GUITAR at

HP. Free
Decibel Disco
delivery.
Distributors (mail order),
130 High Street. Eton SL1

cassette course
details Mom Jack WdooCk.

part exchange

items,

welcome.

-

2..11

ORANGE

ELIMINATORS.

Electrovice bins,

£650; Two mint bins, £380:
Stereo 200w amplifier,
new
£220- All as
Rustington 72052 even3183
Llttlehampton
ings.

-

.day.

I

iTuition

rnC,Onhte.e. JCc..So,mN Nu. e.
a r.a,o ep,,,pmeni
KM,Rsi pnLP3 0.0011 ddKe
Ctedn arAry.e.i

Two

I

-

Disco Equipment

Sum. 10

01-836

OUR NEW CATALOGUE

SHOWROOM OPEN 6 DAYS 9.7 pm

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.

STEREO ROADSHOW
comprising 250W deck
unit, lour speakers. two
horn units, lour channel
light contrdlter, UVs light
units- deck and speaker
stands, leads etc. Ge-

l

-

01 748 2939

Musical Services

till.

Equip. For Sale

110

HARROW DISCO CENTRE
(THE DISCOUNT PEOPLE)

Mailorder. HP Access Bar-'Ryrard

Radio.

Open reel C.e.PnP

specialleed

ADAM NALL R.M. SUPPLIES

-

01 534 4064.

Audition tapes copying used by BBC and ILR
Newtown
presenters.

Recording Equipment

filling. including

Dardweu, span.. 11,1,09 alts, lack. end 1000.15, Cloven. and
Bul ins, olio Emil., eompr.s.lon drivers, AKG mks. Celesllcn
1p010en and ASS horns. Send 10p Poeta! Order In, Illuslrelcd
Walnut.. to:

PA

DJ Jingles

MULTI -TRACK

ADAM HALL (RM) SUPPLIES

01.868 8637/6454

-

DISCO HIRE

197

and

070

JOHNNY SLADE The
best. - Tamworth
-01-524
PEOPLE'S CHOICE
Roadshow - Phone
ORANGEPEEL 5766

£12.52'VATExtra

AMPS, STROBES DRY ICE,
BUBBLE MACHINES, PROJECTORS, ROPELIGHTS

EQUIPMENT

sound In light
units, reasonable rates
Newham Audio Services
Systems,

-

801 85171 803 0684.

WE ALSO HIRE

castor.

For Hire
DISCO

RUBYCON MOBILE Disco
Ring 01-732 6784 101-703

DISC -0-2000 PARTIES,
Discos-- Tony, 904 4840.
JOHNNY DEAN'S Disco
with lights. All occasions.
Gyro Discos

written quote

Send 20p stamp now for illustrated catalogue
LUTON DISCO & LIGHTING CENTRE
75 Wellington Street, Luton LU1 5AA

HIRE FROM HELP

cooerinIs, noodle.,

Nr

2178.

Sroclal. of Cllronlc,

..rrie.

sellerseller

DJ AND TALKS STUDIO.

Mobilebiscos

FROM NOW TILL THE END OF THE YEAR WE UNDERTAKE TO
PAT THE VAT ON ANY PURCHASES FROM DISCO BARN. WHICH
MEANS TO YOU, THAT AT MINIMUM YOU HAVE AT LEAST 15%
DISCOUNT AND WITH OTHER DISCOUNTS ON SELECTED ITEMS
YOU COULD BE SAVING AS MUCH AS 30%.

and

Deposit
Style

No stomp required for free brochure. Ugh' Entenoinmeni'.
1 DA /H0337294'

WE'LL DO OUR BEST TO BETTER IT!'
AND STILL GIVE YOU OUR EXCELLENT AFTER SALES

helcieih

DECKS - AMPS - CABS
UTES - CONTROLLERS
fa. lar
L,yyy H, Gn.y.xt
e arl.
ewe
by y..
WIN lea .,
Mr I.,D, le ese-

Freepost (N. Opeklneiin Umtred. Luton LU3

WE PAY THE VAT

and cabinet

E15 F.eh

+KtMel

DISCOLANO

w+ IL
'Mwnss4.wN
Rr.ew«e.

The Disco's

.

IF YOU'RE OFFERED A GOOD DEAL SOMEWHERE ELSE,

for IIt9Mea1

M M.,er L.e er
Ilia«luir,

Gem

cte

-

Neu order

PIN SPOT SPECIAL

OPTIKINETICS
OPTIKINETICS
5snfMMasuredell«vLliNI.(0

Full range of Disco and Lighting Equipment

-6

SPECIAL

153[Hl.,aelm Ar

WTDIRERAT

sq
.r`
ONb SÑO-WROOM NOW OPEN

n

ny .r..r,14.

tell

Nap from EA/

.f J

THORNEY LANE SOUTH, IVER
BUCKS
Tel. (0753) 653171

10

DECK STANDS

[L.!

STEREO GRAPHIC 300 WATTS

io

01-868 8637

10

,

I«E.1mM...woaTa

14.,,E

(tei

y.wwM.

ISCO CENTRE

OPEN MONSAT

tee

dep

HIgh,Powered Sound Systems on demo, inc:
HH MOS-FETS, CONCERT PA,
Ev ELIMINATORS, ADC & DBX
SOUND PROCESSORS

.rll.

f1n
Vt

f
e4

C.yt1. rot rue*

L

Y

-

DISCO BARN

.P VAIL 000E7,-CCYSS. HIRE,REPAIle

rWCDin MqMow DOSu
IM 01ert ME 11L.e 0TI1n
tn« 110 5r.r« 100 0yleH

an* 4.«.Iw Iq. Motel OWLS
upon ea 0N
xD+ ex wwm

,enrrrN dry,ry
"mum.. Ir
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eo"nlw,111

.:

'I

20

n0

Lew

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

350 RAYNERSILANE.

SNMerDILla

M.r Y..e 1rVe if mu Dilen
m M. me M. pssu
/al Dl.a.a f pDlm

SOUND TO LIGHT. STROBES, DRY ICE AND BUBBLE
MACHINES. SNAKE LIGHTS, LASERS. ETC. ETC.
Send saeafor

LLw

I.xe

~Weer.

O.IT C>fe.ee
IM

o.e

ILL

ar
..,oui
rlrN.n,lne.l.bwnd«elr
.am.,

(.. (mewl 51Isw
x.., eon Lo. ~en
MN67.(y.
112 DC

Beams

The "COMMA SINTNALTTE"

Llr., Cegkr. ,m.. Ill Me A.. En
]x.ImCr«yw414.-NNPm150C..M

Ir x0 Coy.

Stich

TNINKINLITlS

ROM CITRONIC

(awreSyerer.lnfnn.IrCns.

~

Ret.lin 9

*

Only £4.95
tee's. I

I

THE AVON STEREO CONSOLE
InORn..h,umri
cud,
0 I E1S
tMl1 Mh.,
n

xN 5500 0

Hirt( DSC.1a,
Cel.re rL need L IyC (.4
Kw. D.eYAeDD4I1
III er".nnDDur-,

ma
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00

e..

Powered

*

CREDO FACILITIES

Order By Phan.

eLe..ne el
.e,V
ta Rnn w.,.. o2.%

Net dry

A

len.red,MI In.r
. ens
Y.....

A.m

1

7

4

ONLY £89 PIP E5.00
BUY DIRECT TO YOUR DOOR

PISCO -II

L. !««.W,

SEW
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WATTS STEORO ST TY AC

A. eels h,

L.11471)T

NEW

Driyw.
TeO one

MAIM
150 WATTS MONO
ANA, S.'. - Came - Mirk + L.«
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f0

0ris

NEW VISION

w CNi - r.... - Ca,ad fM

ONLY E10 MmR
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4iy,
Cenr..
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PLENTY OF POWER
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18, 1980

home with unique
Free

I

Dept. RM. 7 Heaton Close.
Newark, Notts

PROFESSIONAL'
will 055181
BROADCASTER
you in realising your full
potential. Remember, for
radio opportunities. the
best audition tapes come
Med Air Broadfrom
casting Studios, Henley
Tel: 04912 6685

-

I

44
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Personal
Ian (161

-

wants female pen-

friend/girlfriend to go to

Concerts etc, must be 1416 and live in London area
S
Write with photo lo
!Sage. 275 High Street
South, 'East Ham. London

-

NICE LOOKING shy guy
22 needs genuine, caring
female who wears sexy
knee length socks who
could visit me, must be -into music. sex, arts, countryside. Letters with photo
answered.
25 Keymer

Close

WO GOOD looking
emales need two fun teeing lellas to liven up borne evenings Glasgow
a rea
Box 2692
QUIET BOY, 19, needs
n on -smoking tldy(ish),
q ulethsh) girl for relations hrp and outings. Solihull
a rea. Must love rock
and
all other music, Lizzy,
Priest, etc Photo appreciated Andy.
110
Aiderbrook Road, Solihull,
WM 891 'INS.
SINCERE MALE, shy and
very lonely, aged 20 warm
1

METAL

HEAVY

18, 1980

-

Eastbourne,

Sussex
PENFRIENDS GALORE:
All ages Free brochure
'from
Leisure Times,
(A44), Cherley. Lancs.
TALL DARK.HAIRED guy,
23 seeks t8rr haired girl
to write/meet.
Sox is)
STEVE SEEKS pretty
girlfriend.
Steve. 61,
Hendre Road, Rumney,
Cardiff
EALING GUY 22, fair,
average looks, into soul

-

-

-

PENFRIENDS

-

Lancashire .area, or
anywhere
Box 2693
GIRIL PENFRIENDS

-

-

wanted, over 21
Mr
DaveTaberner, 64 Wilhnell
Road Blackpool. Lancs.
BRIAN, 19, into travelling,
cinema, dices, anything

seeks caring

new,

girlfriend 16+, for friendship and outings.
Box

-

tilt

For Sale
O

T

O

soh.

onto....

PHOTOGRAPHS

send

H

-E A D
Oftklal

Bomber Silver disc; New
design Rock Invaders with
Autumn tour dates on
back: Tees £3.50, sweats
£5.50 Inc postage, state
size, Godzilla 35 Upper
Accommodation Road,
Leeds 9

REJECTS,

Clash, Crass. Dead Kennedys Damned, Pistols,
Toyah, Sid, Vibrators,
Siouxsie, UK Subs, Ruts,
etc. Badges 20p each +

S

CINDERMILLS ROAD

many

B95SR.
BOWIE FILM '73 last cohcent Hamme/smllh Super
100

2779.

fl, Offers.

- 0i-6¢0

GENUINE STEEL/Enamel
Promotions, 16
Badges (not plastic):
Road,
AC/DC, Rush, Zeppelin,
Floyd, Genesis, Skynyrd,
Maidenhead,
Berks.
music, cinema, seeks
Stones Ouo, Whilesnake,
PRESLEY items
girlfriend. 18.25 tor friend- for friendship, reply -ELVIS
Iron Cross, plus many
Role
records
also
'n'
Rock
ship. Looks unimportant- guaranteed.
Box 2698
more 60p each. Catalogue
relist
please,
send
no
EalinglWembley area_
RICK, 23, shy, lonely Into quirements SAE Adverwith every order. or
Box 2696.
seeks tiser, 31 Salisbury Man- free
music,
'60s
send SAE Hundreds of
MADNESSIFAN, 22, would girlfriend for good times
buttons, crystals, patches,
sions, St Anries Road,
like to hear from other ALA.
Box 2699.
Wanted female Elvis_ scarves. programmes.
Madness fans, also SKIN SEEKS girl Into N15.
Badge Co., 59, P ccadilly.
anyone else who would Skalpunk anywhere penpals, anywhere.
Manchester.
PIN-ONS,
SEW-ONS and
me
to
like to accompany
around London. ALA.
BOLAN BADGES. Small
'Rock Scarves'. Free lists
concerts on their next Box 2700.
20p, large (3 designs) 30p
fantastic
hundreds
of
of
tour.- Box 2691.
PHIL, 23, quiet, nice lookeach. SAE to: HPW Proing, likes Siouxsie. SLF, offers sent with your
motions. 207 Stoke Road,
means
,Note:
(SB)
order.
ovCE I row A n Ate-.-..
Simple Minds, also sport,
Slough SL2 5AX.
(LB)
cinema, travel, etc, has small pin -on badge.
n
corer
!Ardor
durwnoa
JAM TICKETS for sale
large badge, (P)
hot.r(nnrluw /unar mrn and
transport. seeks quiet means
evenings only ring Alan,
-on
patch,
means
sew
IS)
friendly girl with similar in01 -841 8450
MM Jn und
harr. p.
silk type screen
s
terests for gigs and means
POLICE KEY fobs in two
.w ha.r Arlr.+d r.w,.nd, nl
(2)
scar!,
printed
rock
outings, friendship Man designs: number one
mu arr. Omagh Air ,o1
means number of different
Chester, anywhere
u
1980 tour or
:rrH.axr. rough
designs of badge, patch, shaped
Box 2701
h,rA Par ,mph. .hnwrli ,...goa
Please write
leather, £1 each. £1:50 for
3P
2SB
AC/DC
(2LB
scarf.
p.oplr morn, and rrpandmx Mar
ARE YOU seeking conMartin,
39 Wark
two
C
Black Sabbath (2LB
wmi too I'ho.r p o, Lod Jot Or
tacts in occult, witchcraft, 1S),
Avenue. Shiremoor. N
1SB 3P). Blondle (7LB 6 SB
Ialr rrwriani.Mry
communes, etc? Pen IP 1S), Clash (3B 2SB 1P)
Tyneside.
friends in all areas and Crass (1LB IP), Deep PurONE AC/DC ticket Ham
TT
i..ew,,..
throughout USA. Canada ple (1LB 2SB 2P), Eagles
mersmilh, November 121h,
er.
etc. Stamp please
sixth row, will sell for lace
value plus cost of advert,
Worldwide Baraka, The 11SBGenesis
SB 11P) 1S).. Girlsc(hool
FIND FRIENDSHIP Golden Wheel, Liverpool. (1LB), Hawkwind (2LB 1SB £7.
Geoff, 13, Cromer
through me, stamp brings L15 3HT.
Road, Chadwell Heath.
1P), Iron Maiden (2LB 1SB
June I LOVE you Sandra.
RM66ND.
tree details
Essex
2P),
Kiss
sSB
2P 1S),
)3LB
Maughn. 60 Ellesmere GUY, 23, sincere and con- Lynyrd Skynrd (1LB 1SB
DAVID ESSEX 1980 Tour
set of ten 5" x 3'77" colour
Road. Newcastle upon siderate seeks shy, 1P)I Led Zeppelin )2LB
photos onry- £3.20
Tyne
honest, lonely girl, any 1SB 2P 1S), Sammy Hagar
Flinders. 5, Main Street,
GIRL. 20, seeks tall, at- age, anywhere, for friend. (1L8 1P, Krokus (1LB 1P),
Stanton-by-Dalé, Ilkeston,
tractive guy. Glasgow ship. Box 2703
3SB 1S),
Box 10CC FANATIC: Sincere Gary Numan (5LB 1SB 2P),
Derbys. area. photo please.
(1LB
Pink
Floyd
ABBA PICTURES, cuttings
2648
male. 23: very shy, living In Police (3LB 5S8 2P 1S). PIL
NonFRIENDSHIP
£1 for each group of
area
'send
GENUINE
Forest Gate
12LB 1SB 1P), Queen (6LB
can be' yours! Write to
drinker, but not tight. Into 2S8 2P) Rainbow (2LB cuttings required. Brian,
Destiny Introductions, 10CC, records. cinema, 1SB 5P 1S), Rush 2LB 2SB 51, Salisbury Road,
Blackpool FY 150J.
'
RM),, 12 Richardson writing etc. Would like lo
Saxon )1LB 2SB 1P
PERSONALISED BADGES
Street, Trebanos, meet any young ladies 2P),
15), Pistols (9LB 6SB 1P
ins diameter. Your
2'W
'Swansea.
between 21-23rsh. Photo -TS). Scorpions (1LB 1SB
AMERICAN AND appreciated. Box 2618. 1P), Status Quo (5LB 4S8 wording and/or artwork
printed black on various
(Canadian penlrfends WORLDWIDE PEN - 3P
Thin
Lizzy
1S),
(1 LB 1St
urgently need friends in FRIENDS Service. SAE 3P 1S), Tygers (1), UFO coloured backgrounds.
Prices per design 50p
UK for airmail details details
WPCR, 39A
1SB 2P), Six (9LB 9S0
£1.40, 6
£2 50,
each. 3
write
Letlerstream, Box Hatherleigh Road. Ruislip (2LB
1P 1S), Whttesnake (2LB
£6, 50
12
£3.50, 25
2535. Brooklyn, NY 11202, Manor, Middlesex
2SB 2P 1S). Van Halen
£15, 200
£24,
£10, 100
USA.
NEW FRIENDS from (2LB 1£SB 1P), David
£95 or
£50, 1000
500
AA FOR penfriends, per - photographs. Send stamp Bowie (7LB 3SB 1S), Who
send any photo, cutting,
sonal friends, marriage for free brochure.
5
any
1S).
Order
1SB
drawing. etc. to be press,partners Efficient, Dovetlnc, A16. PO BOX 100, (1LB
pin-ons or any 2 sew on
ed into an individual badge
reliable, Inexpensive. One Haywards Heath, Sussex.
patches or any rock scarf
7
25p each 6 different £1, 14
membership
inyear's
JANE SCOTT, genuine
£1 (plus
Atlan- troductions opposite sex, and send onlyaddressed
for £2. Prices Include p +
Free details from
self
brochure sent free
34, with sincerity and stamped
strong envelope. p.withFull every
order. M.
Beaconsfield Avenue. Col- thoughtfulness.
Details
customers
8 School Lane,
Nickson,
chester CO3 3DJ. Tree, SAE to Jane Scott. Overseas
please
Eire)
(including
Telephone (0206144884.
RM. North Street, note: Payment only in Birkenhead, Merseyside.
MAKE FRIENDS with our Quadrant.. Brighton,
ROCKPILE TICKETS, foer,
British money (sterling) by
help Dates Unlimited, 2/4 Sussex TN1 3GS.
October 23rd Guildford.
or money order
Chichester Rents, USA I CANADA. Live, cheque
Ring 01 398 5727.
Chancery Lane, London work, travel, seasonal and send two International
BEATLES BUTTON
for
5
Reply
Coupons
WC2A 1EJ
employment, working badges or 2 patches or badges. b/w, 32 different
SHY? holidays. penfriends, etc one rock scarf for return designs, 25p each, 5 for £1
,Overcome Loneliness. Send 75p PO for detailed
SAE details. Magical
date anyone you fancy! magazine of opportunities postage. Pholosouveni'rs Mystery Store, 24 North
Read 'Lovers and 10
North America Club, )Fastpost), 23 Leicester
Street Liverpool,
John
Friends' Lots of Informa- 477. Cheetham Hill Road, Road. Fatlsworih, Man- Merseyside, L29RP
chester M23 0GW.
tion plus addresses. sent Manchester M8 7LR.
in plain brown envelope. UFOS
EXIST!
SAE
£1.
Lovers and Friends. details, British UFO SocieCROMBEY TYPE COATS
Hamilton House, Slaver - ty. 38140 Grafton Way,
£17.99
ton, Tonnes, Devon.
London WC1.
SPOTS
ACNE
OPPOSITE SEX, partners
BLACK & NAVY
'Pimples use Yarrow Her- found!!)
It's FREE at IN.
State colour and size
bal Skintoner for good TERDATE! Rush letters
Send Cheque etc, + PAP for £1.25 to
results 100mi bottle £1.10 describing yourselves +
to
'Home Herbals' SAE ro Box 2009. Record
SPOTRISE
McArthurs, Gasjerry Mirror, 40 Long Acre, Lon.
22 HIGH STREET, GRAVESEND, KENT
ems
Road. Bristol
don WC2.
2697

BOY. 18. seeks 16-18 in
Luton area. Bedfordshire

SAE H
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P W
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ONLY

selection

from the Gigplx collection
includes .. AC/DC, Bad
Company, Barclay James
Harvest, '80, Blondle.
,

more, Send 40p for list,
and your FREE Rock 'n'
Roll poster you will be proud to own. 'Vintage
Posters,' 129 Bordesley
Green East, Birmingham

8,

week's

This

ROCK 'n' ROLL posters 8
Elvis, Vincent,

Cochran Holly.

-

SIZE
FERENT PRINTS
5" x 345' (en p&p). TOP
BANDS & ARTISTS PICTURED LIVE ON STAGE.

MOIMIIRTM, WEST YORK

'badges,

OFFICIAL

-

SIPRESS

Rats,

Boomtown
Cale

&

John

David Essex,
Peter Gabriel & Band '79,

Hotrods,

T-SHIRTS. Send SAE

Hawklords, Hawkwind/Reading FCSlival '77,
Steve Hlllage & Band '76.

The

Jam/Rainbow Theatre
London '79. Judas Priest
'80,

Lindisfarne,

Miles &
Nelson's

Band,

&

-

to

Girlschool, c/o Holy Tshirts, 15 Great Western
Road, London W9.
OFFICIAL Tour
RUSH
Souvenirs, send SAE to
Rush, c/o Holy T-shirts, 15

-

Great Western Road, London W9.
T-shirts,
WHIRLWIND
send SAE to Whirlwind,
c/o Holy T-shirts. 15 Great
Western Road, London
W9.
OfBLACK SABBATH
ficial Tour Souvenirs, send
SAE to Black Sabbath, c/o
Holy T-shirts, 15 Great
Western Road. London

-

John

BIII

Red Noise.
Osibisa, Graham Parker &
The Rumour, The Police
Brighton '79, Suzi Quatro
'78, Queen, RezIllos,
Runaways. Sad Cafe,

Siouxsle

-

GIRLSCHOOL

Gallagher '80,

Generation X, Ian Gillan
Band '78, Girischool,
Steve Hackett & Band.

Iron Maiden,

-

white. State
waist.
Cheque i PO to
J. Cosgrove, 10 Gurton 1
Road Coggeshall, Essex,
REBEL PATCHES 86, x Sin SEND YOUR tavourlfe
photo, snapshot, picture,
£1.50. SWASTIKA ARMBANDS £1,95. NAZI IRON newsclipping any size),
up on lo a
CROSS £3.50. Rebel Flags we will blow
14In x 18in photo 20ín X tlin £4.95. Hand giant
lust
for
£4, original
poster
£3.95.
Grenades (replica)
Sword Co, 92B High returned undamaged, no I
needed
negative
Sussex.
Ucktleld,
Street,
26
X-RAY SPECS. Amazing il- General Publishing
lusion to see right through Brown Street, ManM21DN,
chester,
your
everything, bones in
hand. yolk In an egg girls' ELVIS LEGACY: Sullivan
on
clothes etc. only £1 post shows live experience
.
Matchrlle, tour and more
free from
package
Membership
£2
Frampton,
Road,
School
C. Macklean, Cuduttiel
Cotlerell, Bristol, BS17 toPost
Office,
Green
Drive.
2BX.
FREE GIFT & Free bumper Inverness
ban

catalogue with over 200
super jokes. Just send
SAE to Jokers Corner,
Dept R3, 167 Winchester
Road, Bristol BS4 3NJ

Band, Can. Elvis

Costello, Darts, Dr.
Feelgood, Eddie &
Rory

TROUSERS

50p p&p Sky blue,

11

£2.99 PER PACK OF 10 DIF-

let
SAExome,

SNC MIRRORS
R

MERCHANDISE:

COCKNEY

-

and

Enquiries

Many

bargains. heavy metal,
nostalgia, the '605. Bowie,
Kiss 1,000s others. Large
SAE reply Repeat Freei
Harlequin. 68 St. Petersgate Stockport.
COLOUR IN CONCERT

FLO

Pink Floyd
Rush
Rush Star
Also ºd de.ia a of motorbike

Trod.

M

posters sale.

-- Adnbaw

badge, 5x9

-

shirts, 15 Great Western
Road, London W9.
SWASTIKA RINGS £2.50.

comics, T-shirts and giant

Elliot Sabbath Non Maiden
_Thin Lirry

-

HAWKWIND

SAE £7.99
catalogue of books, Tour Souvenirs. Send
badges, patches. photos, to Hawkwind, cio Holy T. black,

Judos Priest

Saaon
Dep Purple

FINNISH ANO Swedish
Pentriends Write for free
details,
Pen Friend Service, PL27, SF -20801,
Turku 80, Finland

hearted, non-smoker, merchandising
to
ikes music, cinema, Lose; Motorhead Born
England;
walks, travel, gigs; seeks
quiet, caring female to
meet for steady, genuine
riendship and outings.

01011.11.o.

8TS

late!l

FREEI Our

FREE!

REAL ENAMEL
ROCK BADGES
AC/DC -Ttteona:.

WORLDWIDE, all ages
welcome SAE to
60
Ellesmere Road Benwell,
Newcastle on Tyne NE4

Banshees,

Slits '76, Split Enz, Status
Quo, Strangers '77, 10CC
'78, Thin Lizzy '76, Thin
Lizzy '79, Tourists, Tubes.
UFO '79, Undertones, Van
f
a
r G r a
D
e

-

W9.

WHOLESALE

BADGES,

parches, enamels,

.

Wray `roer
u

i

mar gire

K. .rr

ú:ow
Mrrw e.00or ad
Ow
Sat m. eau*. rñ
o.rtn
.nMm.
r ra,,,
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Records For Sale
JOHN'S CHILDREN'
Desdemona picture
sleeve
Bacon

-

38,;
Offers
Lane. Hayling

Island. Hants
1,500 ROCK SINGLES
1968-77 Abba rarities. early
Bee Gees, Elton. Glitter,

posters, photos, books,
magazines, high profit Melanie, Early Olivia l
Generator/Canada '76, margin items, suitable for Alice. Doobles ELO
Whllesnake '79, Wishbone shops, market traders, Queen, Wizard,' Slade.
Ash '76, etc. All lop -quality discos. clubs etc Send Sweet T Rex, Free. etc I
photos by professional 50p for list and samples to; Long SAE 64 SI Peters
photographers. Exclusive Harlequin Wholesale, 68 Avenue. Caversham,l
Reading 3
pack contains 10 different Si Petersgate, Stockport,
lull colour prints
slze 5' SKI.
PICTURE DISCS
o 3'6"
of same band (at MOTORHEAD
OFFICIAL TUBEWAY ARMY only £9
one venue & date) PRICE Tour Souvenirs Send SAE each. POLICE Message £9
PACK: £2.99, ex- to Motorhead, cio Holy T- each NICK STRAKER
PER
cluding p&p. per pack shirts, 15 Great Western BAND £5 each. Garry
UK/15p, Overseas/25p
Evans. 14 the Barton.
Road, London W9.
Send remittance not to:
Cobham. Surrey
GIGPIX COLORPACKS PHOTOGRAPHS: 10in x ROD STEWART LP picture
(R119), PO Box 22. 15
8in B/W closepups: Bush. disc. Linda Rondstadt picMarks Road, Wokingham,
Blondle, Osmonds, Essex, ture disc LP only £4.50
Berks, RG11 1NW (or send Pollee, Abba, Moodies, each post free
Mark
largish SAE for catalogue Floyd, Wings, 'Queen, Hawkins, PO Box If4,
detailing Britain's leading Quo, Joel. Roxy, Stones, Waverton Road. S -O-T ST2
range of colour concert Dylan. Stewart, Zeppelin. OUR.
photographs).
Mac. 10CC. Elton, SUZY/RED Stripes
POLICE 'ZENYATTA Mon- Genesis, Oldfleld. SAE for 'Seaside Woman (yellow i
datta' silk screened T- details: G. Smith, 21 Mann- boxed, Including badge I
shirts £3,50, sweatshirts £6 ingtree Close. Wimbledon postcards) mint Offers - 7
sml.
Sprintprint, 33 SW19 6ST.
St Johns Road. Barking.
Fleet Street,. Swindon, JOKES. EXPLODING Essex
Wilts.
BILLY JOEL promotional
pens, detonator,
AC/DC ANGUS silk shock lighters. electric
goggle LP 'Now Playing' very rare
screened T-shirts £3.50, eyes on springs, stink £8
Ph.11ip 0217833297
sweatshirts £6 sml.
bombs, cigarette bangs. after 5pm
Sprintprint, 33 Fleet smoke tablets. fart GREAT OFFER Chart
Street, Swindon. powder, volcanic sugar, singles 60p. ex -chart
Wiltshire.
Willie sugar, talking teeth, singles 25p send for free
RUSH LOGO silk screen- hairy hand, whooppee list
SAE Gold Star
ed T-shirts £3.50, sweat- cushion. red hot sweets,
Records. 3, Coniter
shirts £6 sm
Sprint- garlic sweets, laughing House, Brockley Road,
print, 33 Fleet Street, bags, foaming blood. London SE4
Swindon, Wiltshire.
HUMAN TELEKON yellow
bloody mouth
Mind gum, horrible chewing £5. UK Subs Brand New
PISTOLS 'NEVER
Curds,
The Bollocks' silk screen- luminous snot, vibrating Age Gear £5, Stranglers
Sprint - handshaker, metal flick Raven 3D £5. Vicious My
ed T-shirts sml.
print, 33 Fleet Street, combs, x-ray specs,
punk Way f4 (12") Numan ComSwindon, Wiltshire.
colour hairspray, magic plex 12" £4, AC/DC Touch
SAXON SILK screened T- foam streamers, sexy Too Much 12" £4, Cars
shirts £3.50, sweatshirts £6 banana (willie inside). blue picdisc £2.50, Jam
sml.
Sprintprint, 33 nude playing cards, grabit Underground extra EP
Fleet Street, Swindon, cushion, pet sea £2 50. Fox, Burning Car
Gates
Wiltshire.
monkeys. Over 200 super picdisc £2.50. Clash
UK SUBS OFFICIAL jokes. saucy jokes. of the West promo £5.
£2 50,
MERCHANDISING
masks, magic, badges, Roxy Strand tQ"
CRASH COURSE (new posters, fun for everyone ELO Sweet Talkin' 1Y'
album) T-shirts, badges, Send stamped addressed purple £3, Scorpions
£3.
stickers, NEW LINE UP envelope for bumpe; Lovedrive 12" red 12'
Colour pdster. Still in catalogue and free' gilt to: Slone Miss You pinkgreen
stock
old line-up Jokers Corner (Dept R2), £3. Police Message
to
photos, posters Tomor- 167 Winchester Road, £2 50, POs cheques
Square Disc, 401 High
rows Girls, Warhead. Bristol 8S4 3JN.
ell
EIS
London
Blues, T-shirts, badges, UK SUBS OFFICIAL COL- Street,
724694,
stickers, armbands bum OUR POSTER OF NEW 519 0144.0279 STONES,
BEATLES,
flaps etc. Send SAE for LINE UP, £1.50 Inc p&p
for auction
free listing of up to date Plorders, cheques to Slade. Presley
artists send tor
available merchandise and 'Scum of the Earth', UK plus other
Kent
Robert, 1
prices to: UK SUBS PRO- SUBS PRODUCTS PO details, WoOdsestate,
DUCTS. PO BOX 12. BOX 12, GUILDFORD. Road.
Wednesbut
GUILDFORD, SURREY.

-

-

CONCERT

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SURREY

Record Mlrrór, Ócfober

MESSAGE in a
Borne star shaped disc onPOLICE

it 50

Police ten Inch
album only £5 (double)
post tree, Mark Hawkins,
PO Box 114. Waverton
Road S-OT. ST2 OUR
HEAVY METAL, Neat 3
pack On original Neal
label Tygers 01 Pan Tang
Neat 03, Fist Neat 04,
White Spirit Neat 05.
Posters, stickers, badge,
£3 25 enc. p & p
Neal
Records. 71 High Street.
Wallsend, Tyne 8 Wear NE
ly

1

7RJ
AIMII STEWART, Knock
On Wood, 121n picture disc
28

promo only, very rare, few
copies pressed. price only
Mark Hawkins. PO
£9

-

Box 114. Waverton Road
S-O -T ST2 OUR
THOUSANDS OF oldies

from last 25 years. Bargain
paces Large SAE list
NO

II,

18b Rose

-

Road.

Canvey Island, Essex_

THE MOTOWN Story Box
Set contains 5 LPs. over,60
original hit songs. 5 LPs
for £8 50 post'Iree. Limited
stocks Send now to Mark
Hawkins, PO Box 114

Waverton Road. Stoke on
Trent ST2 OUR.

FREE OLDIES catalogue.
Over 1,500 to choose from,
all new Send 94 in x 612(n
SAE to Christopher Foss

Records 1R), 34A Paddington Street, London
WI

OVER 2,000 dillerenI
unplayed Golden Oldies
always in stock plus hundreds o1 LPs and recent
nil singles at very low
prices Send 15p stamp for

ROCK

tion

SINGLES

800

+

Waverly
York

collecSAE lists,
Street. Groves,

-9

DISCOUNT OLDIES.

Thousands of titles many
at SI each 1950-80 send
SAE (31 c) for Tree
catalogue to
Discount
Oldies. Box 64R. Bryn
Mawr. Perna, 19010. USA
RECORD FINDING Service. Those you want and
can't find, Thousands in
stock
will get II not. Any
artists. any records. Just
lot down those you need
and send with SAE
Don
Discs. 617 Edwards Walk
Arcade, Maldon, Essex
LPS FROM 30p. 45s from
10p
SAE
Pat. 24

-

-

-

Beaufort Avenub,
Blackpool.

PAST BLASTERS: Golden

oldies available '56 -'78, a
must of collectors, a Godsend for DJs. SAE
Val co, 24 Southwalk, Middleton, Sussex
MOLDLESS OLDIES 1,000s
available, 1955/79. Imports, deletions, collectors original UK labels.
Singles, EPs, LPs. SAE
Diskery, 86187 Western
Road. Hove. Sussex,
Callers welcome.
HUNDREDS OF hits, all
under 50p, Must be
cheapest around- SAE
63 Jervoise Drive,
Nor-Ihfield Birmingham.
JUAN ZEENUFF Records

-

-

back

again.

oldies Llsl;
13V7p

-

Bargain

extra large
SAE. Valley Rise,
5

Castle Close.

Castle

Hedingham, Essex,
BOLAN, WIZARD, Mislil,
Cage list Gemini Records. Kolr Spires, autographed
123 George
Offers Roy. 14.
Street, photo.
Mablethorpe, Lince
York Terrace. Whitby,
JAPANESE PICTURE Yorkshire.
sleeve. singles. all £2 50 ABBA VOL II Canadian imalso 12" Winner- 12"
each. Deep Purple. port,
Fireball. Highway Star. I Have A Dream plus lots
rarities and Abba
more
Woman From Tokyo. Burn.
Lady Double Dealer, Pink merchandise. SAE to
19. Thornton
Abba-Iles.
These
Floyd
One Of
Days. Kiss Calling Dr Lodge Road. Huddersfield.
Yorkshire.
-et
Ride,
Rock
Love.
Christine SIX teen. Hard RECORD FAYRE
Hammersmith
Luck Woman, AC/DC 'Clarendon'
16th November_
Rock N Roll Damnation. Sunday
12 till
POs. cheques to S.D. 401 Admission 30 pence
to Punk The Cosy
High Street. London E15, 5 Rock
Fayre
01 519 0144
DISCO collection
DISCO 71n, 1970 - 1980 12" 1976 - 1980 + 7"ers
1960s soul 100's
' 5005 at 20p
demos rarities. SAE
many
rarities collections bought list, Tel (0783) 864266.
Vinyl Deand sold
RARITIES. Personal
mand. 92a Trafalgar Street 10.000
amazing items,
(entrance Redcross collection,
New Wave / Rock I Punk I
(0273)
Street). Brighton.
Reggae / HM / Pop 1 Glam
608806
American and British
NO NEED to home tape
demos and mono I stereo
Get cheap singles, albums promos I
d cs /
from us! Large SAE. 73
colicture sleevespicture
Walersplash Road. Shep- oureds I deletions I
perton. Middx.
I albums I while
12"ers
RAVE SOUNDS, 1952-80
labels I acetates i test
all styles, large SAE
20
I rare Imports I
Brownsbridge Road. pressings
for starters.
and that s
Southam, Leamington, Hundreds lust
of artists. Large
Warwickshire.
SAE (17p stamp) for latest
FROM list of 1,000- The best fist

-

-

-

-

DIRECT

JAPAN/USA!!!

-

WANTED. SUZI

RADIO CAROLINE News.

Interviews,

el. 104536)78891.

T

ABSOLUTELY ALL your
unwanted LPs, cassettes,

-

--

HOUSE. NORTH
STREET, MILVERTON,
IVY

SOMERSET

EXPERIENCED

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

*

*

stati

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Crescent,

Linlhwaite,

how much cared Please.
please, please WYGOWM.
I'll love you forever. Nick
xxx.
I

POSTERS
22 MOOR STRUT

BIRMINGHAM
ADD 45p poet/packing

112 Posters,

SMALLS

- order form

my advertisement under the heading
insertionls) commencing issue dated
.... . .
I enclose a cheque/postal order for

p3

FRIENDS. SITUATIONS
VAC C
CLUBS,
RECANT. RECORDS FOR SALE. FOR SALE
RECORDS WANTED.INSTRUMENTS
RECORDS
TUITION.SPECIAL
SITUATIONS WANTED.
ocher Drosteose, trade announcements too vpr
and

N.

MIRROR
ALL SMALL ADS MUST

BE

1

words le BOLD Noe Se Re, waM

vox NUMBERS
Iwo words Dios

SOP

se..

$EMI DISPLAY sdvMv,nd
012 Pe, rnvle co.umn mcN

O 25

4w

.

ACCEPTED

Ott"

.

u,pie column cen11.1 re

Imo worn CMPM.roosu, O,de, lo
Smee An, Dept. Record M,rrp. 10 Loeq Acre.
Landon WQE lJr.

.Send c.+moisied
,

Name
Address

rM

to cover the cost made payable to RECORD

Ise

SERIES DISCOUNTS
5% for 6 meet eons
7% tot 13 menro.n
10% fa 26 m.sow ,
12% t052 .,senors

lot

pock

STRICTLT PREPAID ST CIEOUE OR POSTAL ORDER. CASH WILL NOT 81

oed

Alin, I,rcl eon

Sp

wine one

tor

PLEASE PUBLISH

Conditions

Effective from October 19791
i

CARDS &

RING
01.836 1522

I

i

-

TO ADVERTISE
ON' THIS PAGE

Huddersfield
JAYNE, IF love were a
teardrop would cry you
an ocean If only you knew

Rotas

1

-

-

-

Thousands -91 second
hand records Send 15p
Gwyndd. Wales.

Love

-

-

you've seen. The

SAE for FREE 25p page
catalogue COB RECORDS
IRM 10), Porthmadog.

I

-

-

PROMOTIONS,

-

Chinese, hope song gets
played on T'Radio
Fat
Come y

-

-

RS

NO

-

-

RM)

comment in
10. Send 50p
IBullelln No 9 stilt
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DON T STAND SO CLOSE TO ME. Police
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AND THE BIRDS WERE SINGING. Sweet People
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World
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RAK
SMOKIE S HITS, Smoke
Canine
WHEELS OF STEEL Saxon'
Warner Brothers
RUMOURS Fleetwood Mat
Jet
XANADU Soundtrack
Chrysalis
VANE Still Little Fingers
Warner Brolnérs
ONE STEP CLOSER. Dooble Brothers
FRESH FRUIT FOR ROTTING VEGETABLES
Cherry Red
Dead Kennedys
SIIII
NEW HOPE FOR THE WRETCHED. Plasmntics
Charisma
DUKE. Genesis
CBS
GLASS HOUSES. Billy Joel
Chrysalis
MICHAEL SCHENKER GROUP Michael Schenker Group
CBS
WAR OF THE WORLDS Jeff Wayne s Musical Version
ABM
BEAT CRAZY Joe Jackson
Warner Brother,
BORDER LINE Ry Coodee
Rolling Slone
EMOTIONAL RESCUE, Rolling Stones
Eleklla
SHADOWS AND-LIGHT JonIMIIChell
Harvest
DEEPEST PURPLE Deep Purple
POIymer
COUNTRY ROUND UP Varldus
EMI
UPRISING Bob Marley
Island
CLUES Robert Palmer
Ineydor
MCVICAR Roger Daltrey
Chrysalis
LIVING IN A FANTASY, Leo Sayer
ASH
ME MYSELF I Joan Armalrading
Wh,ll,eld
GREATEST HITS Rose Royce
RCA
24 CARAT, Al Stewart
ASIA
TRUE COLOURS, S011t En7
RSO
FAME, Soundtrack
Vertigo
TWELVE GOLD BARS Status Duo
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SCARY MONSTERS AND SUPER CREEPS
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BEATIN'THE ODDS
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ME MYSELF

13
14
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The Police
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David Bowie
Madness
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EMI -Amena
DREAMING. Clrll Richard
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LOOK IN' FOR LOVE, Johnny Lee
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Amy
Holland
DO
l
SURVIVE.
22 HOW
2
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26
DREAMER, Superuamp
2
Cowman
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AGAIN.
Willie
THE
ROAD
28
ON
2
Ansia
MIDNIGHT ROCKS, Al Stewart
2
25
Warner Bros
WHIP IT. Devo
26 31
Mall and John Oates RCA
27 34 YOU'VE LOST THAT LOVIN FEEUNG. Daryl
Eon
38 LOVELY ONE. The Jecksons
28
Warner Bros
-Felten Band
29
29 WHO'LL BE THE FOOL TONIGHT, Lateen
REO
30
33 OUT HERE ON MY OWN lrene Cara
Band
Epic
31
32 THE LEGEND OF WOOLEY SWAMP The Charlie Daniels
Cotllllon
32
37 LET ME BE YOUR ANGEL. Stacy 1011,540
Asylum
Browne
Jackson
44
THAT
SING,
GIRL
COULD
33
Casablanca
I M ALMOST READY Pure Prairie League
35 36
warner Brea
35 15 MORE THAN I CAN SAY. Leo Sayer
Casabanca
36 40 WALK AWAY. Donna Summer
Eicher,
TOUCH AND GO The Cara
37 39
Murray
Capitol
Anne
I
HAVE
THIS
DANCE.
41
COULD
38
Ronmg Stones
43 SHE'S SO COLD. The Roling Stones
39
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Par
Benaur
SHOT,
BEST
40
ME
YOUR
HIT
WITH
59
RSO
11
19
FA ME, Irene Cara
Polydo,
12 48 WITHOUT YOUR LOVE Roger Daltrey
AllanIK
43
47 YOU SHOOK ME ALL NIGHT LONG, ACIDC
ARC 'Columbia
44
46
LET ME TALK. Earth, Wind 8 Flee
MCA
45 13
ALL OVER THE WORLD. Electric Leant Orchestra
ASH
46 52 -LIVE EVERY MINUTE Ali Thomson
Arm%
47 23
NO NIGHT SO LONG, Dionne Warwick
Knsnner
4,8
57 HOLD ON Kansas
49 30
YOU'LL ACCOMP'NY ME Bob Seger U The Silver Butter Band Canna,
RCA
THEME FROM THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Waylon Jennings
50 60
Rlva
64
THIS TIME. John Cougar
51
EMI-Amerrea
52 62 CRY LIKE A BABY, KIM Carnes
Capitol
53 63
IF YOU SHOULD SAIL, Nlelsenl Pearson
Motown
HEROES Commodores
59
54
Warner Bros
55
75 NEVER BE THE SAME, Christopher Cross
United *111515
56 66
TURNING JAPANESE The Vapors
ColuIO,a
57
35
DON'T ASK ME WHY, Bray Joel
EPic
58
69
M HAPPY THAT LOVE HAS FOUND YOU Jimmy Hall
Warner Moo
59 42
ONE IN A MILLION YOU, Larry Graham
Columba
60
SOMETIMES A FANTASY, Billy Joel
49
Roiling Stones
81
EMOTIONAL RESCUE The Rolling Stones
Cameos
52 50
SOMEONE THAT USED TO LOVE Nalane Cole
63 53 YOU'RE THE ONLY WOMAN. Ambro,a
Warner Bros
PIR
64 54
CAN'T WE TRY Teddy Pendergrass
Polydor
65 51
MY PRAYER Ray Goodmanb Brown
Arista
66 58
ANGELINE. The Allman Brntheeb'Band
67 70 CASE OF YOU Frank Slallone
Scott, Bros
6I 65 GIRL DON T LET R GET YOU DOWN. O Jays
TSOP
69
BELIEVE IN YOU Don Williams
MCA
70
RSO
LOVE THEME FROM SHOGUN Meco
Asyum
71
EVERYBODY'S GOT TO LEARN SOMETIME The ICON,'
72
AICO
A LITTLE IS ENOUGH Pele Townshend
73
WHO WERE YOUTHINKIN' OF.
Dandy & The Doolittle Band
ColunIOR
74
61
MCA
DON T YOU WANNA PLAY THIS GAME NO MORE Elton John
I GOT YOU, Spill Enc
ABM
75 67
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MORE SPECIALS
NEVER FOREVER
GUILTY

6

77

1
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4

1
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ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST, Oueon
Eleklr4
WOMAN IN LOVE Barbra Sbersand
Colunto14
UPSIDE DOWN. Dana Ross
Motown
ALL OUT OF LOVE. Au Supply
Arr51a
HE'S SO SHY Pointer Sisters
Planet
Ararnar Bros
REAL LOVE. The Dnoble Bremen
I'M ALRIGHT, Kenny Loggins
Coluano.s
MCA
X ANADU 011114 New1On'JOhBIElectrIK UM Orchestra
Elettra
MINN' MY LIFE AWAY Edam Rabbet
Warner Bran
LATE IN THE EVENING, Paul Some
Gotten
THE WANDERER Donna Sommer
NEVER KNEW LOVE LIKE THIS BEFORE Stephanie Mips lOIn Cenwll
Warner
Bros
Simon
Carty
JESSE,
OrestIWarner Pena
GIVE ME THE NIGHT. George Benson
Eleklra
HOT ROD HEARTS. Robbie Dupree
CMWn6u
LOOK WHAT YOU'VE DONE TO I.IE. Bol Scaggs
LIEerty
20 LADY. Kenny Rogers
Motown
I'M COMING OUT, Diana Ross
21
Tanta
MASTER BLASTER. Steote Worrier

32

ON THE face of it, the absence of Paul McCartney's
12 -inch -only

2
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ABM
ZENYATTA MONDATTA Police
GUILTY, Barbra Sbosand
CBS
ABSOLUTELY, Madness
$11/1
K Ter
MOUNTING EXCREMENT Vurous
EMI
NEVER FOREVER Kate Bush
RCA
SCARY MONSTERS 8 SUPER CREEPS, David Bowie
Vertigo
CHINATOWN. Thin LISzy
THE VERY BEST OF DON MCLE AN, Don McLean
Untied knots.
MORE SPECIALS. Specials
Arista
MANILOW MAGIC Barry Man110w
A6M
BREAKING GLASS Haze10'Connor
AIM
PARIS, Superlramp
Ewe
TRIUMPH, Jackson,
K Tet
THE LOVE ALBUM Varldus
P011511r
I AM WOMAN Various
Graduate
SIGNING OFF UB40
Polydor
MONSTERS OF ROCK. Venous
Polydor
FLESH AND BLOOD, Retry Music
A1,ola
GOLD, Three Degrees
Warner Brothers
GIVE ME THE NIGHT George Benson
K Tel
A TOUCH OF LOVE, Gladys Knight 8 The Pips
Warner Brothers
NOW WE MAY BEGIN. Randy Crawford
Magnet
MIDNITE DYNAMOS Matchbox
A6M
REOGATTA DE BLANC Police
PAULINE MURRAY 8 THE INVISIBLE GIRLS
Elusive
Pauline Murray 6 The Invisible Girls
Motown
DIANA Diana Ross
Beggars Banquet
TELEKON, Gary Numan
EMI
I'M NO HERO.CIdl Richard
Atlantic
BACK IN BLACK ACI DC
Arlola
SKY 2 Sky
A&M
OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR. Police
O22Y OSBOURNE S BLIZZARD OF 022
Jet
021y Osooumé s Blizzard of Ola
Verge,
THE ABSOLUTE GAME. Skids
EMI,v
THE GAME Queen
Mercury '
KILIMANJARO Teardrop Eaplodes
Virgin
GLORY ROAD G,llan
Wrern
BLACK SEA XTC
Epic/Oleveland
BAT OUT OF HELL. Meal Loaf
Go Feet
JUST CAN'T STOP IT The Beat
Charisma
CONTRACTURAL OBLIGATION ALBUM, Monty Pylhoh
Virgin
GRINS BEAR IT Ruts
F Beal
SECONDS OF PLEASURE. Rockpile
Arista
READY. Blues Band
Gem
CRASH COURSE. UK Subs
Epic
OFF THE WALL Michael Jackson
Anemic
DRAMA. Yes
Polydor
CHANGE OF ADDRESS Ghadows

THE INVISIBLE GIRLS

THE OFFICIAL BOOTLEG
BLOCK SEA
THE ABSOLUTE GAME
PARIS

CHINATOWN
17 KILLING JOKE
18 BEAT CRAZY
MONTY PYTHON S CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATION
19
MAKING MOVIES
20
16

CUT PRICE OFFERS AT MOST VIRGIN STORES THIS WEEK

Specials
Kale Flush
Barbra Slrelsand
Pauline Murray
Molly Hatchet
Joan Armaludmg
Blues Band
XTC

Skirts
Superlramp
Thin L1009

Killing Joke
Joo Jackson
Monty Python
Due Snaps

effort'Temporary Secretary from the chart

Is

surprising. Just 11 days after release it was the highest
ranked record outside the chart at No. 76, and looked set
for at least a modest chart run. Subsequently, however, it
has tumbled to No. 121. ' Why?", I hear you all chant In
something approaching unison.

available from your local post-office, to cover return postage
Charllile's recent listing of Queen's album chart placings led to
a flurry of requests from readers for a similar feature on their own
particular lave raves. I intend to work Through most of them over
the nest Lew weeks a1 a moderately brisk pace. It seemed
appropriate to kick oil this particular leaturelle with a recap of Led
Zeppelin's album chart -log, bearing in mind the current
uncertainty about the future of the band following the recent
death of John Bonham. Since its formation In 1969 Zep has
released nine albums, all have gone Top 10 in both Britain and
America, and the last eight have each reached No. in Britain. Six
of them have topped both the Brhlsh and'Amerlcan Charts. HIT LOG: 'Led Zeppelin I' (19691 UK No. 6, US No, 10; Led Zeppelin 2'
(1969) UK 8 US No. 1; 'Led Zeppelin 3' 119701 UK 8 US No. 1:
'Runes' (1971) UK No. 1. US No. 2; 'Houses 01 The Holy' 119731
UK 8 US No. 1: 'Physical Ora1111IJ' (1975) UK & US No. 1;
'Presence' (1976) UK & US No. 1; 'The Song Remains The Same'
(1978) UK No. 1, US NO. 2; 'In Through The Oul Door' (19791 UK &

Charllile enquiries reveal that only 15.000 copies of the disc
were pressed and having rid itself of the lot EMI anticipates no
further pressing, 'Temporary Secretary' Is. of course, also
available on the 'McCartney II' album hut. the 101/2 minute 'Secret
Friend' is otherwise completely unavailable and Is Vol of
suffic ently Inspired quality to stand a realistic Chance of turning
up elsewhere in the near future. Bearing Thal in mind Ws' probably ,
well worth Investing ire the 12.incher,
Mention of McCartney brings me fairly smoothly on to a
splendid Beatles fanzine entitled With A Uttle Help From My
Friends. It's a larger than foolscap hand -typed effort and the issue
US No. 1
I was sent
July 1980
ran lo 34 pages. Beaflemaniacs Joy
'Last week's mention 01 Sweet People's 'El Les Ouiseaua
Kilbane and Pat Simmons put the whole thing together in then
CEanlient' was mercilessly chopped halfway through due to lack
spare time with, as the title suggests, a little help from their
of space. A9 I said then, 31.year.Id Swiss -born Alain. Method,
friends. The mug acts as a clearing house for all Beatles-relaled
Irldualry veteran Al 23 albums, Is the ensemble's leading light.
Info, past and present. A (lick through the July issue revealed
Composer) pianist Morisod Is now resident in Canada and has a
,reminiscences of the Beatles' US lour o1 1965 by Teen Beat's
string of International'hlts behind him Including 'Summer
roving columnist Bess Coleman and a personal commentary on
Concerto' which has shifted more than Iwo million units
worldwide since its release and spent practically the entire
the historic Shea concert o/ the same year by Terry Klemmer.
With a network of members throughout America, Australia and
duration of 1973 high on the Brazilian chart. 'Et Les Ouiseaae' vies
'Europe 'Friends' seems to pick up the slightest hint of Beetle
conceived (on a very bad day, I1 my ears don't deceive me) two
years ago and contains nothing more than a few species of birds
activity anywhere on the globe and neatly collates It alt together.
No nutter how much you THINK You know about the lab lour
warbling blissfully over a dull musical backing pad
'Friends' proves there's a whole lot more. The club also sells rare
Dead Kennedys' alternative chart hit 'Holiday In Cambodia' tras
tapes (NOT bootlegs) Including Interviews with Ed Rudy dating
now sold almost 40,000 copies
back to 1964, and Tony McCarthur dragging John Lennon
Gap Band's 'Oops Up Side Your Head' has now spent a record 'track -by -track through the then newly.released 'Abbey Road'
shattering 40 consecutive weeks on RM'e disco chart, initially as 'I
album In 1069.
Don't Believe You Went To Gel Up And Dance (Oops)' and then
I'm
not
too
what
rate
for
Unfortunately
sure
the
a single copy of
gaining mass acceptance when retitled. Its chances of attaining a
year on the chart have been Considerably enhanced by
'Friends' Is, though the equivalent of 12 dollars will bring you a
Phonogram's recent decision to relaunch the Current 'Party
year's subscription. Further enquiries should be addressed to Joy
Kilbane, 16430 Holland Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44147, USA and
Lights single with 'Oops' replacing the original flip 'Baby Baba
should be accompanied by an international reply coupon,
Boogie' . , ALAN JONES
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Ganen
GUILTY, Barbra Streyand
DIANE Diana Roes
A ANADU, Sounder/ a
ONE STEP CLOSER. The Doºhre Brothers
CRIMES OF PASSION Pal Benalar
GIVE ME THE NIGHT, George Benson
PANORAMA. The Can
EMOTION AL RESCUE The Rolling Slope,
BACK IN BLACK AC/DC
HONEYSUCKLE ROSE Soundtrack
ONE TRICK PONV, Paul Simon
PARIS Supeelrsrnp
TP Teddy Pendergrass
URBAN COWBOY So. sdIraek
CHRISTOPHER CROSS, ChNstopher CIosS
HOLDOUT JAckaon Browne
THE GAME
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11
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19
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71
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r

71
25
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31
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Elek1,,
Co umbra

Motown
MCA

Warner Broa
Cnrysa In
Warner Eros
Elektra
ReIing Stones

8
1

HIGHWAY RIDER, Black Axe
FEEL THE POWER, fatal
12 LAST CHANCE, Shoollne Star
13
HOLD ON. Xero
MCA
la WILDFIRE. Budgle
Active
IS LOST HORIZONS, Michael Schenker Group
Chrysalis
IS SUCKING MY LOVE, Diamond Head
White Label
17
ALL OF THE TIME, Trooper
Legend Import
18
STREET FIGHTING LADY, Guarlt
RRR
19
LIVE FOR THE WEEKEND, Triumph
RCA
20
PHILBY, Rory Gallagher
Chrysalis
Compiled by: FX HM ROADSHOW'. elo Phil Edwards. 'Arcot Now Road,
Newtown, Powys. Wales.

AKM
PIR

Full Moons Asylum
Warner Bros
Asylum
Warner BIOS
ANsraIGRP

I

RSO

Columbia
Columbia
Warner Bros

A, Jethro Tull
SCARY MONSTERS, David Bowe
AUDIO VISIONS, Kansas
FREEDOM OF CHOICE, Devo

LYIY1

RCA

Epic
Epic
Atlantic

FUNKIN' FOR JAMAICA. Tom Browne
ArIsIaIGRP
2
Elektra
ANOTHER'ONE BITES THE DUST, Oueen
MORE BOUNCE TO THE OUNCE Zapo
Warner Bros
3
Buddah
1
WIDE RECEIVER, Michael Henderson
Tamla
MASTER BLASTER, Slevle Wonder
8
Motown
10
I'M COMING OUT Dana Ross
ABM
7
WHERE DID WE GO WRONG, LTD
COIdIIOn
9
LET ME BE YOUR ANGEL Stacy Latdsaw
ARCICOIumbla
13
LET ME TALK. Earth Wind and Fire
Planet
II HE'S SO SHY, Pointer Srslels
Epic
17 LOVELY ONE, The Jaokspns
Warbler BrostO West
5 GIVE ME THE NIGHT, George Benson
Solar
6 I'VE JUST BEGUN TO LOVE YOU, Dynasty
12 NEVER KNEW LOVE LIKE THIS BEFORE Slephailre Mills 28th Century
Capitol
II HERE WE GO, Minnie Rlperion
-TSOP
15 GIRL DON
LET IT GET YOU DOWNIO'Jays
2015 Century
II UTOUCHED A DREAM. The Dells
Capitol
16
SOUTHERN GIRL, Maze
Su9arRnl
FREEDOM. Grand Mosier Flash And The Furious 5
Gordy
I NEED YOUR LOVING Teena Marie
20
I

Capitol
ASM

Chrysalis
RCA
Err shner

Warner Bros

HORIZON,Eddm Rabbltl
Elek lra
LOVE LIVES FOREVER. Minnie Rrperlon
Ca pllol
40
WIDE RECEIVER. Michael Henderson
Buddah
37 1r CARROTS Al Slewan and Shot In The Dark
Arista
GREATEST HITS. Kenny Rogers
Liberty
43
SWEET SENSATION, Slephanie Mills
201h Century
M SHADOWS AND LIGHT, JOm Mrlcnell
Asylum
27 ANYTIME ANYPLACE ANYWHERE. Rossinglon Collins Band
MCA
42 TRUE COLOURS. Split Eno
ARM
16 HEROES, Commodores
Motown
46 LET ME BE YOUR ANGEL. Stacy I.anisaw
Coulllon
35

11
1.3

"
6

A
1'
7

,:

Cl

PETER G A BRIEL. Peter Gabriel
31
LOST IN LOVE All Supply
/7 ^ONE FOR THE ROAD, The Krnlls
33
FULL MOON The Charlie Daniels Band
REACH FOR THE SKY. The Allman Brolners Band
27

50

59

re

e
:6

51

57
53

-SPECIAL THINGS. Pointer Sisters
73 TAKING LIBERTIES Ely,s Costello
63 IRONS IN THE FIRE. Teena Mane
6. COME UPSTAIRS. Carly Simon
54

Capes

IS

55

Warner Bros
Atoo
TSOP
Solar
Island
Polydor
Polydor
Warner Bros

JOY AND PAIN Maze
ONE IN A MILLION YOU. Larry Graham
56 57 EMPTY GLASS. Pele Townshend
57 16 THE YEAR 2000. The O'Jays
a9 ADVENTURES IN THE LAND OF MUSIC. Dynasty
59
59 51
UPRISING, Bob Marley & The Weller,
70
NO MORE DIRTY DEALS. The Johnny Van Zant Band
60
50 MCVICAR, Soundtrack
61
62 62
THIS TIME. Al Jarredu
63
53 NO NIGHT SO LONG. Dionne Warwick
6a
IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT. Pal Renate,
61
65
ANNE MURRAY'S GREATEST HITS, Anne Murray
56
52
PLAYING FOR KEEPS, Eddie Money
67 67
NO RESPECT. Rodney Dengerlreld
66
68 FOR THE WORKING GIRL. Melissa Manchesler
69
MIDDLE MAN. Boa Scopes
56
72 ONE EIGHTY Ambrosia
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69

','

58
75
74

'5

66

'

Mecuury
Arista
Arrsla
Epic
Arista
Planet
Columbia
Gordy
Warner BIOS

SI

1

-

LafI(L\,I C 1

s

1

2
X

6
5
3
a

Ans.

8
11

Chrysalis
Capitol
Columbia
Casablanca
Arlsla
Columbia
Warner Bros

13

20'
19
15

-

10

12
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CHIPMUNK PUNK. Tne ChipmunkS
ELVIS ARON PRESLEY, Ebb Presley
COMMON ONE, Van Mornsion
ARE HERE. The King*
DUKE Genesis

RCA

18

Warner Bros
Elektra

9

Allannt
2

SITL'
Shangrl-lae
Beatles
The D6ore
Stott Walker
Rolling Stones
Peluta Clark
Pink Floyd
Simon and Garfunkel
John Lennon
Mamas and Perms

LEADER OF THE PACK
HELP
THE ENO

JACKIE
SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL
DOWN TOWN
SEE EMILY PLAY

SCARBOROUGH FAIR
INSTANT KARMA
CALIFORNIA DREAMIN'

CHANGE,Flreblyd
RUNNING, Turbo

11

Warner Ord,

BEATIN' THE ODDS Molly Halcnel
TRIUMPH The Jackson,
DRAMA Yes
AGAINST THE WIND. Bob Seger 6 The Silver
Bullet Band
SHINE ON. LTD

'

Catelol
Aerobe)
Noma
Trial
Demo Tape
Polydor
Logo
Frlebird
Logo
Mend
Logo
Virgin

10

Atlanls
Co/umb,

WILD PLANET,B-52S
LOVE APPROACH. Tom Browne
FAME Soundtrack
ALIVE Kenny Lo001ns
GLASS HOUSES, Brlry Joel
ZAPP Zapp
VOICES, Daryl Hall d John Dales

r'-

M£IT

THIS PLANETS ON FIRE. Sammy Hagar
SECOND SIGHT/SECRET OF THE DANCE, Oman
3 CHILDREN OF THE GRAVE, Black Sabbath
I ONE OF THESE DAYS, Trespau
5 BATTLE TORN HEROES, Buffalo
0 SHORTIE' WHISKY,Pat Traver,
7
CHINA LADY Accept
1

Prism
Elektra
Gordy
Arlola
Warner
Salsa al

CAN'T FAKE THE FEELING Geraldine Hunt
ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST Queen
NEED YOU LOVIN'ICHAINS Teena Mane
IF YOU COULD READ MY MIND. Viola Wills
I

PRIVATE IDAHO. 8-52's
LOVE SENSATION. Lolealla Holloway
OuesllWarner
GIVE ME THE NIGHT. George Benson
Warner
WHIP ITIGATES OF STEEL. Devo
Arista
FUNKIN' FOR JAMAICA IN Y,i, Tom Browne
Fantasy
I NEED YOU/SELL MY SOULIFEVER. Sylvester
Gallen
THE WANDERER Donna Slimmer
Chalel/Prelude
CHERCHEZ PAS/BOOGIE TALK, Madleen Kane
Fantasy
THE ONE TONIGHT Fever
RSO
SHOOT YOUR BEST SHOT. Linda G1Nord
Solar
I'VE JUST BEGUN TO LOVE YOU, Dynasty
Warner
BREAKAWAY Wasson Beasley
IT'S NOT WHAT YOU GOT, IT'S NOW YOU USE IT
Solar
Carrie Lucas
Polydor
FUNTIME Peaches & Herb
Motown
DOWN,
Diana
Ross
UPSIDE
RSO
FAME/RED LIGHT IFame Soundtrack/ Various At1Hts
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Locksmith
FALCON, Rah Band,
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TEARDROP EXPLODES

TEN YEARS AGO IOClobdr

2

Il

POIIct
Bugglea
Blondle

FILE

YEARSAGO(October

Mlcnael JaCkSon
Clu0

$tghts
Ralnbow
Gary M man
Bellamy Br oilers
Lena Martell
Kale Bush

Davin Esse.

Simon and Garlunkºl

H1

7

SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS

UNAPALOMA BLANCA
L.L.L,ACY

2

BAND OFGOLD
BLACK NIGHT
YOU

3
S

7
8
9

10

AND GET
OUAN
PARANOID

Drillers

Howie Albert
The Gel -Lees

Te Four Seasons

Inc

Abba
Band otlhe Black Watch
Jonelean Krngg
Mal
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6

7
8
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86
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IF YOU REALLY WANT IT

ITE

NTAIN HIGH ENOUGH
NO
AIN'TT NOM BA
CLOSE TO YOU
BILLY?
WHICH WAY
BALL OF CONE SIONIN'

'TEARS
ALMOST THERE

IF YOU GOTTA GO, GO NOW

EVE OF DESTRUCTION
HANG ON SLOOPY
MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF
LOOK THROUGH ANY WINDOW
IL SELENZIO
MESSAGE UNDERSTOOD
SATISFACTION

-

73

Freda Payne
Deep Par le
Desmond Dek er
The Tremaloes
Black Sabbaln
Diana Ross
Bobby Bloom
The Carpenters
The Poppy Family
The Temitta0ons

BO

Br

-

67

85

70

e7

BarryMcGMre
TheMCCeys

89

Nod Basso
Sandie Shae
The Rolling SloneA

-

e3

Ken Dodd
Andy Witham,
Manfred Mann
The Walker Brothers
The Hollles

90

82

86

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO 1001ober 10. 19651

18, 19751

ONLYHDAVE EYES FOR YOU
THERE GOES MY FIRST LOVE
FEEUNGS
IT'S TIME FOR LOVE
WHO LOVES YOU

1

a

II

e2

75

88

90

DM17ín

Ashford 6 Simpson
Wainer Bros 1110
WEAKNESS FOR YOUR SWEETNESS, Jimmy Seriph
00º01110'
ALL ABOUT THE PAPER/I TOUCHED A DREAM,
Deli!
20th Century -For /2111
ONE DAY I'LL FLY AWAY, Randy Crawford
Wainer Bros loin
TO PROVE MY LOVE. Ned Doherty
Japanese CBS Sony LP
JUST HOLDIN' ON, Ernie Watts
US EHrNA LP
FEELS LIKE I'M IN LOVE, Kelly Mane
Calmre Plus 171n
HEARD IT IN A LOVE SONG McFadden, Whitehead
7500170'
HUNT UP WIND, Hiroshi Fukumura
US Inner Clty LP
POP YOUR FINGERS Rose Royce
Wnitrrerd I2in
IS IT IN, Jimmy 'Bo' Horne
US Sunshine Sound Inn
Mnlo.vn 1210
UPSIDE DOWN, Diana Ross
GROOVE -ON Willie Beaver' Hale
115 Car LP
DOUBLE DUTCH/DOUBLE DUTCH BUS, Frankre Smith US 916101 12in
TASTE OF BITTER LOVE. Gladys KnIghI 6 The Pips
0'
THE BREAKS, Kurt's Blow
MercuCBSry tom12
THIGHS HIGH, Tom Browne
Anºla GRP 120'
INHERIT THE WIND Wilton Felder
MCA 121,
LET ME TALK. Earth Wmd 6 Fire
CBS 121n
JOY IN INAVA/CIRCULAR ROAD, MICha1 Urbanlak
US Motown LP
CELEBRATION/LOVE FESTIVAL/TAKE ITTO THE TOP/
JONES VS. JONES. KooIS The Gang
US De -Lee LP/12,n promo
YOUR LOVE IS A LIFE SAVERISTRETCH'IN OUT REMIXI
Gayle Adams
US Prelude Ills
'1 WANT YOU/THE REAL THANGIGET UPIILUCKY FELLA
Nareda Michael Walden
Atlantic LP
THREE LITTLE BIRDS, Bob Marley
Island
UNCLE FUNK/GROOVITATION, Emir 0106.10
Warner BIOºLP
ASTRO-MARCHITHE TELLERS SINDRAN'S DREAMT
LAND OF THE THIRDEYE/FANTASY, Dale Valentin
US GRP LP
MORE BOUNCE TO THE OUNCE/FUNKY BOUNCE/
BE ALRIGHT, Zapo
US Warner Baps LP
NO PROBLEM/NICE SHOT ILIVEIIUP COUNTRY
Sadao Watanabe
mbre LP
US ColuO:M
ONE IN A MILLION YOU, Larry Graham
oe o
Warner
CAN'T STOP THE MUSIC/MAGIC NIGHT Village People Mercury 12rtn
I WANNA BE WITH YOU/SLIP AND DIPIMOM
S DAD 1980
Collee
US De-UM LP
LADIES OF THE EIGHTIES BO', Ladies
US Uno Melodio
PARISIENNE GIRLISUMMER ENDED mermen°
Ensr'ie 1170'
2e,50
I'M YOUR RADIO. Chocolale Milk
RCA 11
FEEL MY LOVE/WATCHING YOU/DREA MIN ISTONE JAM
Slave
I UECoer an LP
LET'S GET IT OFFIMAGIC OF YOU Cameron
Say. on LP
HE'S SO SHY/WE GOT THE POWER/ SAVE THIS
NIGHT FOR LOVE, Pointer Sigler,
Planer LP
HOUSE PARTY Fred Wesley
RSO 170'
HOW DO YOU DO/WE ARE BRASSI DOYA
Brass Construction
US UA LP
RED LIGHTIHOT LUNCH JAM, Linda CtIllgrd
OSO Ibn
EVERYBODY GET OFF Daybreak
US Pre.0 to 12111
COLORS IN SPACE/CARIBBEAN BLUE, COME BOCK JACK'
HIGH POINT/HELL ON WHEELS/WHISPER ZONE
Ramsey Lewis
CBS LP
ULTIMATE MASTERPIECE, RJ's Lades: Arrival
US VR 1Jm
IT'S MY TIME/REDCREEKISTARIDANCE TO YOUR HEART
Maynard Perguson
US CA' +rib+LP
GIVE IT ON UP/SO YOU WANNA BE A STAR,
YOU CANT WAIT FOR LOVE. Mtume
US EpiC LP
CHAINSIYOU MAKE LOVE LIES SPRINGTIME/ FIRST CLASS
LOVE (YOUNG LOVE Teena Marts
US Decae LP
A WALK IN THE PARK Nick Straker Band
Pinnacle Tír^CB9
COSMIC CITY. Dana Matthews
Japanese Elects. Old LP
At,
DON'T MAKE ME WAIT /OOLONG Roberta Paul
.1210
Irtrn
I WANNA GET WITH YOU. Rrrz
U5 Po
RED N
Nero Alpert
I

114'S -

57 -a8
58

Arista 12,n

MAKE IT RIGHT/ BOURGIE BOURGIE

I

31

1

YVST£XYZAR
MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
VIDEO KILLED THE RADIO STAR
DREAMING
DON T STOP 'TL YOU GET ENOUGH
WHATEVER YOU WANT
SINCE YOU'VE BEEN GONE
CARS
IF I SAID YOU HAD A BEAUTIFUL BODY
ONE DOT AT A TIME
KATE BUSH LIVE ON STAG

24

JJ

70

DAVE BALFE

I,

N

76

O',E YEAR AGOIOCIooer 93 19791

I

6

69
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YOU'RE LYING/RE MM, Una
Chrysalis 12
CASANOVA Coffee
fie-Elie
IAASTERBL ASTER IJAMMW'/IIDUBIr 9le,le Wonder
Meow,, I I
I NEED YOUR LOVIN'IREMIND
THE GROOVE IRESIIXL
Terna Marre
Morewrl lBn
NIGHT CRUISER/ LOVE MAGIC. Deodaro
Warner Bros/Z+n
AMIGO. Black Slate
Ens+pr112m
SEARCHING, Change
OEA lire
LOVE X LOVE/OFF BROADWAY/ON BROADWAY
George Benson
Warner RIO, Itm
BIG TIME, RIGS James
Mº/Owe I2m
LONDON TOWNIPETE S CRUSADE Llpni Of The World
EnHge 112,27
lOWE YOU ONE. Shalamar
Solar 101,
CAN'T-FAKE THE FEELING, Geraldine Hunt
LIS Prism 12m
BE THANKFUL FOR WHAT YOU'VE GOT,Wabam DeVeechn
EMI t7m
ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST Queen
EMUUS Elekrm 12rn prom`
GIVE ME THE NIGHT George Benson
Wainer Bro./
BACKSTROKIN' Falback
Sprirg 12in
OOPS UP SIDE YOUR HEAD. Gap Band
Marc., 9L
D I S C O.. Otlawan
Car,e.e
PARTY LIGHTS/ BABY BABA BOOGIE Gap Band
14101eury 17111
!LIKE (WHAT YOU'RE DOING TO ME)
Young Company
US Bronserce 11ín
MY OLD PIANO Diana Ross
Motown 170'
SUMMER GROOVES, Menge
Flamingo /tin
FUNKIN' FOR JAMAICA INYL Torn Browne
Arista GRP tlm
UNLOCK THE FUNK/FAR BEYOND' BLACK JACK

r

1

3

-

,I

r

FUCHIOTJ(REESPIRITI, r00uSlAls
IF YOM FEEL THE FUNK:ARE IOU READY

In

-

LaToya Jackson
US P. for LP
TAKE IT TO THELIAwit/BLACK COW Norman Connors
A
(SOMETIMES) BELIEVE III YOURSELF Roy Ayer&
1Nn
FAMILY HVD011 La+s
OSCo'
LR
THE HUNTER GETS CAPTURED BY THE GAME
I
Glace Jones
CAN'T HELP MYSELF, Kw,ek
di
EMI Ar 1 ,1
I n
STAY 1140T FOOTING IT Freeez
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS TONIGHTILOVE T K 0
CAN T WE TRYIIS ITSTILL GOOD 70YA.

Pin1P'

,

Pe

'-'LP

-

Teddy Pendergrass

.-

A 17'11
SUNSET Barbara Thompson
M.' a^LP
I'M COMING OUT, Dana Boll
US 'ACA LP
INSIGHT/UNTIL THE MORNING COMES Wdt.en Felder
U5M. tee LP
DEAR UMMERTZ,Atymulh

-

LOVELY ONE/HEARTBREAK

Jackson,

IIOTELJCAN YOU FEEL IT
LP

